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Preface

Sugarcane (Saccharum officinarum) is one of the most vegetatively cultivated cash 
crops in the world, predominantly grown in tropical and subtropical regions in 
more than 90 countries, and it is the main source of sugar, biofuel, and biomaterial. 
Despite enormous efforts, crop production is compromised due to several biotic 
and abiotic factors; therefore, the crop demands more attention from breeders 
and biotechnologists to improve its sustainable production. In this era of depleting 
natural energy resources, biotechnology has played a major role in converting 
sugarcane into energy-cane (ethanol- and lipid-cane) to meet the requirements of 
energy on a sustainable basis.

The book Sugarcane - Biotechnology for Biofuels consists of seven chapters that 
are strategically organized, allowing readers to follow the contents easily. It begins 
with Chapter 1, “Introductory Chapter: Bioengineered Sugarcane - A Sustainable 
Biofactory of Renewable Energy”, in which Dr. Khan comprehensively highlights 
how engineered sugarcane provides superior genotypes with regulated expressions of 
genes and improved enzymatic reactions for increased bioconversion of lignocellulose 
biomass, and recovery of sugars and lipids for ethanol and diesel production. Further, 
he demonstrates how cellulose and lignin could be used to develop high-quality 
fiber and biosurfactants for the apparel and petroleum industries, respectively. In 
Chapter 2, “Base Excision Repair in Sugarcane – A New Outlook”, Drs. Medeiros and 
Scortecci explain the association of the base excision repair (BER) pathway with 
the maintenance of genome integrity in sugarcane and other model plants by using 
different bioinformatic tools. They follow-up with questions on the components and 
evolutionary aspects of the BER pathway in plants. Dr. Sica, in Chapter 3, “Sugarcane 
Breeding for Enhanced Fiber and Its Impacts on Industrial Processes”, discusses the 
advancements in the breeding programs to improve biomass and fiber rather than the 
sucrose contents of cane crops to exploit the potential of advanced genotypes to meet 
the energy demands. Dr. Leite and colleagues, in Chapter 4 very comprehensively 
highlight the physicochemical properties of residues from the sugarcane industry 
such as straw, bagasse, vinasse, and filter cake, aiming at their use in energy recovery 
processes. In Chapter 5, Dr. Khan and his team discuss the advancements as well as 
the potential challenges in the production of sugarcane biofuel by focusing on genetic 
and genomic interventions to improve the crop as energy-cane. In Chapter 5, they 
also discuss the controversies in the production and usage of biofuel derived from 
sugarcane. Finally, in Chapter 6, Dr. Setiati and coauthors highlight the potential of 
bagasse as a rich source of lignin for the development of lignosulfonate surfactant, an 
anionic surfactant to improve the oil recovery in the petroleum sector.

Muhammad Sarwar Khan, Ph.D.
Center of Agricultural Biochemistry and Biotechnology (CABB),

University of Agriculture,
Faisalabad, Pakistan
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Chapter 1

Introductory Chapter: 
Bioengineered Sugarcane - A  
Sustainable Biofactory of 
Renewable Energy
Muhammad Sarwar Khan

1. Introduction

Engineered sugarcane provides superior genotypes with a regulated expression 
of endogenous and exogenous genes, improved enzymatic reactions and sugar pro-
duction, resulting in increased bioconversion of lignocellulosic biomass, recovery 
of sugars, and lipids for ethanol and diesel production.

The genus Saccharum belongs to the family Poaceae with five major species; 
officinarum, sinense, barberi, robustum, and spontanuem, developed through complex 
hybridization. The Saccharum officinarum is mainly grown for sugar in tropical and 
subtropical regions of the world. Where this crop meets up to 80% of world sugar 
requirement [1] is facing several problems including biotic and abiotic that affect 
its production. Conventional approaches lagged in solving the problems due to the 
complex genome and narrow genetic pool of sugarcane, however, advanced tools 
are employed to address biotic and abiotic problems, and to increase agronomic 
traits including yield, juice, and sugar. Further, improved sugarcane is being grown 
for bioethanol production in countries like the USA, Brazil, European Union, 
Guatemala, and China. Recently, sugarcane is engineered not only for bioethanol 
also for oil, hence it opens a window to develop purpose-grown sugarcane in the 
world. The chapter specifically highlights the technologies exploited in improving 
the crop for sustainable production of biofuel, including ethanol and diesel.

Though fossil fuels meet approximately 80 percent of the energy demand of the 
world and are required for economic development, the system is not renewable and 
causing global warming due to heavy CO2 emissions. Global warming may affect the 
agenda of sustainable development therefore it is imperative to address this issue. 
The development of modern approaches adds to our confidence in addressing these 
objectives in the energy system.

2. Sugarcane genetic improvement

Sugarcane has several unique characteristics compared to other cereals. 
Sugarcane is highly polyploid at its genome level, carries photosynthesis through 
C4 mechanism, chloroplast distribution in mesophyll and bundle sheath cells are 
few unique traits of this monocotyledonous plant. These traits of sugarcane make 
this plant one of the valuable specimens to explore its genetic potential. Despite 
considerable varietal improvement using conventional interventions, a serious 
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effort to develop elite genotypes is required. Major hurdles in the genetic improve-
ment of sugarcane are due to its genetic complexity, low fertility, long cycle, and 
climate-specific flowering nature of the crop. Under this scenario, biotechnology 
can play a leading role to improve and introduce commercially important traits into 
elite genotypes.

Starting from the somaclonal selection under in vitro conditions to genetically 
engineering the genome of the crop each of the approaches has made it possible to 
develop new traits in sugarcane; including insect resistance, herbicide- and abiotic 
stresses-tolerance. Interestingly, with the introduction of synthetic elements, the 
pathways have been engineered in the sugarcane, resulting in various industrial 
and non-industrial products. Briefly describing the technology, each cell carries 
three major organelles; namely, nucleus, chloroplast, and mitochondria. Each of 
these organelles has its genome where the nuclear genome is routinely manipu-
lated to develop new traits by exploiting two major approaches of gene transfer; 
Agrobacterium-mediated and biolistic-mediated gene gun methods. Of these two 
methods, particle bombardment is more successful to develop transgenic plants in 
sugarcane [2]. Several steps are involved to complete the process of genetic modifi-
cation of the genome, starting from the choice of a gene to develop a trait, selection 
of a promoter and a terminator to regulate the expression of the trait-conferring 
gene, selection of a selectable marker for selection and purification of transformed 
cells, selection of an explant and optimization of regeneration medium by fine-
tuning the concentration of the growth regulators, supporting the cell to complete 
cycle of differentiation and regeneration into a shoot.

To transform the chloroplast genome, the plastome, requirements of the trans-
formation process are different. In this process, the antibiotics that normally kill 
prokaryotic organisms are preferred, keeping in view the mode of actions of the 
drugs. For example, spectinomycin, an aminoglycoside antibiotic is used to select 
and purify the transgene-recipient cells on regeneration medium for several plants 
including members of families; Solanaceae, Brassicaceae, Apiaceae, and Asteraceae; 
including; tobacco, potato, tomato, cabbage, oil rapeseed, carrot, and lettuce. 
However, monocotyledonous crops of the Poaceae family, like, sugarcane and rice 
are resistant to spectinomycin, naturally; therefore, another antibiotic namely, 
streptomycin is added to the regeneration medium for selecting the transplastomic 
clones. Chloroplast transformation in sugarcane has been reported recently [3] 
using a vector carrying fluorescent antibiotic resistance marker gene, FALRE-S [4]. 
The transformed plants remained heteroplasmic after successive cycles of selection 
and regeneration owing to the complex anatomy and polyploidy of the plastome, 
though, homoplasmic clones have been successfully obtained in several plant 
species [5]. The sugarcane plastome is very attractive when talks about metabolic 
engineering where high-level expression of genes and accumulation of the product 
is required.

2.1 Genetic improvement for insect resistance

Insects are serious threats to the sugarcane industry, worldwide, though exact 
assessment of economic losses is difficult to record. However, fragmented informa-
tion is available on individual pests. Major pests of the crop are chewing, sucking 
insects, and canegrubs, and termites. Amongst borers, the most common are top, 
stem, and root borers.

Engineering the genome for enhanced resistance to insects is one of the success 
stories of transgenic technology. Several molecules including proteinase inhibi-
tors (PI), secondary metabolites, ribosome-inactivating proteins, lectins, and 
δ-endotoxins of Bacillus thuringiensis [6–8], have been identified for effectively 
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controlling the insects. Therefore, developing insect-resistant sugarcane through a 
transgenic approach is required. Several transgenic sugarcane plats have been devel-
oped in different regions of the world keeping in view the type of insects invading 
the crop and resulting in economic losses. Successful examples are the development 
of transgenic plants addressing the problems of top borers using δ-endotoxins of 
Bacillus thuringiensis in Indian subcontinent, American and African countries. The 
larvae invade the sugarcane crop two times, at early and at a later stage, during the 
growing season. Early infestation causes serious damage to the crop by developing 
a ‘dead heart’, young shoot died as larvae chew the base of the shoot while later 
benefits to increase population and feed, triggering yield loss from 15 to 30 percent. 
How the process of ‘dead heart’ starts, the young larvae tunnels into the nucleus of 
the spindle and damage the growing point, causing the shoot to wilt and die. This 
requires the development of resistance against several factors including biotic and 
abiotic in sugarcane [9], but traditional improvement strategies are hampered by 
high polyploidy, genetic complexity, environment-specificity, and low fertility [10]. 
Thus biotechnological approaches have the potential to address such stresses by 
engineering resistance. Since the first genetic manipulation of sugarcane [11, 12], 
the development of transgenic clones is a routine [13, 14]. Several traits including 
effective control of stem borers have been introduced into the sugarcane [15, 16]. 
In these studies, a synthetic cry1Ab gene was selected to introduce and express 
under a tissue-specific promoter, PEPC. After bombardment the transformed cells, 
subsequently shoots were recovered on phosphinothricin-containing regeneration 
medium. Expectedly, the primary clones accumulated varied amounts of expressed 
CRY protein, ranging from 20 to 40 ng/mg. The variation in expressed protein 
levels is perhaps due to the random insertion of the transgene, varied copy number 
of the transgene in transgenic clones. Once, homozygous clones were recovered, the 
varied expression was documented as developmental and photosynthetic control 
of expression of the transgene. However, the expression levels were regarded as the 
highest levels of toxin reported so far in the literature. These levels were 13- and 
35-fold higher than the highest levels of modified cry1Ac and cry1Ab gene, respec-
tively [16–18]. The maize ubiquitin promoter was used to drive the synthetically 
developed cry1Ac gene in sugarcane for stem borers [16, 17], which is five to six 
times higher compared to the levels obtained by a constitutive promoter, CaMV 35S, 
in sugarcane getting high expression under PEP-C promoter were perhaps of using 
a C4 plant-specific promoter.

Interestingly, the detectable endotoxins levels varied from base to tip and from 
first to the outermost leaf of the whorl, depending on the developmental stage of 
the leaf. Measurements of the toxin levels in leaves showed that the accumulation of 
transprotein was low in young emerging leaves and increased with the leaf develop-
ment. The maximum amount was recorded in the fully developed leaf on the same 
plant [18]. In another investigation, the cry1Ac gene has been introduced using a 
vector-dependent method for borer-resistance in sugarcane. The transgene was 
successfully introduced and transformed plants showed a high level of toxicity to 
Sesamia cretica giving 100% mortality of the larvae. These two reports are success 
stories of developing borer-resistant transgenic sugarcane [19]. Other success 
stories of developing transgenic sugarcane with different genes used for effective 
control of diverse insects are not included intentionally due to the word limit of the 
article, hence, my apologies for not including such valuable published reports.

2.2 Genetic improvement for disease resistance

Sugarcane is vulnerable to several diseases caused by different organisms 
including; bacteria, fungi, viruses, and nematodes. The diseases damage the crop 
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throughout the growing season and multiple epidemics by 64 diseases are reported 
that have damaged the sugarcane crop, worldwide. Of these diseases, five are 
caused by bacterial and 40 by fungal pathogens. However, the most common are 
rust, wilt, red rot, and smut that have seriously affected the sugarcane, demanding 
the development of disease-resistant varieties. In this section, only two diseases; 
one of fungal and the other of bacterial origin, are discussed.

Amongst fungal diseases, red rot is the most common disease of sugarcane and 
is caused by Colletotrichum falcatum Went that attacks the sucrose accumulating 
parenchyma cells [20] of culmus stalk of sugarcane, causing severe losses; up to 
29% in the cane yield and 25 to 75% in the sugar recovery [21, 22]. Since sugarcane 
is a vegetatively propagated plant hence the pathogens spread through diseased-
culmus-setts, stressing the availability of healthy canes for propagation. Instead 
of chemical, biological control of the red rot in sugarcane using Trichoderma 
(Trichoderma harzianum and Trichoderma viride) is reported [23, 24]. Of these two 
species, Trichoderma harzianum is more effective in controlling the Colletotrichum 
falcatum. It is interesting to know how Trichoderma which is a fungus controls 
another fungus Colletotrichum? Such invading fungi control others through the 
mechanisms of mycoparasitism and antibiosis. Mycoparasitism is one of the most 
important mechanisms for biocontrol of pathogen fungi that work through three 
steps: chemotrophic growth and recognition; coiling and interaction of hyphae 
and secretion of specific lytic enzymes [25]. Whereas, antibiosis is a shift to the 
concept of mycoparasitism that is based on lethal principle. Trichoderma produces 
low molecular weight and diffusible substances that penetrate the host cell thereby 
inhibit the uptake of nutrients, sporulation, production of metabolites, and the 
synthesis of the cell wall of the target fungus [26, 27]. Nevertheless, antibiosis is a 
species-specific mechanism.

Transgenically, the red rot was controlled by expressing genes from Trichoderma 
into the genome of sugarcane. Encouraged from the inhibitory effects of β1,3-
glucanase, isolated from Trichoderma, against pathogenic fungi, Nayyar et al., [28] 
expressed the gene in sugarcane and analyzed the regenerating plants for transgene 
integration and expression. The transgene was expressed up to 4.4-fold higher 
than the non-transformed wild-type plants, and resistance to two pathotypes of 
Colletotrichum falcatum. The expression levels of the transgene were up-regulated 
after infection compared to the levels recorded before infection in engineered resis-
tant sugarcane plants. However, pathogenicity tests on transgenic sugarcane against 
the virulent strains of Colletotrichum falcatum will demonstrate the resistance level. 
To demonstrate the pathogenicity, the transgenic sugarcane plants were challenged 
with two virulent strains (CF08 and Cf09) of Colletotrichum falcatum, and plants 
exhibited moderate to high-level resistance against Cf09 and Cf08, respectively. 
The structural model of the β-1,3-glucanase encoded protein demonstrated that two 
active sites namely; Glutamate 628 and Aspartate 569 of the catalytic domain of the 
protein are the main sites that have catalyzed the cleavage of β-1,3-glycosidic bonds 
and lysis of pathogen hyphae [29].

Further, another disease caused by a bacterial pathogen in sugarcane, the leaf 
scald, is also a serious threat to the sugarcane industry as it severely affects the yield. 
The disease is mainly distributed in the Philippines, Thailand, Myanmar, Vietnam, 
Java, Laos, Australia, and USA [30, 31] but now it is the most important quarantine 
disease in Taiwan, Guangxi, Fujian, Jiangxi, Yunnan, Guangdong, and Hainan 
in China [32]. The leaf scald, also called leaf burning disease which is caused by 
Xanthomonas albilineans infects the xylem vessels of the sugarcane plant. Recently, 
it is reported that it also invades tissues of leaves and culmus stalks, predominantly 
sucrose accumulating cells. Unlike other phytopathogenic bacteria, Xanthomonas 
albilineans lacks a type 3 HRP secretion system, a system that enables most bacteria 
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to overcome the defense mechanism of their host plants [32]. Yet, it is capable of 
invading other tissues, and developing symptoms in three stages namely; latent, 
chronic, and acute phases. It is observed that the bacterium remains dormant for 
more than 12 months without any symptoms. The bacterium infection develops 
symptoms of chlorotic stripes and patches on leaves, side shooting starts at the 
base of culmus stalks and burning of the leaf tips, and well-defined white pencil-
lines along the veins during the chronic phase. Sometimes, the sudden death of 
whole stools.

Biotechnological interventions to address diseases are primarily focused on 
engineering the sugarcane genome and molecular breeding. The complete genome 
has been sequenced despite the complexities of ploidy levels, individual genes are 
transferred to engineer resistance traits. The coding region of an albicidin detoxify-
ing gene (albD) from Pantoea dispersa has been expressed under ubi promoter from 
the maize and the nos terminator using Agrobacterium into the nuclear genome of 
the sugarcane plants found susceptible to leaf scald [33]. However, the transgenic 
plants were resistant to the disease since no chlorotic disease symptoms appeared 
in inoculated leaves, whereas non-transgenic plants developed severe symptoms. 
Further, a high concentration of accumulated transprotein has protected young 
stems against the multiplication of the pathogen. Thus, transgenic sugarcane clones 
conferred resistance to the disease as the plants showed no symptoms and multipli-
cation of the bacterium [34, 35]. Introducing transgenes into sugarcane represents 
an important step forward, however, the growing investment in genomics and 
identification of resistance gene analogs (RGA), present in a majority of indigenous 
genotypes, might become an attractive alternative in disease resistance management 
through transgenic technology, and the development of screening tools of resistant 
genotypes.

2.3 Genetic improvement for sugar production and recovery

Sugarcane leaves contain both the mesophyll and bundle sheath cells. 
Photosynthesis occurs in the chloroplasts of both cells. Sugarcane unlike other 
organisms accumulates photosynthetic assimilates in the form of sucrose in the 
culmus stalk, thereby directly providing sugar for human consumption. Sucrose 
produced in the leaves is translocated from the source (leaves) to sink (parenchyma 
cells of the culmus stalk) through the phloem. The sucrose-loving parenchyma 
cells of the stalk accumulate the sucrose to an exceptionally high concentration i.e. 
up to 25–27% of the fresh weight [36, 37]. However, there is a correlation between 
photosynthetic activity and the sucrose contents in sugarcane. Toward maturity 
of the cane, the sucrose contents in the stem are increased whereas photosynthesis 
in leaves is reduced [38], indicating the regulatory mechanism of sucrose accu-
mulation in the stalk cells [39]. Sucrose synthesis, transport, and accumulation in 
sugarcane are continuous processes.

Sucrose is accumulated in the stalk for metabolism and storage, and this 
accumulation is believably dependent on source supply, the storage capacity of the 
sink, and the metabolism in the parenchyma cells of the cane stem. Conceptually, 
the sucrose supply and demand situation determines whether the plant is source-
limited or sink-limited. Accordingly, when source supply is limited in a plant to 
meeting the demand of the sink, then it will be a source-limited plant and when 
the demand is less than the source supply then it will be the sink-limited plant 
[40]. Generally, the photosynthetic activity falls with the maturation of the cul-
mus stalk, and the rate of photosynthesis in high sucrose-accumulating elite lines 
is reduced to two-third of low sucrose accumulating lines, suggesting the role of 
the source-sink communication in the sucrose accumulation [38, 41]. For example, 
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Saccharum spontaneum accumulates sucrose at a lower level with high photosyn-
thesis compared to the noble canes [42].

Sugarcane has developed a special mechanism of carbon fixation, and fix CO2 in 
the form of four carbon molecules. This carbon fixation is facilitated by the coordi-
nation of cell types; mesophyll and bundle sheath cells, and hence photosynthetic 
functions are divided between these two cells. Carbon dioxide is initially fixed in 
the mesophyll cells, where it is converted into bicarbonate by phosphoenolpyruvate 
carboxylase. The product formed is oxaloacetate, which is reduced to malate by the 
NADP-dependent malate dehydrogenase. The malate is transported to the bundle 
sheath cells, located near the vascular system of the leaf, where it is converted to 
pyruvate, releasing CO2 in the vicinity of the ribulose-1,5-bisphosphate carbox-
ylase-oxygenase (RuBisCO). In bundle sheath cells the carbon dioxide is fixed by 
RuBisCO to energy-rich molecules such as glucose. After this step, the Calvin cycle 
proceeds as in C3  plants. Knowledge of C4 photosynthesis has made it possible to 
understand sugarcane productivity and highlights its importance to become one 
of the principal sources of carbohydrates for human consumption and bioethanol 
production.

Sucrose synthesized in the leaves of sugarcane has to be accumulated into the 
parenchyma cells of a stalk, experimentally it has been documented that sucrose is 
transported mainly through the symplastic system [43–45]. However, it is impera-
tive to understand the distribution and accumulation of sucrose in three compart-
ments namely; apoplast, cytoplasm, and vacuole to comprehensively overview 
the accumulation of sucrose in the parenchyma cells [46]. The transported sugar 
is unloaded into the apoplast and then transported to vacuoles. This transport 
of sugar to vacuoles is carried out by the sucrose transporters under low turgor 
conditions. Another way to translocate the unloaded sucrose is that the sucrose is 
hydrolyzed into glucose and fructose in the apoplast by the cell wall acid invertase 
and the end products (hexoses) are transported by hexose carriers, allowing the 
continued efflux of sucrose from the phloem. In this context, the cooperation 
of both the hexose transporters and the cell wall invertase is important and has 
been extensively reviewed elsewhere [47]. In plants sucrose is hydrolyzed by two 
enzymes; the sucrose synthase and cell wall invertase. Of these two enzymes, the 
sucrose synthase reversibly converts sucrose into glucose and fructose for utiliza-
tion in respiration and cellulose biosynthesis [48], invertase irreversibly converts 
sucrose into glucose and fructose, exerting a pivotal role in carbon utilization and 
distribution.

Sucrose starts accumulating in the internodes at the early growth stage but the 
accumulation sharply increases when internode elongation stops [49], coinciding 
with the development of the stem and its elongating internodes [50]. Further, elon-
gating internodes are characterized by a high ratio of hexoses to sucrose [51]. Higher 
concentrations of hexose in the developing internodes could be due to the predomi-
nant apoplasmic phloem unloading pathway as a result of sucrose cleavage by cell 
wall invertase and cellular uptake by hexose transporters [52]. Experimentally it has 
been demonstrated in radiolabeled sucrose transport studies that the majority of the 
translocated sucrose is taken into parenchyma cells of both developing and mature 
internodes, extensively reviewed [53], despite cell wall invertase activity was pres-
ent in the apoplasm. Initially, vacuoles in the parenchyma cell of sugarcane stalk 
function as a sink to store sucrose through growth and development-dependent 
reversible process, but at a later stage when elongation of internodes stops then 
mature culm stores sucrose in the apoplast, intercellular spaces outside the plasma 
membranes.

Through the interventions of genetic engineering approaches, several attempts 
have been made to improve the sucrose contents of the sugarcane genotypes. 
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Sucrose synthase and cell wall invertase are the main regulatory enzymes of sucrose 
metabolism. When sucrose synthase was overexpressed in sugarcane, the contents 
were not improved [54]. Similarly, cell wall invertase was regulated to improve the 
sucrose contents of the sugarcane but no significant increase in sucrose accumula-
tion was observed [55]. Though sucrose contents were increased in sugarcane cell 
suspension cultures by suppressing the invertase [56] yet it was not reproducible in 
stable transgenic sugarcane plants [57], indicating the role of the regulatory feed-
back mechanism between source and sink during accumulation [58]. Recently, two 
homologs of invertase inhibitors are identified in sugarcane, believed to be mem-
bers of the superfamily of pectin methylesterase inhibitor, moderately conserved 
in plants [59]. To demonstrate where both enzymes are precisely located in the 
plant, both genes were fused with the green fluorescent protein and experimentally 
observed that ShINH1 is targeted to the apoplast. Further, expressed tissue specifi-
cally and is developmentally regulated, suggesting its role in metabolic regulation 
of sucrose between source and sink during sucrose accumulation in sugarcane. The 
gene expresses at relatively high levels in leaves and stalk but decreases significantly 
in stalk toward the maturity of the internodes. Experimentally, ShINH1 potently 
inhibited acid invertase, making it a candidate for controlling the deterioration of 
sucrose in sugarcane. However, experimental and in silico studies have revealed that 
both ShINH1 and ShINH2 have a role in sucrose accumulation and may contribute 
to the improvement of sugar yield and recovery in sugarcane.

2.4 Genetic improvement for bioconversion of biomass

Commercially, the juice is extracted from sugarcane and processed through 
multistep procedures to develop sugar, ethanol, or biodiesel, leaving fibrous mate-
rial, bagasse, in a large volume of approximately 540 million metric tons on yearly 
basis, worldwide, which is used in sugar mills as a furnace fuel and apparel industry 
for paper or board manufacturing, however, its use as a feedstock for cellulosic 
ethanol is gaining importance and several independent reports have been published 
on its chemical composition, constituents preparation, and utilization. Sugarcane 
bagasse consists of 41 to 55 percent cellulose, 20 to 27.5 percent of hemicellulose, 18 
to 26.3 percent of lignin, and around 7 percent of others by weight. Of these three 
major constituents, cellulose and lignin have gained much attention to develop 
byproducts, and/or for value addition [60].

Bioconversion of lignocellulosic biomass from bagasse has gained much atten-
tion of the plant biotechnologists and microbiologists for bioethanol production 
and value-added products as bagasse has long been considered in bioethanol 
industries for ethanol production, referred to as ‘second-generation ethanol. 
Biotechnological interventions have enabled the efficient bioconversion of bagasse 
through the introduction of improved microbial strains, media formulations, and 
product recovery processes. As the bagasse has a complex structure, therefore it 
is pretreated to dissociate the lignin-cellulose and to increase the surface area for 
better enzymatic activities to convert the biomass to fermentable sugars. Different 
approaches including; biological treatment, dilute acid hydrolysis, alkali hydroly-
sis, and solvent-based pretreatment have been reported for saccharification of the 
bagasse. However, all such processes significantly add to the cost of bioethanol 
production from lignocellulosic biomass [61].

The saccharification process is affected by the high contents of lignin and lignin 
syringyl to guaiacyl (S/G) ratio in the bagasse hence the composition of the lignin 
is needed to be changed as they prevent cellulase from accessing the cellulose 
molecules in the process of ethanol production [61]. Biotechnological approaches 
may help in altering the composition of this fibrous material by regulating the genes 
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involved in its biosynthesis pathway. Three key genes; namely, COMT (caffeic acid 
O-methyltransferase), CCoAOMT (caffeoyl-CoA O-methyltransferase), and F5H 
(ferulate 5-hydroxylase) have been targeted employing techniques; RNAi (RNA 
interference), TALEN (transcription activator-like effector nuclease), and CRISPR 
(Clustered Regularly Interspaced Short Palindromic Repeats)/case9. The gene, 
COMT was downregulated from the biosynthesis pathway of lignin using the RNAi 
approach, and the expression of the gene was lowered by 67–97%, and the lignin 
contents were reduced by 3.9% to 13.7%, respectively. Further, the S/G ratio in the 
lignin was reduced from 1.47 in the wild type to values ranging between 1.27 and 
0.79. Consequently, levels of fermentable sugar were increased up to 29% without 
pretreatment however, these levels were further increased by 34% when biomass 
was treated with dilute acid [62]. Further, COMT mutant lines developed by target-
ing the conserved region of the gene through the TALEN approach showed lignin 
reduction up to 19.7% with 43.8% improved saccharification efficiency. The lignin 
contents were further reduced from 29 to 32% in COMT mutants [63]. Owing to the 
highly complex and polyploid genome, targeted mutagenesis using CRISPR/Cas9 
could be a valuable tool to reduce the lignin contents.

As far as the bioconversion of the lignocellulosic biomass to fermentable sugars 
is concerned, significant quantities of cellulolytic and hemicellulolytic enzymes are 
required, and currently, microbes are used to produce these enzymes that have sub-
stantially increased the production cost of bioethanol. Therefore, in planta produc-
tion of enzymes could have a significant impact on the economics of bagasse-based 
ethanol production. Several independent reports have been published describing 
the hydrolysis of pretreated biomass by mixtures of purified cellulases from wheat 
and barley straw, corn stover, switchgrass, and poplar. Afterward, genes encoding 
the enzymes like; cellobiohydrolase I (CBH I), cellobiohydrolase II (CBH II), and 
endoglucanase (EG) were stably introduced into the genome of the sugarcane, and 
the accumulation of enzymes was confirmed in the leaves of plants [64]. However, 
the enzymes CBHI and CBHII of fungal origin remained resistant to proteolysis 
during sugarcane leaf senescence, while bacterial origin (EG) was degraded, 
demonstrating the stability of recombinant cellulase in transgenic sugarcane. When 
tissue-specific regulatory elements, with or without targeting sequences, were used 
to control the expression of transgenes the accumulation of enzymes was variably 
enhanced. All three enzymes accumulated to higher levels when targeted to vacu-
oles however, the highest levels of accumulation of endoglucanase were recorded 
when the enzyme was targeted to the chloroplasts. This practically demonstrates 
a significant step forward for the economic production of lignocellulosic ethanol. 
Hence, such initiatives could advance cellulosic ethanol technology.

2.5 Genetic improvement for ethanol production

Renewable fuels are an attractive alternative to petroleum-derived gasoline since 
it potentially lowers the production of greenhouse gases, and add to the country’s 
economy. Amongst biofuels, bioethanol is being produced from non-food as well as 
food parts of the plants including sugarcane. It is prepared from can juice, molasses, 
and bagasse. The renewable bioethanol industry has been successfully developed in 
countries like the USA, Brazil, Mexico, the EU, and China, and bioethanol is being 
used to unravel the energy crisis. Developing bioethanol from non-food sources 
has emerged as a trend due to several advantages like availability of abundant raw 
materials, low price, and renewability. Such bioethanol industry is strategically 
being developed in China.

Bioethanol production in the USA is from corn with a maximum production 
of 56.7 billion liters from cereal grains, though the focus has been shifted recently 
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from corn to cellulosic ethanol, facing many challenges like feedstock availability 
and high conversion costs. Brazil, the largest sugarcane-based ethanol producer 
in the world is pioneering in using bioethanol as a motor fuel. In 2019–2020, 
Brazilian ethanol production reached 34 billion liters to meet the domestic market 
demand. To increase the target of 50 billion liters of ethanol the Brazilian industry 
is increasing its fermentation efficiency from 83–90%. This will enable the ethanol 
industry to meet the environmental targets established by Brazil at COP21, The 
United Nations Climate Change Conference, which was held in Paris, France, from 
30 November to 12 December 2015. In the market, it is being sold in the form of 
either pure ethanol fuel (E100) or blended with gasoline (E27). Presently, ethanol 
production from sugarcane produces nine times more energy than the energy 
consumed during its production process [65]. Hence, bioethanol is produced 
directly from the sugarcane juice converting this into ethanol through the fermen-
tation process using microorganisms as sugarcane juice is rich in sucrose, glucose, 
and fructose. During the fermentation process, the sucrose is readily broken down 
into glucose and fructose by the yeast invertase. During the process, the sugarcane 
stalk is crushed and milled with water. The extracted juice is heated at a tempera-
ture of 115°C. After heating, the juice is treated with either sulfuric acid or lime, 
and the excessive inorganic compounds are precipitated. Afterward, the heated 
juice is cooled down and yeast is added along with nutrients for yeast growth. 
Fermentation can be carried out in either batch or continuous reactors, however, 
continuous reactors are used in Brazil.

Biotechnological attempts have been made to improve the sugarcane for agro-
nomic traits and recently, several interventions have been made to improve the 
genetic makeup of the plant as well as of microorganisms used to develop ethanol 
from sugarcane. The Saccharomyces cerevisiae is commonly used in the fermentation 
process of sugarcane to develop ethanol. One of the potential candidate genes asso-
ciated with ethanol fermentation is PHO4, a phosphate regulon [66]. The replace-
ment of the gene from fast-growing strain MC15 to a high ethanol-producing strain 
MF01, exploiting the homologous recombination approaches, has improved the 
ethanol yield to 5.30% as the maximum yield harvested was 114.71 g/L and has 
decreased the fermentation time to 12.5%, compared to the non-recombinant MF01 
strain. So, the engineered strain will not only be improving the yield of the ethanol 
also reducing the fermentation time. In another experiment, the F-514 strain of 
the S. cerevisiae was used to ferment sugars from sugarcane molasses in hot and 
dry weather, and it was reported that by improving the fermentation parameters 
ethanol yield was improved. In addition to yeast strains, the pretreatment of molas-
ses or can juice with lime or sulfuric acid affect the ethanol yield in the fermenta-
tion process. Raharja et al. [67] used commercial instant dry yeast to simplify the 
production process and reduce the bacterial contamination risk. Using the molasses 
as starting material, containing a very high concentration of sugar (30%), and 
pretreated with sulfuric acid produced ethanol at a very low level, lower than the 
levels attained using bagasse as feedstock. Hence, producing ethanol from feedstock 
like sugars and molasses and its application as an energy source may not be desirable 
on a long-term basis as the demand for fuel, food, and feed is rising, demanding 
alternative means of cost-competitive and sustainable supply of feedstock. Further, 
the bioethanol producing industries in the USA as well as in Brazil have decided 
to develop second-generation ethanol (2G) from lignocellulose materials, requir-
ing new production models [68]. Biomass, which is burnt to produced energy in 
sugar industries could be used as feedstock to convert polysaccharides into ethanol 
[68]. The pretreatment of biomass to extract hemicellulose is carried out either by 
biological or chemical (diluted acids) treatment or through steam. Bioethanol is 
produced from hemicellulosic hydrolysate using yeast, immobilized on magnetic 
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particles, in the fermenters under a magnetic field. It has been reported that ethanol 
production was 34% higher in bioreactors assisted with axial rather than by trans-
versal magnetic field.

2.6 Genetic improvement for oil production

Biofuel’s largest markets in the world are in the USA, Brazil, the European 
Union, and China, collectively producing 85% of global biofuel with a 48% share 
of the USA alone. Of the total biofuel production, 82% share is of bioethanol, 
which is majorly produced by the USA and Brazil. However, biodiesel is the second 
majorly produced biofuel in the world, with a 49% contribution from the European 
Union. The biodiesel contribution of the EU, USA, and Brazil is 34.1%, 19.5 and 
12%, respectively. The feedstock used to extract oil is rapeseed and or cooking oil 
in the EU whereas in the USA and Brazil is soybean. The soybean has been grown 
on 33 million hectares in the US with per hectare oil production from 0.36 to 0.61 
MT/ha [USDA, 2015]. However, total biodiesel production would have been only 
about one-tenth of the US distillate fuel oil consumption (about 155 million MT) by 
crushing the total soybean produced [69]. This situation demands the introduction 
of other crops, and interventions of recombinant technology to engineer metabolic 
pathways in plants to accumulate oil, and could be grown on marginal land avoid-
ing any possible competition with major food and feed crops. Metabolic pathways 
have been engineered in tobacco and Arabidopsis, highly regarded model plants 
used in genetic engineering experiments, to accumulate triacylglycerol [70]. In 
another independent study three genes namely; WRI1 (WRINKLED1), DAGA T1–2 
(diacylglycerol acyltransferase1–2), and OLE1(Oleosin1) were expressed, and the 
triacylglycerol was accumulated in leaves and culmus stalk of sugarcane [71]. The 
accumulation of triacylglycerol added to the total fatty acid contents of up to 4.7% 
and 1.7% of dry weight in mature leaves and stems, respectively. Interestingly, 
confocal micrographs have shown the presence of lipid droplets within the trans-
genic mesophyll cells, indicating a step forward in the accumulation of high levels 
of triacylglycerol in sugarcane. In another independent study, multiple genes 
were either expressed or suppressed in sugarcane to increase the lipid contents 
in the vegetative biomass. The genes CYSOLE1, DAGAT1–2, OLE1, WRI1 were 
co-expressed, whereas, tgd1 and sdp1 were simultaneously suppressed in the 
sugarcane and an elevated amount of the TAG was recorded. The transgenic plants 
with constitutively co-expressed CYSOLE1, DAGAT1–2, OLE1, WRI1, and simul-
taneously suppressed tgd1 in different plasmids elevated the TAG accumulation by 
277-fold and 109-fold in leaf and stem tissues, respectively [71]. Constitutive co-
expression of CYSOLE1, DAGAT1–2, WRI1, and co-suppression of tgd1 and sdp1 
in a single construct elevated the TAG content by 404-fold in leaves. These findings 
need further confirmation of TAG accumulation with large-scale field testing. 
Developing dual-purpose feedstock by either overexpressing or suppressing the 
genes to produce both ethanol and biodiesel is becoming a routine. Transgenic 
sugarcane plants were developed by co-expressing genes, namely; WRINKLED1, 
DGAT1–2, Oleosin1, and suppressing the AGPase and PXA1 genes using the RNAi 
approach. The AGPase encodes ADP-glucose pyrophosphorylase while PXA1 is a 
subunit of the peroxisomal ABC transporter1. The engineered plants accumulated 
triacylglycerol to 5% higher than the non-transformed plants [69]. The TGA levels 
were 31–33% of the total lipid contents in the transgenic plants. From these canes 
(Figure 1), both sugars and lipids were extracted where the sugar extraction 
efficiency was as high as 90% with repeated hot water while of lipids was 60%, 
demanding an improved process to increase the lipid extraction efficiency and for 
commercialization.
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3. Conclusion

The sugarcane genome is highly polyploid with specialized leaf anatomy, the 
Kranz anatomy where mesophyll cells are arranged around the bundle sheath cells. 
Mesophyll cells are better connected to the environment and perform functions of 
phosphoenolpyruvate carboxylase (PEPC). Whereas, bundle sheath cells are rich 
in chloroplasts to carry out functions of Ribulose-1,5-bisphosphate carboxylase-
oxygenase (rubisco) to fix CO2 to synthesize sugars in the Kelvin cycle. The CO2 
concentration mechanism in sugarcane allows the development of the highest annual 
yield of biomass. Plant biotechnologists have engineered sugarcane for agronomic as 
well as value addition traits. Hence, the yield of fermentable sugars could be enhanced 
by improving the translocation and by bioconversion of lignocellulosic biomass for 
bioethanol and biodiesel production, sustainably. Further, Cellulose and lignin could 
be separated and used to develop high-quality fiber and lignosurfactants, respectively.

Figure 1. 
Schematic representation of improvement of sugarcane genotype for renewable energy and byproducts.
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Abstract

The base excision repair (BER) pathway has been associated with genome 
integrity maintenance. Owing to its central role, BER is present in all three 
domains of life. The studies in plants, considering BER, have been conducted 
using Arabidopsis and rice models. Therefore, future studies regarding BER are 
required in other organisms, particularly in crops such as sugarcane, to understand 
its mechanism, which may reflect the uniqueness of DNA repair in monocots. Our 
previous results have revealed that sugarcane is an interesting plant for studying 
this pathway considering the polyploidy genome and genome evolution. This  
chapter aimed to characterize the BER pathway in sugarcane by using different 
bioinformatics tools, for example, screening for BER homologs in the sugar-
cane genome to identify its members. Each sequence obtained was subjected to 
structural analysis, and certain differences were identified when Arabidopsis was 
compared to other monocots, including sugarcane. Moreover, ROS1, DEM, and 
DML3 were not identified as a complete sequence in the sugarcane EST database. 
Furthermore, FEN1 is present as two sequences, namely FEN1A and FEN1B, 
both featuring different amino acid sequence and motif presence. Furthermore, 
FEN1 sequence was selected for further characterization considering its evolu-
tionary history, as sequence duplication was observed only in the Poaceae family. 
Considering the importance of this protein for BER pathway, this sequence was 
evaluated using protein models (3D), and a possible conservation was observed 
during protein–protein interaction. Thus, these results help us understand the 
roles of certain BER components in sugarcane, and may reveal the aspects and 
functions of this pathway beyond those already established in the literature.

Keywords: BER, Saccharum spp., DNA repair, Poaceae, 3D-model, phylogenetic

1. Introduction

The base excision repair (BER) pathway is linked to the maintenance of genome 
integrity since BER is an essential genome defense pathway, which acts over a broad 
range of DNA lesions induced by endogenous or exogenous genotoxic agents [1]. 
Owing to its central role, BER is present in all three domains of life [2]. As a com-
plex process, BER initiated by the excision of damaged base, proceeds through a 
sequence of reactions that generate various DNA intermediates and finish with the 
repair of the initial DNA structure. Nevertheless, BER focuses on repair, deals with 
DNA demethylation and erases the epigenetic mark 5-methycytosine (5mC) and 
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Abstract

The base excision repair (BER) pathway has been associated with genome 
integrity maintenance. Owing to its central role, BER is present in all three 
domains of life. The studies in plants, considering BER, have been conducted 
using Arabidopsis and rice models. Therefore, future studies regarding BER are 
required in other organisms, particularly in crops such as sugarcane, to understand 
its mechanism, which may reflect the uniqueness of DNA repair in monocots. Our 
previous results have revealed that sugarcane is an interesting plant for studying 
this pathway considering the polyploidy genome and genome evolution. This  
chapter aimed to characterize the BER pathway in sugarcane by using different 
bioinformatics tools, for example, screening for BER homologs in the sugar-
cane genome to identify its members. Each sequence obtained was subjected to 
structural analysis, and certain differences were identified when Arabidopsis was 
compared to other monocots, including sugarcane. Moreover, ROS1, DEM, and 
DML3 were not identified as a complete sequence in the sugarcane EST database. 
Furthermore, FEN1 is present as two sequences, namely FEN1A and FEN1B, 
both featuring different amino acid sequence and motif presence. Furthermore, 
FEN1 sequence was selected for further characterization considering its evolu-
tionary history, as sequence duplication was observed only in the Poaceae family. 
Considering the importance of this protein for BER pathway, this sequence was 
evaluated using protein models (3D), and a possible conservation was observed 
during protein–protein interaction. Thus, these results help us understand the 
roles of certain BER components in sugarcane, and may reveal the aspects and 
functions of this pathway beyond those already established in the literature.
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1. Introduction

The base excision repair (BER) pathway is linked to the maintenance of genome 
integrity since BER is an essential genome defense pathway, which acts over a broad 
range of DNA lesions induced by endogenous or exogenous genotoxic agents [1]. 
Owing to its central role, BER is present in all three domains of life [2]. As a com-
plex process, BER initiated by the excision of damaged base, proceeds through a 
sequence of reactions that generate various DNA intermediates and finish with the 
repair of the initial DNA structure. Nevertheless, BER focuses on repair, deals with 
DNA demethylation and erases the epigenetic mark 5-methycytosine (5mC) and 
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converts it to cytosine [3]. Thus, an emerging and crucial role of BER in epigenetic 
regulation is being investigated and characterized [4–7]. Although various studies 
have been conducted in animal and microbial systems, BER knowledge regarding 
plants has been neglected.

Despite these apparent differences in plant research compared to other organ-
isms, knowledge about the BER pathway in plants has gained immense interest in 
recent years. The results obtained so far reveal that plants possess orthologues of 
most BER genes previously found in other organisms [8–10]; however, they also 
retain some plant-specific BER proteins as well as distinct enzyme combinations not 
observed in other kingdoms (review by [8]). Unfortunately, most of these findings 
were based on the model Arabidopsis thaliana, indicating the importance of ampli-
fying studies on other organisms, particularly important crops [11].

Grasses (Poaceae; alternative name Gramineae) are undoubtedly an important 
plant group considering the economic perspective, and provide essential cereals 
such as Eragrostis, Hordeum, Oryza, Secale, Sorghum, Triticum and Zea; stalks such 
as Arundo and Phragmites; cane for food and materials for construction such as 
Bambusa and Phyllostachys and sugar crops such as Saccharum and Sorghum [12]. 
Sugarcane is a crop of noticeable value that can meet the requirements of food, 
feed fiber, and fuel. Moreover, sugarcane production by weight surpasses that of 
food crops such as wheat, rice and maize [13]. Despite its importance, this crop 
has been given less attention in scientific research than other members of Poaceae 
family, such as rice and maize. One reason is the polyploid and heterozygous 
nature of its genome, leading to lesser research compared to the other grass species 
studied [14–16].

Furthermore, research has been conducted using the sugarcane expressed 
sequence tags (ESTs) project (SUCEST), which has identified possible DNA 
repair genes [17, 18]. BER sequences were predicted, although these investiga-
tions were conducted more than 10 years ago [19]. Since then, there have been 
several improvements in bioinformatics tools as well as in sugarcane genome 
sequencing [20–24].

More studies are required to unravel the specific features of BER pathway in 
sugarcane, which may reflect the uniqueness of DNA repair in monocots. A new 
screening for BER homologs in the sugarcane genome was developed to gain 
advanced knowledge of BER in this crop. Each sequence was structurally analyzed. 
Thereafter, some of these sequences were selected for further investigating their 
evolutionary history. Tri-dimensional models have also been created to verify 
the conservation of mechanisms and protein–protein interactions in sugarcane 
BER components. The intriguing results displayed in this chapter raise questions 
regarding the roles of certain components of BER in sugarcane, just as in mono-
cots, and they might broaden the aspects and functions of this pathway beyond 
those already established in the scientific literature.

2. Identification of base excision repair’s components in sugarcane

The BER components were identified in sugarcane through homology with the 
bioinformatic tools. In this regard, the SUCEST-FUN database, which assembles 
distinct sugarcane databases such as the Sugarcane Expressed Sequence Tags 
genome project (SUCEST-FUN) (http://sucest.lad.ic.unicamp.br/en/) [25]; 
Sugarcane Gene Index (SGI); SUCAST catalogs and SUCAMET, which include 
expression data (http://sucest-fun.org); GRASSIUS database [26] and records of the 
agronomic, physiological and biochemical characteristics of sugarcane cultivars, 
were used.
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converts it to cytosine [3]. Thus, an emerging and crucial role of BER in epigenetic 
regulation is being investigated and characterized [4–7]. Although various studies 
have been conducted in animal and microbial systems, BER knowledge regarding 
plants has been neglected.

Despite these apparent differences in plant research compared to other organ-
isms, knowledge about the BER pathway in plants has gained immense interest in 
recent years. The results obtained so far reveal that plants possess orthologues of 
most BER genes previously found in other organisms [8–10]; however, they also 
retain some plant-specific BER proteins as well as distinct enzyme combinations not 
observed in other kingdoms (review by [8]). Unfortunately, most of these findings 
were based on the model Arabidopsis thaliana, indicating the importance of ampli-
fying studies on other organisms, particularly important crops [11].

Grasses (Poaceae; alternative name Gramineae) are undoubtedly an important 
plant group considering the economic perspective, and provide essential cereals 
such as Eragrostis, Hordeum, Oryza, Secale, Sorghum, Triticum and Zea; stalks such 
as Arundo and Phragmites; cane for food and materials for construction such as 
Bambusa and Phyllostachys and sugar crops such as Saccharum and Sorghum [12]. 
Sugarcane is a crop of noticeable value that can meet the requirements of food, 
feed fiber, and fuel. Moreover, sugarcane production by weight surpasses that of 
food crops such as wheat, rice and maize [13]. Despite its importance, this crop 
has been given less attention in scientific research than other members of Poaceae 
family, such as rice and maize. One reason is the polyploid and heterozygous 
nature of its genome, leading to lesser research compared to the other grass species 
studied [14–16].

Furthermore, research has been conducted using the sugarcane expressed 
sequence tags (ESTs) project (SUCEST), which has identified possible DNA 
repair genes [17, 18]. BER sequences were predicted, although these investiga-
tions were conducted more than 10 years ago [19]. Since then, there have been 
several improvements in bioinformatics tools as well as in sugarcane genome 
sequencing [20–24].

More studies are required to unravel the specific features of BER pathway in 
sugarcane, which may reflect the uniqueness of DNA repair in monocots. A new 
screening for BER homologs in the sugarcane genome was developed to gain 
advanced knowledge of BER in this crop. Each sequence was structurally analyzed. 
Thereafter, some of these sequences were selected for further investigating their 
evolutionary history. Tri-dimensional models have also been created to verify 
the conservation of mechanisms and protein–protein interactions in sugarcane 
BER components. The intriguing results displayed in this chapter raise questions 
regarding the roles of certain components of BER in sugarcane, just as in mono-
cots, and they might broaden the aspects and functions of this pathway beyond 
those already established in the scientific literature.

2. Identification of base excision repair’s components in sugarcane

The BER components were identified in sugarcane through homology with the 
bioinformatic tools. In this regard, the SUCEST-FUN database, which assembles 
distinct sugarcane databases such as the Sugarcane Expressed Sequence Tags 
genome project (SUCEST-FUN) (http://sucest.lad.ic.unicamp.br/en/) [25]; 
Sugarcane Gene Index (SGI); SUCAST catalogs and SUCAMET, which include 
expression data (http://sucest-fun.org); GRASSIUS database [26] and records of the 
agronomic, physiological and biochemical characteristics of sugarcane cultivars, 
were used.
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Base Excision Repair in Sugarcane – A New Outlook
DOI: http://dx.doi.org/10.5772/intechopen.95878

Sugarcane BER components identified were compared with sequences belong-
ing to A. thaliana and Sorghum bicolor (Table 1). Subsequently, these sequences 
were structurally and phylogenetically characterized; hence, their location on the 
pathway was set (Table 1). The following topics will address the particularities that 
were found relevant to BER and its specificities in sugarcane and monocots.

3. BER components—missing and differences

Sugarcane exhibits almost all components of the BER pathway, even though 
ROS1, DEM and DML3 were not identified as complete sequences. These DNA 
glycosylases, which play pivotal roles in epigenetic processes [27], have been well 
characterized [28–31] and were found in SUCEST-FUN as a single sequence without 
functional domains. Nevertheless, this result does not indicate a missing enzyme; 
epigenetic regulation is crucial, particularly in plants, and even more in polyploids 
organisms [32, 33]. Furthermore, the sugarcane database compiles numerous 
fragmented sequences that were not assembled and functionally annotated yet, as 
most data were from the transcriptome [25].

In contrast, differences were observed between the sequences of grasses 
analyzed (sugarcane and S. bicolor) when compared to dicotyledons, A. thaliana 
(Table 2). One of these differences, inconsistent with that observed in A. thaliana, 
was that the sequences of the Poaceae family present a second flap endonuclease 
protein ‘FEN1B’, which differs in size (as they are larger than the canonical Flap 
endonuclease 1 that receives the suffix A) and lacks the interaction sequence 
with PCNA. Notably, the sequences FEN1A and FEN1B are found at different loci 
and chromosomes of S. bicolor. Duplication in genes related to BER proteins was 
observed in AP endonucleases (ScARP1 and ScARP3) and MUMT (ScMUTM1 and 
ScMUTM2), which also reveal structural differences, as observed in FEN1A_CANA 
and FEN1B_CANA [34–36].

DNA ligase IV revealed certain differences regarding the domain disposition 
on the sequence (Table 2). Additionally, the sequences reveal variable identity 
(Table 1), thereby indicating high similarity within the grass plants. Notably, the 
BRCT domain is present in the sequences of A. thaliana and S. bicolor, but not in 
that of sugarcane. BRCT is a domain related to protein–protein interactions and is 
present in numerous proteins involved in DNA repair as well as cell cycle control 
[37–39]. Differences in domain disposition were also perceived in XRCC1, which 
displayed only one BRCT domain in the Poaceae family, whereas two BRCTs were 
found in the A. thaliana sequence. These differences could reflect variations in the 
protein role in DNA metabolism; these domains are essential because they  
comprise the activity and binding site of the enzyme.

4. BER’s first step - base lesion recognition

BER is initiated by lesion-specific DNA glycosylases. The basic DNA glycosylase 
enzymatic process involves excision of the modified nucleobase from the DNA by 
catalyzing the hydrolysis of the N-glycosidic bond [40]. Regarding sugarcane, some 
of the BER’s glycosylases were identified and characterized, suggesting the mainte-
nance of the enzymes in Saccharum spp. as well as in conservation of the first step of 
BER pathway.

The DNA glycosylase OGG1 was identified in sugarcane and is called OGG1_
CANA. This glycosylase as well as other sequences belonging to the Poaceae and 
the dicotyledonous, exhibit the conserved domain of the superfamily OGG1 [41]. 
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Base Excision Repair in Sugarcane – A New Outlook
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Sugarcane BER components identified were compared with sequences belong-
ing to A. thaliana and Sorghum bicolor (Table 1). Subsequently, these sequences 
were structurally and phylogenetically characterized; hence, their location on the 
pathway was set (Table 1). The following topics will address the particularities that 
were found relevant to BER and its specificities in sugarcane and monocots.

3. BER components—missing and differences
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CANA. This glycosylase as well as other sequences belonging to the Poaceae and 
the dicotyledonous, exhibit the conserved domain of the superfamily OGG1 [41]. 
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Query Accession Protein domain lenght (aa)

DML3_ARATH (O49498) pfam15628 RRM_DME 1044

cl23768 ENDO3c superfamily

cl21423 Perm-CXXC superfamily

DME_ARATH (Q8LK56) pfam15628 RRM_DME 1987

cl23768 ENDO3c superfamily

pfam15629 Perm-CXXC

cl26620 Glutenin_hmw superfamily

cl34047 TonB superfamily

ROS1_ARATH (Q9SJQ6) pfam15628 RRM_DME 1393

cl23768 ENDO3c superfamily

pfam15629 Perm-CXXC

A0A1Z5R5E2_SORBI pfam15628 RRM_DME 1878

cl23768 ENDO3c superfamily

pfam15629 Perm-CXXC

comp89337_c0_seq1 _ _ 1469

FEN1_ARATH (O65251) PF00867 N-domain 383

PF00752 I-domain

Interaction with PCNA

FEN1A_SORBI (C5YUK3) PF00867 N-domain 380

PF00752 I-domain

Interaction with PCNA

FEN1B_SORBI (C5WU23) PF00867 N-domain 428

PF00752 I-domain

FEN1A_CANA PF00867 N-domain 379

PF00752 I-domain

Interaction with PCNA

FEN1B_CANA PF00867 N-domain 413

PF00752 I-domain

DNLI4_ARATH (Q9LL84) cl36689 dnl1 superfamily 1219

cd17722 BRCT_DNA_ligase_IV_rpt1

cd17717 BRCT_DNA_ligase_IV_rpt2

cl31754 PTZ00121 superfamily

A0A1Z5REU4_SORBI cl36689 dnl1 superfamily 1281

cd17722 BRCT_DNA_ligase_IV_rpt1

cl00038 BRCT superfamily

cl12940 DNA_ligase_IV superfamily

DNLI4_CANA cd07903 Adenylation_DNA_ligase_IV 572

cl08424 OBF_DNA_ligase_family 
superfamily

pfam04675 DNA_ligase_A_N
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This sequence reveals conservation of glutamine and phenylalanine residues 
(Arabidopsis, residues Q324 and F328; sugarcane, Q378 and F382) that are responsible 
for recognition of the damage base [42]. Moreover, site-directed mutagenesis assays 
in human OGG1 revealed that residues K249 and D268 (the sugarcane equivalent D334 
and K315) would also play an essential role in appropriate catalysis of DNA glycosyl-
ase [43, 44]. For MUTM, two sequences were identified in sugarcane: ScMUTM1 
and ScMUTM2. Similar to OGG1_CANA, these sequences also retain essential 
residues for their enzymatic activity [36].

In A. thaliana, a homolog for Endonuclase III was identified and character-
ized, and termed as Arabidopsis thaliana ENDONUCLEASE THREE HOMOLOG 
1(AtNTH1); it presented its enzymatic activity in relation to various substrates, 
thereby revealing its essential role in plant stress response [45]. A second endo-
nuclease III homolog called AtNTH2, which was found together with AtNTH1 and 
AtARP in the A. thaliana chloroplast nucleus, demonstrating the occurrence of BER 
pathway in this organelle [46]. Considering grasses, a sequence that would refer 
to NTH2 remained unidentified. Phylogenetic analyses of this DNA glycosylase 
revealed duplication of sequences for organisms belonging to the group of dicots, 
but not for monocots.

Sugarcane NTH1, called NTH1_CANA, belongs to the Helix-hairpin-Helix 
(HHH) superfamily [47]. Furthermore, regarding Escherichia coli’s endonuclease III 
protein, the Helix-Hairpin-Helix domain has iron–sulfur binding sites [4Fe-4S] [48]. 
These sites comprised four conserved cysteines that would act on redox chemistry 
and DNA binding [49], and both motif and sites are conserved in the NTH1_CANA. 
Moreover, conservation of aspartic acid (D) at the active site, which is a residue 
preserved in other DNA glycosylases besides NTH1, such as UNG and MBD4L [50], 
was also evidenced in sugarcane.

Another glycosylase identified was UDG_CANA, which was conserved in the 
domain belonging to the UDG superfamily, more precisely concerning family-1 
[51, 52]. Additionally, it conserved aspartic acid (D) as an active site [51]. It is known 
that the human UNG gene encodes two forms of the protein, one directed towards the 
mitochondria (UNG1) and another towards the nucleus (UNG2) [53]. The A. thaliana 
UNG (AtUNG) seems to be homologous to these two types of UNGs, being proven to 
act on mitochondrial DNA [54]. Most grass sequence annotations of computational 
prediction that directed the UNGs to both the nucleus and the mitochondria, raised 
the question whether there is only one UNG for both organelles in plants.

Ramiro-Merina et al. [55] demonstrated that A. thaliana encodes a monofunc-
tional DNA glycosylase homologous to mammalian MBD4, known as MBD4-like 
or AtMBD4L. Nota et al. [56] indicated that the activation of AtMBD4L induces the 
expression of a late gene from the BER AtLIG1 pathway and reveals the mechanism 
by which it increases the plant’s tolerance to oxidative stress. In relation to sugar-
cane, one fragment features the same domain and active site as AtMBD4L, implying 
a probable functional protein in Saccharum spp.

Query Accession Protein domain lenght (aa)

XRCC1_ARATH PRU00033 BRCT1 352

PRU00033 BRCT2

C5Z3V7_SORB PS50172 BRCT 346

XRCC1_CANA PS50172 BRCT 346

Table 2. 
BER components with distinct features regarding protein domains in sugarcane.
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This sequence reveals conservation of glutamine and phenylalanine residues 
(Arabidopsis, residues Q324 and F328; sugarcane, Q378 and F382) that are responsible 
for recognition of the damage base [42]. Moreover, site-directed mutagenesis assays 
in human OGG1 revealed that residues K249 and D268 (the sugarcane equivalent D334 
and K315) would also play an essential role in appropriate catalysis of DNA glycosyl-
ase [43, 44]. For MUTM, two sequences were identified in sugarcane: ScMUTM1 
and ScMUTM2. Similar to OGG1_CANA, these sequences also retain essential 
residues for their enzymatic activity [36].

In A. thaliana, a homolog for Endonuclase III was identified and character-
ized, and termed as Arabidopsis thaliana ENDONUCLEASE THREE HOMOLOG 
1(AtNTH1); it presented its enzymatic activity in relation to various substrates, 
thereby revealing its essential role in plant stress response [45]. A second endo-
nuclease III homolog called AtNTH2, which was found together with AtNTH1 and 
AtARP in the A. thaliana chloroplast nucleus, demonstrating the occurrence of BER 
pathway in this organelle [46]. Considering grasses, a sequence that would refer 
to NTH2 remained unidentified. Phylogenetic analyses of this DNA glycosylase 
revealed duplication of sequences for organisms belonging to the group of dicots, 
but not for monocots.

Sugarcane NTH1, called NTH1_CANA, belongs to the Helix-hairpin-Helix 
(HHH) superfamily [47]. Furthermore, regarding Escherichia coli’s endonuclease III 
protein, the Helix-Hairpin-Helix domain has iron–sulfur binding sites [4Fe-4S] [48]. 
These sites comprised four conserved cysteines that would act on redox chemistry 
and DNA binding [49], and both motif and sites are conserved in the NTH1_CANA. 
Moreover, conservation of aspartic acid (D) at the active site, which is a residue 
preserved in other DNA glycosylases besides NTH1, such as UNG and MBD4L [50], 
was also evidenced in sugarcane.

Another glycosylase identified was UDG_CANA, which was conserved in the 
domain belonging to the UDG superfamily, more precisely concerning family-1 
[51, 52]. Additionally, it conserved aspartic acid (D) as an active site [51]. It is known 
that the human UNG gene encodes two forms of the protein, one directed towards the 
mitochondria (UNG1) and another towards the nucleus (UNG2) [53]. The A. thaliana 
UNG (AtUNG) seems to be homologous to these two types of UNGs, being proven to 
act on mitochondrial DNA [54]. Most grass sequence annotations of computational 
prediction that directed the UNGs to both the nucleus and the mitochondria, raised 
the question whether there is only one UNG for both organelles in plants.

Ramiro-Merina et al. [55] demonstrated that A. thaliana encodes a monofunc-
tional DNA glycosylase homologous to mammalian MBD4, known as MBD4-like 
or AtMBD4L. Nota et al. [56] indicated that the activation of AtMBD4L induces the 
expression of a late gene from the BER AtLIG1 pathway and reveals the mechanism 
by which it increases the plant’s tolerance to oxidative stress. In relation to sugar-
cane, one fragment features the same domain and active site as AtMBD4L, implying 
a probable functional protein in Saccharum spp.
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Table 2. 
BER components with distinct features regarding protein domains in sugarcane.
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5. AP site removal—AP endonuclease role in sugarcane

AP endonuclease is an essential enzyme for BER pathway as this enzyme identi-
fies and process AP (apurinic/apyrimidinic) site [57]. These AP sites may be a result 
of the action of DNA glycosylases or it may be spontaneously generated. Unrepaired 
AP sites can lead to mutations during semiconservative replication, which indi-
cates the importance of the role of AP endonuclease in maintenance of the genetic 
code [58].

In A. thaliana, three AP endonucleases are homologous to APE1 (HUMAN AP 
ENDONUCLEASE 1), namely AtAPE1L, AtAPE2, and AtARP [59]. Each of these 
presents their specifics based on enzymatic activity, regulation, and sub-cellular 
localization. For sugarcane, two sequences were identified, and their three-
dimensional structures were inferred: ScARP1 and ScARP3 [35]. By examining the 
sequences of ScARPs (1 and 3), we can observe the conservation of essential sites 
for the catalysis and binding of metals (enzymatic cofactors) [34].

ScARP1 has greater similarity with AtARP (60%), whereas AtAPE1L and 
AtAPE2 reveal a correspondence below 50%. These values may indicate diversity 
in structure, amino acid composition, and perhaps function. ScARP3 reveals a 
divergence compared with ScARP1. ScARP3 is closer to AtARP, presenting an 
even higher percentage of identity (75%). Maíra et al. [35] demonstrated that the 
sequence ScARP3 would be closer to the group of dicotyledonous plants, whereas 
ScARP1 would be included within the monocots, more precisely together with 
representatives of the Poaceae family.

Medeiros et al. [34] purified ScARP1 and verified the enzymatic activity of 
this sugarcane enzyme against several substrates. This study found the capability 
of ScARP1 to process AP sites; however, other enzymatic activities (exonuclease, 
phosphatase, and 3′-phosphodiesterase) were not confirmed. The AP endonucle-
ase activity complementation assay in extracts of A. thaliana demonstrated that 
ScARP1 was capable of complementing around 40% of the activity of AtARP from 
arp−/− mutant plant extracts [34].

6. Flap endonuclease (FEN1)—BER’s long-patch in sugarcane

FEN1 is a structure-specific nuclease that can remove flap structures and is 
involved in different DNA metabolic pathways, including DNA replication, DNA 
repair, apoptotic DNA degradation, and maintenance of telomere stability [60]. In 
case of BER, FEN1 in complex with proliferating cell nuclear antigen (PCNA) plays 
a pivotal role in the long patch as it removes a short flap structure generated by Pol β 
activity [61].

Regarding plants, it is known that two FEN1 counterparts were identified in rice 
(Oryza sativa, OsFEN1a, OsFEN1b). Functional complementation assays revealed 
that only OsFEN1a would be able to complement the fen1/rad27 mutant in yeast, 
suggesting that these two genes may be functionally distinct [62]. In addition, 
OsFEN1a, expressed in Escherichia coli, presents flap-endonuclease and 5′-exonucle-
ase activity [63]. In A. thaliana, only one FEN1 homolog, namely SAV6, was identi-
fied [63]. Biochemical characterization of SAV6 protein (also called FEN1) revealed 
that, unlike animal FEN1, the SAV6 protein has flap-endonuclease and gap endo-
nuclease activity but does not reveal 5′ exonuclease activity; however, similar to 
human FEN1 (hFEN1), SAV6 is also necessary for maintaining the genome integrity 
and responding to plant DNA damage [64].

As observed in O. sativa, sugarcane has two FEN1 sequences, namely FEN1A_CANA 
and FEN1B_CANA. Considering the structure of the Flap endonuclease, it is known that 
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human FEN1 comprises the N-terminal domain and the intermediate (Domain I) in 
addition to a C-terminal region, which is important for the interaction of FEN1 with other 
proteins, such as PCNA and WRN (Figure 1) [65, 66]. The FEN1A_CANA sequence pre-
serves the domains described previously; however, the FEN1B_CANA and other Poaceae 
similar sequences analyzed do not possess the binding domain for PCNA in its C-terminal 
region, which may affect its mechanism of action in the plant cell.

Considering the protein structure, FEN1 is a nuclease that features two regions: 
the N-terminal region and I-region [67]. The alignment of FEN1 from H. sapiens, 
A. thaliana and S. bicolor as well as FEN1A’s sugarcane ascertained the conserva-
tion of these regions (Figure 1). Notably, the region of interaction with the PCNA 
(Figure 1a) that is in a loop, in that way, more exposed and facilitating its possible 
interaction with PCNA. The sugarcane FEN1A model presents the conservation of 
metal-binding sites (Mg+2 ion; Figures 1b and c). The residues D34, D87, and D182, 
considering the equivalent residues in human FEN1 [68], may be responsible for the 
catalytic activity of the enzyme (Figure 1b and c).

7. PCNA role in plants

Studies on PCNA have revealed that it plays a crucial role in DNA replication as 
well as in DNA repair, cell cycle regulation and apoptosis [69–71]. In A. thaliana, 
two PCNAs, AtPCNA1 and AtPCNA2, are present, which differ from each other in 
eight amino acids, in addition to the fact that AtPCNA2 has an extra residue in the 
protein length [72]. Of these eight different amino acids, four are identical to the 
residues found in Brassica napus and human PCNAs [73].

Figure 1. 
The proposed model for FEN1 of sugarcane. (a) It was represented the alignment obtained using Clustal omega 
for FEN1 sequences of Homo sapiens, Arabidopsis thaliana, Sorghum bicolor and sugarcane. The colors in 
the alignment and in the model, correspond to the N-terminal region (green), internal region (I) (purple) 
and the segment that interacted with PCNA (gray). Metal-binding sites (b) and DNA binding sites (c) are 
highlighted. The black arrows in (b) indicate the probable active site of the enzyme.
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5. AP site removal—AP endonuclease role in sugarcane

AP endonuclease is an essential enzyme for BER pathway as this enzyme identi-
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of the action of DNA glycosylases or it may be spontaneously generated. Unrepaired 
AP sites can lead to mutations during semiconservative replication, which indi-
cates the importance of the role of AP endonuclease in maintenance of the genetic 
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In A. thaliana, three AP endonucleases are homologous to APE1 (HUMAN AP 
ENDONUCLEASE 1), namely AtAPE1L, AtAPE2, and AtARP [59]. Each of these 
presents their specifics based on enzymatic activity, regulation, and sub-cellular 
localization. For sugarcane, two sequences were identified, and their three-
dimensional structures were inferred: ScARP1 and ScARP3 [35]. By examining the 
sequences of ScARPs (1 and 3), we can observe the conservation of essential sites 
for the catalysis and binding of metals (enzymatic cofactors) [34].

ScARP1 has greater similarity with AtARP (60%), whereas AtAPE1L and 
AtAPE2 reveal a correspondence below 50%. These values may indicate diversity 
in structure, amino acid composition, and perhaps function. ScARP3 reveals a 
divergence compared with ScARP1. ScARP3 is closer to AtARP, presenting an 
even higher percentage of identity (75%). Maíra et al. [35] demonstrated that the 
sequence ScARP3 would be closer to the group of dicotyledonous plants, whereas 
ScARP1 would be included within the monocots, more precisely together with 
representatives of the Poaceae family.

Medeiros et al. [34] purified ScARP1 and verified the enzymatic activity of 
this sugarcane enzyme against several substrates. This study found the capability 
of ScARP1 to process AP sites; however, other enzymatic activities (exonuclease, 
phosphatase, and 3′-phosphodiesterase) were not confirmed. The AP endonucle-
ase activity complementation assay in extracts of A. thaliana demonstrated that 
ScARP1 was capable of complementing around 40% of the activity of AtARP from 
arp−/− mutant plant extracts [34].

6. Flap endonuclease (FEN1)—BER’s long-patch in sugarcane

FEN1 is a structure-specific nuclease that can remove flap structures and is 
involved in different DNA metabolic pathways, including DNA replication, DNA 
repair, apoptotic DNA degradation, and maintenance of telomere stability [60]. In 
case of BER, FEN1 in complex with proliferating cell nuclear antigen (PCNA) plays 
a pivotal role in the long patch as it removes a short flap structure generated by Pol β 
activity [61].

Regarding plants, it is known that two FEN1 counterparts were identified in rice 
(Oryza sativa, OsFEN1a, OsFEN1b). Functional complementation assays revealed 
that only OsFEN1a would be able to complement the fen1/rad27 mutant in yeast, 
suggesting that these two genes may be functionally distinct [62]. In addition, 
OsFEN1a, expressed in Escherichia coli, presents flap-endonuclease and 5′-exonucle-
ase activity [63]. In A. thaliana, only one FEN1 homolog, namely SAV6, was identi-
fied [63]. Biochemical characterization of SAV6 protein (also called FEN1) revealed 
that, unlike animal FEN1, the SAV6 protein has flap-endonuclease and gap endo-
nuclease activity but does not reveal 5′ exonuclease activity; however, similar to 
human FEN1 (hFEN1), SAV6 is also necessary for maintaining the genome integrity 
and responding to plant DNA damage [64].

As observed in O. sativa, sugarcane has two FEN1 sequences, namely FEN1A_CANA 
and FEN1B_CANA. Considering the structure of the Flap endonuclease, it is known that 
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human FEN1 comprises the N-terminal domain and the intermediate (Domain I) in 
addition to a C-terminal region, which is important for the interaction of FEN1 with other 
proteins, such as PCNA and WRN (Figure 1) [65, 66]. The FEN1A_CANA sequence pre-
serves the domains described previously; however, the FEN1B_CANA and other Poaceae 
similar sequences analyzed do not possess the binding domain for PCNA in its C-terminal 
region, which may affect its mechanism of action in the plant cell.

Considering the protein structure, FEN1 is a nuclease that features two regions: 
the N-terminal region and I-region [67]. The alignment of FEN1 from H. sapiens, 
A. thaliana and S. bicolor as well as FEN1A’s sugarcane ascertained the conserva-
tion of these regions (Figure 1). Notably, the region of interaction with the PCNA 
(Figure 1a) that is in a loop, in that way, more exposed and facilitating its possible 
interaction with PCNA. The sugarcane FEN1A model presents the conservation of 
metal-binding sites (Mg+2 ion; Figures 1b and c). The residues D34, D87, and D182, 
considering the equivalent residues in human FEN1 [68], may be responsible for the 
catalytic activity of the enzyme (Figure 1b and c).

7. PCNA role in plants

Studies on PCNA have revealed that it plays a crucial role in DNA replication as 
well as in DNA repair, cell cycle regulation and apoptosis [69–71]. In A. thaliana, 
two PCNAs, AtPCNA1 and AtPCNA2, are present, which differ from each other in 
eight amino acids, in addition to the fact that AtPCNA2 has an extra residue in the 
protein length [72]. Of these eight different amino acids, four are identical to the 
residues found in Brassica napus and human PCNAs [73].

Figure 1. 
The proposed model for FEN1 of sugarcane. (a) It was represented the alignment obtained using Clustal omega 
for FEN1 sequences of Homo sapiens, Arabidopsis thaliana, Sorghum bicolor and sugarcane. The colors in 
the alignment and in the model, correspond to the N-terminal region (green), internal region (I) (purple) 
and the segment that interacted with PCNA (gray). Metal-binding sites (b) and DNA binding sites (c) are 
highlighted. The black arrows in (b) indicate the probable active site of the enzyme.
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Considering the difference between AtPCNAs, Anderson et al. [72] demon-
strated that co-expression of POLH (DNA polymerase eta - Pol η) and AtPCNA2 
(and not AtPCNA1) was necessary to restore normal resistance to UV radiation in 
the yeast RAD30 mutant. The difference was in lysine (K) 201 present in AtPCNA1, 
which would inhibit the ubiquination of lysine 164, thus affecting its connection 
with Pol η and not being able to act on trans-lesion synthesis (TLS) and restore the 
progression of the replication fork. The lysine at position 201 of AtPCNA1 belonged 
to the group comprising amino acids with electrically charged side chains. In the 
case of K, this could be endowed with a positive charge, whereas the corresponding 
one at AtPCNA2 would be an asparagine (N) that belonged to the group of amino 
acids with polar side chains without being loaded. In PCNA_CANA, the corre-
sponding residue in question would be a glutamine that concerns the same group as 
N, which leads to the conclusion that sugarcane PCNA would be closer to AtPCNA2 
than AtPCNA1 and could, as such, act in the TLS.

The three-dimensional model of sugarcane’s PCNA is revealed as homotri-
meric architecture in the form of a ring, comprising three identical chains of 
PCNA, as indicated by different colors in the sugarcane PCNA model (Figure 2). 

Figure 2. 
Three-dimensional model and protein sequences of plant and human PCNAs. The 3D models are depicted 
above the alignment presenting conservation of the structure in ring-shaped homotrimeric architectures. The 
model of the putative sugarcane PCNA; the structures highlighted in blue, green and pink are individual chains 
of PCNA that together compose the homotrimeric ring. Below the models, the corresponding alignment of the 
PCNA sequences of Arabidopsis thaliana, Homo sapiens and Saccharum spp., highlighting the secondary 
structures (yellow arrow, beta sheet; blue cylinder, alfa helix) is presented.
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Additionally, this model exhibits sequence and structural similarity with other 
PCNAs, as observed in Figure 2. Compared to A. thaliana and H. sapiens PCNAs, 
sugarcane’s PCNA overlapped its secondary structure. Structure conservation is also 
observed in the PCNA models (Figure 2), which display the same homotrimeric 
ring predicted for the sugarcane model.

PCNA is generally called a sliding clamp, since it was predicted that the double 
strand of DNA would pass through the opening of the PCNA ring and would serve 
as an anchoring platform for several proteins involved in DNA metabolism [74]. 
The attainable preservation of this function was verified in the Saccharum spp. 
model. The 5L7C crystal [75], which is a model of human PCNA, was used for 
comparison with PCNA’s sugarcane. By aligning the crystal with the model (root 
mean square deviation, RMSD = 0.653 Å), it was possible to ascertain the prob-
able conservation of its interaction with the DNA (depicted in pink). Therefore, 
we identified a DNA binding site in the model, which faces the interior of the 
ring orifice, where the double strand of DNA should pass (depicted in blue) 
(Figure 3).

8. Sugarcane protein models—conservation throughout plants

PCNA and FEN1A were proteins identified in sugarcane, which were presumed 
to interact with each other [76]. This is due to PCNA interaction sequence detected 
in the N-terminal segment of FEN1A. To verify the truthfulness of this interaction, 
three-dimensional models were created for PCNA and FEN1A sugarcane proteins. 
These models were assessed for the conservation of secondary structure, active 
sites, and residue interactions with the substrate. Based on this analysis, the role of 
these sugarcane proteins can be established.

PCNA, as previously mentioned, would serve as a scaffold, and moreover, vari-
ous functions can be performed ranging from DNA methylation to base excision 
repair. Thus, using the IUL1 crystal that comprises the human PCNA associated 
with FEN1 [77], the possibility of the sugarcane’s predicted models of these proteins 
that may interact with each other was verified. This result demonstrates that FEN1 
of sugarcane is associated with the homotrimeric ring of PCNA (Figure 4). The 
sequence of interaction with PCNA differs, revealing that this sequence is in the 
interface of PCNA and FEN1 interaction.

Figure 3. 
Models proposed for sugarcane PCNA associated with DNA. The region of the PCNA that interacts with the 
DNA, facing the inside of the ring of the homotrimeric structure, is depicted in pink. The double strand that 
constitutes a helix of predominantly blue color represents the three-dimensional structure of DNA. (a) View of 
the sugarcane PCNA model (in orange) interacting with the DNA (structure in blue and white) seen from the 
side. (b) Frontal view of the model.
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Considering the difference between AtPCNAs, Anderson et al. [72] demon-
strated that co-expression of POLH (DNA polymerase eta - Pol η) and AtPCNA2 
(and not AtPCNA1) was necessary to restore normal resistance to UV radiation in 
the yeast RAD30 mutant. The difference was in lysine (K) 201 present in AtPCNA1, 
which would inhibit the ubiquination of lysine 164, thus affecting its connection 
with Pol η and not being able to act on trans-lesion synthesis (TLS) and restore the 
progression of the replication fork. The lysine at position 201 of AtPCNA1 belonged 
to the group comprising amino acids with electrically charged side chains. In the 
case of K, this could be endowed with a positive charge, whereas the corresponding 
one at AtPCNA2 would be an asparagine (N) that belonged to the group of amino 
acids with polar side chains without being loaded. In PCNA_CANA, the corre-
sponding residue in question would be a glutamine that concerns the same group as 
N, which leads to the conclusion that sugarcane PCNA would be closer to AtPCNA2 
than AtPCNA1 and could, as such, act in the TLS.

The three-dimensional model of sugarcane’s PCNA is revealed as homotri-
meric architecture in the form of a ring, comprising three identical chains of 
PCNA, as indicated by different colors in the sugarcane PCNA model (Figure 2). 

Figure 2. 
Three-dimensional model and protein sequences of plant and human PCNAs. The 3D models are depicted 
above the alignment presenting conservation of the structure in ring-shaped homotrimeric architectures. The 
model of the putative sugarcane PCNA; the structures highlighted in blue, green and pink are individual chains 
of PCNA that together compose the homotrimeric ring. Below the models, the corresponding alignment of the 
PCNA sequences of Arabidopsis thaliana, Homo sapiens and Saccharum spp., highlighting the secondary 
structures (yellow arrow, beta sheet; blue cylinder, alfa helix) is presented.
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ring predicted for the sugarcane model.
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three-dimensional models were created for PCNA and FEN1A sugarcane proteins. 
These models were assessed for the conservation of secondary structure, active 
sites, and residue interactions with the substrate. Based on this analysis, the role of 
these sugarcane proteins can be established.
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repair. Thus, using the IUL1 crystal that comprises the human PCNA associated 
with FEN1 [77], the possibility of the sugarcane’s predicted models of these proteins 
that may interact with each other was verified. This result demonstrates that FEN1 
of sugarcane is associated with the homotrimeric ring of PCNA (Figure 4). The 
sequence of interaction with PCNA differs, revealing that this sequence is in the 
interface of PCNA and FEN1 interaction.
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DNA, facing the inside of the ring of the homotrimeric structure, is depicted in pink. The double strand that 
constitutes a helix of predominantly blue color represents the three-dimensional structure of DNA. (a) View of 
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side. (b) Frontal view of the model.
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Figure 4. 
Proposed complex of sugarcane PCNA and FEN1. (a) Lateral view of the complex. (b) Frontal view of the 
complex. FEN1 models are in blue, PCNA in green and Mg+2 ions are highlighted in yellow. The sequence of 
FEN1 that interacts with PCNA is highlighted in orange and is indicated with red arrows.

9. BER pathway—evolutionary analysis in the grass outlook

Overall, the phylogenetic analyses revealed differences in the presence or 
absence of duplication of BER pathway components. In few cases, duplication 
was observed in dicotyledons and not in monocotyledons, for example, NTH, 
PCNA and DNA ligase 1. Herein, structural difference was noted (size, presence or 
absence of certain conserved domains), indicating diverse DNA repair mechanisms 
between plants.

Singh et al. [78] compared the plant genomes available at that time, thus aiming 
to compare the genes involved in DNA repair and recombination. They found that 
FEN1, in the genome of monocotyledons (corn, rice, S. bicolor, and Brachypodium 
distachyon) presented two copies and that such copies would not be products of 
intra-genomic duplication. In particular, these copies were subtypes of FEN1, 
FEN1A and FEN1B. Singh et al. [78] also identified one copy of FEN1 in dicots, 
namely A. thaliana, Medicago truncatula, Vitis venifera, and Papaver somniferum; 
however, Glycine max presented two copies of FEN1; in such case, these copies were 
products of intra-genomic duplication.

A new analysis regarding FEN1 in plants, particularly sugarcane, was conducted. 
It was discovered that FEN1B was only found within Poales, specifically Panicoideae 
(Figure 5). Important crops such as Oryza sativa, Zea mays and S. bicolor display 
FEN1B as well as FEN1A. Evolutionary analyses revealed that FEN1A and FEN1B 
had distinct assembly. Moreover, the flap endonucleases (FEN1A and FEN1B) 
of the same species were not located at the same branch in the phylogenetic tree. 
Nonetheless, FEN1 was duplicated in some eudicot groups, as in Noccaea caerulescens 
and Nicotiana tabacum; however, these sequences have all the regions required for a 
functional FEN1.

Although the absence of region may compromise the enzymatic activity of 
FEN1B, the other residues, domains and active sites were conserved. These findings 
raise questions regarding the maintenance of FEN1B in the genome of these organ-
isms, its functions and its role in BER.

Maíra et al. [35] proposed that a whole genome duplication event (WGD) 
would be related to the duplication observed in the AP endonuclease sequence in 
the grasses group; however, further studies indicate that duplications are present 
in other plant groups in addition to Poaceae. The BER’s duplication genes do not 
cover all the components of this pathway; on the contrary, a few sequences—ARP, 
MUTM and FEN1—could be set as duplications. Issues regarding the maintenance 
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of these sequences in plant genomes, particularly sugarcane, need to be responded 
to essentially comprehend the evolutionary aspect of the BER pathway in 
monocots.

Notably, the fate of the vast majority of duplicate genes resulting from segmental 
duplication includes the nonfunctionalization of a member of the pair [79, 80], 
which should occur within a few million years in the absence of any intrinsic 
advantage of duplicate copying [80, 81]. Specifically, plant genomes, on average, 
reveal 65% of their annotated genes that are duplicated [82]. Most of these copies 
are derived from ancient WGD events in the terrestrial plant lineage [82]. Li et al. 
[83] investigated the fate of duplicate genes from 40 different species of flowering 
plants; of these, all species experienced at least one or more WGD events throughout 
their evolutionary history. The loss of genes was observed immediately after genome 
duplication, so that the genes quickly returned to the state of a single copy [83]; 
however, some of these genes have preserved their state of multiple copies. Such 
genes belong to families of genes involved in the response to biotic and abiotic stress, 
and are therefore important for the adaptation of the plant to the environment. 
Thus, it is possible to correlate the duplication and retention of these copies with an 
adaptive advantage such that genes can confer to the plant, allowing it to act more 
efficiently in response to environmental variations. DNA repair genes are linked 
to this hypothesis, since they are necessary to maintain the stability of the genome 
and preserve genetic information. In addition to the fact that several of these genes, 
already described in this chapter, act in other processes of adaptive importance such 
as response to oxidative stress.

10. Conclusions

In sugarcane as well as in other plants, except for the plant models, few studies 
have focused on the characterization and structural analysis of individual components 
of metabolic pathways. Moreover, it should be considered that the traditional breed-
ing strategy lags behind the demand for commercial needs due to insufficient knowl-
edge on characteristics related to stress tolerance, inefficient selection techniques and 
low genetic variation and fertility. The evident deficiency of biotechnology will be 

Figure 5. 
FEN1 evolutionary analysis by maximum likelihood method. The evolutionary history was inferred using the 
maximum likelihood method and JTT matrix-based model conducted in MEGA X. the percentage of trees in 
which the associated taxa clustered together is presented next to the branches. (a) Phylogenetic tree comprising 
plant FEN1 sequences; green color represents the Poales group and blue color represents the eudicotyledons 
group. (b) Phylogenetic tree focus on Poales group, in which FEN1A and FEN1B clusters are displayed on 
distinct branches. The FEN1A and FEN1B domains are displayed next to their respective clusters.
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Figure 4. 
Proposed complex of sugarcane PCNA and FEN1. (a) Lateral view of the complex. (b) Frontal view of the 
complex. FEN1 models are in blue, PCNA in green and Mg+2 ions are highlighted in yellow. The sequence of 
FEN1 that interacts with PCNA is highlighted in orange and is indicated with red arrows.
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was observed in dicotyledons and not in monocotyledons, for example, NTH, 
PCNA and DNA ligase 1. Herein, structural difference was noted (size, presence or 
absence of certain conserved domains), indicating diverse DNA repair mechanisms 
between plants.
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to compare the genes involved in DNA repair and recombination. They found that 
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distachyon) presented two copies and that such copies would not be products of 
intra-genomic duplication. In particular, these copies were subtypes of FEN1, 
FEN1A and FEN1B. Singh et al. [78] also identified one copy of FEN1 in dicots, 
namely A. thaliana, Medicago truncatula, Vitis venifera, and Papaver somniferum; 
however, Glycine max presented two copies of FEN1; in such case, these copies were 
products of intra-genomic duplication.

A new analysis regarding FEN1 in plants, particularly sugarcane, was conducted. 
It was discovered that FEN1B was only found within Poales, specifically Panicoideae 
(Figure 5). Important crops such as Oryza sativa, Zea mays and S. bicolor display 
FEN1B as well as FEN1A. Evolutionary analyses revealed that FEN1A and FEN1B 
had distinct assembly. Moreover, the flap endonucleases (FEN1A and FEN1B) 
of the same species were not located at the same branch in the phylogenetic tree. 
Nonetheless, FEN1 was duplicated in some eudicot groups, as in Noccaea caerulescens 
and Nicotiana tabacum; however, these sequences have all the regions required for a 
functional FEN1.

Although the absence of region may compromise the enzymatic activity of 
FEN1B, the other residues, domains and active sites were conserved. These findings 
raise questions regarding the maintenance of FEN1B in the genome of these organ-
isms, its functions and its role in BER.

Maíra et al. [35] proposed that a whole genome duplication event (WGD) 
would be related to the duplication observed in the AP endonuclease sequence in 
the grasses group; however, further studies indicate that duplications are present 
in other plant groups in addition to Poaceae. The BER’s duplication genes do not 
cover all the components of this pathway; on the contrary, a few sequences—ARP, 
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of these sequences in plant genomes, particularly sugarcane, need to be responded 
to essentially comprehend the evolutionary aspect of the BER pathway in 
monocots.

Notably, the fate of the vast majority of duplicate genes resulting from segmental 
duplication includes the nonfunctionalization of a member of the pair [79, 80], 
which should occur within a few million years in the absence of any intrinsic 
advantage of duplicate copying [80, 81]. Specifically, plant genomes, on average, 
reveal 65% of their annotated genes that are duplicated [82]. Most of these copies 
are derived from ancient WGD events in the terrestrial plant lineage [82]. Li et al. 
[83] investigated the fate of duplicate genes from 40 different species of flowering 
plants; of these, all species experienced at least one or more WGD events throughout 
their evolutionary history. The loss of genes was observed immediately after genome 
duplication, so that the genes quickly returned to the state of a single copy [83]; 
however, some of these genes have preserved their state of multiple copies. Such 
genes belong to families of genes involved in the response to biotic and abiotic stress, 
and are therefore important for the adaptation of the plant to the environment. 
Thus, it is possible to correlate the duplication and retention of these copies with an 
adaptive advantage such that genes can confer to the plant, allowing it to act more 
efficiently in response to environmental variations. DNA repair genes are linked 
to this hypothesis, since they are necessary to maintain the stability of the genome 
and preserve genetic information. In addition to the fact that several of these genes, 
already described in this chapter, act in other processes of adaptive importance such 
as response to oxidative stress.

10. Conclusions

In sugarcane as well as in other plants, except for the plant models, few studies 
have focused on the characterization and structural analysis of individual components 
of metabolic pathways. Moreover, it should be considered that the traditional breed-
ing strategy lags behind the demand for commercial needs due to insufficient knowl-
edge on characteristics related to stress tolerance, inefficient selection techniques and 
low genetic variation and fertility. The evident deficiency of biotechnology will be 
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FEN1 evolutionary analysis by maximum likelihood method. The evolutionary history was inferred using the 
maximum likelihood method and JTT matrix-based model conducted in MEGA X. the percentage of trees in 
which the associated taxa clustered together is presented next to the branches. (a) Phylogenetic tree comprising 
plant FEN1 sequences; green color represents the Poales group and blue color represents the eudicotyledons 
group. (b) Phylogenetic tree focus on Poales group, in which FEN1A and FEN1B clusters are displayed on 
distinct branches. The FEN1A and FEN1B domains are displayed next to their respective clusters.
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supplemented with studies aimed at the biochemical and functional characterization 
of important pathways and their components, such as the DNA repair pathway, for 
instance, the BER pathway. Therefore, it is necessary to emphasize the importance 
of this chapter in other plant species apart from sugarcane, provide supplementary 
information, and raise questions on the components of the BER pathway and its 
evolutionary issue regarding monocots and dicots.
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Abstract

For centuries, sugar has been virtually the only commercialized product derived 
from sugarcane. Traditionally, sugarcane breeding programs focused exclusively 
on the increase of the sucrose content, abandoning characteristics such as biomass 
yield and fiber content. Recently, sugarcane gained prominence also for its potential 
in terms of biomass production. As a result, some sugarcane breeding programs 
began to look for ways to increase fiber content and biomass yield instead of sugar 
content. In the 1980s, Alexander created the concept of energy cane. Here we 
review the changes in the sugarcane breeding programs related to enhanced fiber 
instead of sugar content. Compare the energy generation of energy cane with 
other biomass crops. Also, the recent changes in the biomass and biofuels scenario, 
focusing on topics as 2G ethanol and the RenovaBio program, from the Brazilian 
Government, which will give carbon credits to biofuels. Although several stud-
ies demonstrate its potential for biomass production, energy cane is still a new 
technology on an experimental scale and has been struggling to reach and establish 
on a commercial scale. However, policies and new technologies are increasing the 
demand for lignocellulosic material. Therefore, this chapter connects these points 
and shows the potential of this new plant material for the coming years.

Keywords: energy cane, bioenergy, 2G ethanol, RenovaBio, cane breeding, biomass

1. Introduction

Sugarcane is the most produced crop in the world, yielding about 1,890 million 
tons on approximately 26.8 million hectares. About 40.6% of the world’s produc-
tion was in Brazil. Asia (38.2%) also stands out, especially with countries such as 
India (18.4%) and China (6.5%), which are the second and third largest producers  
in the world, respectively. However, due to its high yields (70.6 tons/ha), the 
sugarcane harvested area is lower than other production main crops such as wheat, 
maize, and rice [1].

Dry matter of sugarcane is composed of sugar, mostly sucrose, and fiber (cellu-
lose, hemicelluloses, and lignin) [2]. Studies have shown that sugarcane commercial 
hybrids stem is composed of about 14–18% sucrose and 12–15% fiber. The rest 
consists of water, minerals, and other substances [3, 4].

Worldwide, sugarcane is primarily grown as a source of sugar, providing around 
70% of the world’s sugar demand [5]. In 2018/2019, the world sugar production is 
expected to yield about 188 million metric tons of raw sugar, of which 68 million 
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will be produced in Brazil and India [6]. In 2017, world ethanol production was 
about 27.05 billion gallons—the United States was the world’s largest producer 
(58%), followed by Brazil (26%). However, the vast majority of US ethanol is 
produced from corn, while Brazil primarily uses sugarcane [7]. For this reason, 
traditionally, sugarcane breeding programs have focused on increasing the sugar 
content.

Sugarcane bagasse and straw have a high content of fiber and can be used for 
energy purposes according to four platforms: cogeneration, production of second-
generation bioethanol, gasification to produce syngas, or generation of biogas, 
and pyrolysis to produce bio-oil and biochar [8–10]. In 2018, in the Brazilian final 
energy consumption sugarcane products represented 17.2% of all energy consumed 
in Brazil, of which 10.8% was from the sugarcane bagasse and 6.4% from ethanol, 
those products together were higher than mineral coal (14.4%), natural gas (11.4) 
and firewood (9.1%) [11].

Thus, sugarcane has great potential as a source of bioenergy. This review will 
present and discuss the traditional breeding programs that aim to increase sucrose 
content and the shift of this paradigm, focusing on the increase of biomass and 
fiber for bioenergy generation. In addition to the prospects for the use of biomass as 
a renewable and sustainable source of energy in the coming years.

2. Sugarcane breeding

Sugarcane is a crop that belongs to the genus Saccharum L. in the Poaceae 
family. Its genus includes six different species with variable sizes and numbers of 
chromosomes: S. officinarum, S. spontaneum, S. robustum, S. barberi, S. sinense, and 
S. edule. There are four genera closer to Saccharum L. that can readily interbreed 
(Sclerostachya, Miscanthus, Narenga, and Erianthus), forming the ‘Saccharum  
complex`. Three gene pools for sugarcane were proposed (Table 1).

One of the biggest challenges for taxonomists and molecular biologists is that 
‘Saccharum complex’ genera have a high level of polyploidy and aneuploidy, that 
is, an unbalanced number of chromosomes. Therefore, the complexity and size of 
the sugarcane genome are limitations in genetic improvement [12, 14]. Excessive 
non-flowering is one of the desirable characteristics of a sugarcane cultivar because 
flowering causes a pithing process in the stalks. However, flowering is a crucial 
characteristic in a breeding program, making it necessary for breeding stations 
to be built in specific locations where these phenotypes may flower regularly and 
have fertility. Another challenge for sugarcane breeders is the time. In Brazil, the 
breeding program takes from 11 to 13 years starting from the first crossbreeding 
performed until the release of a cultivar, since it is necessary to evaluate the clones 
on diseases and pests, as well as their productivity in different environments [15].

Gene pool Genera examples Ease of crossing Hybrids

GP-1 S. officinarum clones, S. robustum,  
S. spontaneum, Erianthus and Miscanthus

Easy Fertile

GP-2 Remainder of ‘Saccharum complex’ Some biological barriers 
make it more difficult

Tend to be sterile

GP-3 Sorghum and Zea Needs techniques to 
enable gene transfer

Weak, lethal, or 
completely sterile

Table 1. 
Proposed gene-pools for sugarcane and potential genera to be used in sugarcane breeding programs (adapted 
from [12, 13]).
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2.1 Traditional sugarcane breeding

Until the 19th century, the most cultivated species was Saccharum officinarum 
because of its high sugar content [12]. Thereafter, sugarcane breeders that were 
interested in increasing disease resistance and yield crossed S. officinarum with a 
wild and vigorous relative, S. spontaneum, and then backcrossed the hybrids to  
S. officinarum [16]. The hybridization of both genera resulted in modern cultivars 
with chromosome numbers ranging from 100 to 130 [17], of which 80% originate 
from S. officinarum and 10–15% from S. spontaneum, with about 5–10% being 
recombinant chromosomes [18, 19].

S. officinarum was first found growing in gardens in the aborigines of New Guinea, 
a humid and high-temperature region. Later, it began to be used as raw material for 
sugar production, playing an important social, economic, and cultural role during the 
colonial period [20]. S. spontaneum is a grassy wild species found in diverse environ-
ments from Africa to Southeast Asia and the Pacific Islands. Since it evolved in such 
different environments, it has a wide gene pool, can adapt to different climate charac-
teristics and is resistant to diseases to which S. officinarum is susceptible [21, 22].

Later, during the 20th century, sugarcane breeding programs were expanded, 
and all the efforts were still concentrated on increasing the sugarcane yield for 
sugar. Current levels of sugar yields are difficult to overcome, especially when 
considering the management systems and the carbon partition between the accu-
mulation of sucrose and plant growth [23, 24]. The initial success of some breeding 
programs and subsequent stagnation in the genetic gains of sugarcane can be seen in 
the yield variation in the US, Brazil, and the World in the last fifty years, especially 
in the last decade [25].

In 1989, [22] described the ‘modern’ (1890–1989) sugarcane breeding process by 
dividing it into three phases. The first phase involved crossing and selecting among  
S. officinarum clones. By that time several clones were used by sugar industries world-
wide. Those clones had commercial milling qualities such as sugar content, low fiber, 
and low impurity levels. However, they were susceptible to some diseases and had 
low vigor and ratooning performance. The second phase required developing inter-
specific hybrids by crossing the selected clone in the first phase with other species, 
which is normally part of the ‘Saccharum complex’. S. spontaneum has high adaptabil-
ity to diverse environments, disease resistance, high vigor, and ratooning capacity. 
Because of this, it was mostly used in the interspecific cross with S. officinarum. To 
increase sugar content and stalk size, breeders used a process called “nobilization”. 
Nobilization was based on backcrossing the initial hybrids with S. officinarum clones 
to increase the sugar content and the stalk size. The third phase was the multiplica-
tion and exploitation of the hybrids obtained in the second phase [12].

This breeding process, however, led to the narrowing of the genetic base of 
sugarcane breeding programs [21, 22]. Backcrossing sugarcane hybrids with  
S. officinarum, despite increasing the sugar content reduces fiber content and 
vigor, as the varieties are more susceptible to abiotic stresses and diseases [26]. 
Thus, the commercial average yield of sugarcane is about 25% of the potential field 
yield of fresh biomass in optimum conditions, 400 tons per hectare [27]. Because 
of these concerns, the interest in genetic diversity increased and sugarcane breed-
ers saw a potential opportunity to introgress new genes into commercial hybrids 
[28]. The ‘Saccharum complex’ fiber and sugar content is presented in Table 2 [29].

2.2 Sugarcane breeding for fiber and the energy cane concept

After more than 100 years of looking to increase sugar yield, by the beginning of 
this century sugarcane breeding programs started to search for a new type of cane, 
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will be produced in Brazil and India [6]. In 2017, world ethanol production was 
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in Brazil, of which 10.8% was from the sugarcane bagasse and 6.4% from ethanol, 
those products together were higher than mineral coal (14.4%), natural gas (11.4) 
and firewood (9.1%) [11].
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Gene pool Genera examples Ease of crossing Hybrids

GP-1 S. officinarum clones, S. robustum,  
S. spontaneum, Erianthus and Miscanthus

Easy Fertile

GP-2 Remainder of ‘Saccharum complex’ Some biological barriers 
make it more difficult

Tend to be sterile

GP-3 Sorghum and Zea Needs techniques to 
enable gene transfer

Weak, lethal, or 
completely sterile

Table 1. 
Proposed gene-pools for sugarcane and potential genera to be used in sugarcane breeding programs (adapted 
from [12, 13]).
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2.1 Traditional sugarcane breeding

Until the 19th century, the most cultivated species was Saccharum officinarum 
because of its high sugar content [12]. Thereafter, sugarcane breeders that were 
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This breeding process, however, led to the narrowing of the genetic base of 
sugarcane breeding programs [21, 22]. Backcrossing sugarcane hybrids with  
S. officinarum, despite increasing the sugar content reduces fiber content and 
vigor, as the varieties are more susceptible to abiotic stresses and diseases [26]. 
Thus, the commercial average yield of sugarcane is about 25% of the potential field 
yield of fresh biomass in optimum conditions, 400 tons per hectare [27]. Because 
of these concerns, the interest in genetic diversity increased and sugarcane breed-
ers saw a potential opportunity to introgress new genes into commercial hybrids 
[28]. The ‘Saccharum complex’ fiber and sugar content is presented in Table 2 [29].

2.2 Sugarcane breeding for fiber and the energy cane concept

After more than 100 years of looking to increase sugar yield, by the beginning of 
this century sugarcane breeding programs started to search for a new type of cane, 
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focusing on high yield and fiber for bioenergy generation [9, 30]. Now the goal of 
some breeding programs is to produce hardy plants with less juice and higher fiber 
productivity. A new introgression process is being used, this time replacing sugar 
plants with fibrous plants (see Tables 1 and 2). Reducing the sugar and increasing 
the fiber content would make plants more rustic, bringing about economic and 
environmental benefits as well as increased resistance to pests and diseases [9].

In the 1970s, in Puerto Rico, Alexander [31] already drew attention to “changing 
the focus on the ‘qualitative side’ features of sugarcane, as sugar yield, to the ‘quan-
titative side,’ such as green yield.” He was one of the first breeders to use the energy 
cane concept in 1985. By that time, Alexander affirmed that if the energy cane were 
harvested with leaves and the top, it would increase the total biomass by 100%, 
with a penalty of 25–35% of sucrose [30, 31]. Energy cane can also be cultivated on 
marginal soil, optimizing the use of land [30] because it has a deeper root system, 
exploring better the soil’s nutrients and water. For this reason, it has a big potential 
to be cultivated in 32 million hectares of degraded pastures in Brazil, more than the 
agricultural area of Europe [32].

Energy cane also differs from sugarcane in terms of the stalk morphology and 
the population. Figure 1 summarizes the differences between energy cane and 
sugarcane on the stalk morphology and population. Energy cane stalk height is 
from 4 to 6 m, whereas sugarcane stalk is smaller, from 2 to 2.5 m [33, 34]. However, 
the sugarcane stalk is thicker than the energy cane. The diameter of the sugarcane 
stalk is, on average, 3.5 cm, whereas the energy cane ranges from 1.5 to 2 cm [32]. 
In terms of population, the cultivation of energy cane can have from two to three 
times more plants per area when compared to the traditional cultivation systems of 
sugarcane [32].

According to [35] to obtain energy cane cultivars, breeding programs should:

i. maintain a germplasm collection with high genetic diversity in sugar and 
fiber content.

ii. perform genetic crosses between modern hybrids of sugarcane (high sugar) 
and accesses of the genus Saccharum (high fiber).

iii. produce large amounts of seedlings and select superior individuals.

To better understand sugarcane as an energy crop and to facilitate well-focused 
and effective genetic improvement programs, [36] classified the energy cane into 
three distinctive types. The first is sugarcane, composed primarily of sugars, with 

Species (n) Sucrose (%) Reducing sugar (%) Fiber (%)

Erianthus maximus (3) 2.24 ± 0.44 0.73 ± 0.23 26.4 ± 0.9

Erianthus arundinaceus (2) 0.62 ± 0.16 0.61 ± 0.17 30.3 ± 0.3

Miscanthus floridulus (5) 3.03 ± 0.56 0.79 ± 0.24 51.0 ± 2.0

Saccharum spontaneum (30) 5.35 ± 0.38 1.66 ± 0.06 31.8 ± 0.9

Saccharum robustum (10) 7.73 ± 0.83 0.27 ± 0.02 24.8 ± 1.6

Saccharum sinense (2) 13.45 ± 0.02 0.38 ± 0.08 12.8 ± 2.0

Saccharum officinarum (25) 17.48 ± 0.35 0.32 ± 0.02 9.8 ± 0.4

n = number of evaluated accessions.

Table 2. 
Levels of sucrose, reducing sugars, and fiber in access of ancestral genera and species of sugarcane [9, 29].
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a juice with a high concentration of sucrose, high purity, which can be used in both 
sugar and ethanol production. Type I energy cane is like conventional sugarcane 
but has higher fiber content and less sucrose. Its juice’s purity is lower and is not 
recommended for sugar production. Type II energy cane has only a marginally 
content of sugar and higher fiber than that of Type I, and it should be used exclu-
sively for biomass production.

One of the pioneer programs for introgression in energy cane started in the 
1980s in Barbados. One hybrid, WI79460, achieved yields of 112 tons of biomass 
and 46 tons of dry mass per hectare, a gain of 73% when compared to a commercial 
cultivar used in sugar production, B77602 (26.7 tons of dry mass per hectare). 
WI79460 also had a relatively high sucrose production per hectare of 10.4 tons, 
77.03% of the sucrose produced by the B77602 [4, 9].

In Brazil, CanaVialis has started an introgression program for fiber content, 
and preliminary studies already show enormous potential. A commercial hybrid 
was crossed with S. spontaneum and the best F1 clone was reproduced and com-
pared with one of the most used commercial hybrids in Brazil, RB72454. The 
number of stalks per linear meter was 40, which is a high value when compared 
with the commercial hybrid that has 14 stalks per linear meter. The total fiber 
per hectare was also higher. The selected clone produced 40.25 tons of fiber per 
hectare, which was 136% higher than that of the commercial hybrid (17 tons 
per hectare). However, the sugar production per hectare and the purity of the 
extracted juice was lower in the energy cane [3]. Figure 2 compares the production 
and potential production of energy cane and sugarcane in tons of stalks, fiber, and 
sugars per hectare.

Since 2001, USDA scientists at the Sugarcane Research Laboratory in Houma, 
Lousiana, are assessing the energy potential of high-fiber sugarcanes. In 2007, in the 
Louisiana sugar belt, three sugarcane varieties with fiber content higher than 16% 
were released for use as feedstocks for the production of bioenergy. These varieties, 
however, are disqualified for use in commercial sugar production operations [37].

Based on the above, energy cane is a result of recent breeding programs and may 
be an alternative to be integrated with the traditional ethanol and sugar production 
processes.

Figure 1. 
Comparison between the characteristics of the stalks of sugar cane and energy cane: height, thickness, and 
population. EC: energy cane and SC: sugarcane. Sources: adapted from [32–34].
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Louisiana sugar belt, three sugarcane varieties with fiber content higher than 16% 
were released for use as feedstocks for the production of bioenergy. These varieties, 
however, are disqualified for use in commercial sugar production operations [37].
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population. EC: energy cane and SC: sugarcane. Sources: adapted from [32–34].
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3. Fiber as a source of energy

To be considered a sustainable biomass source, the plant should meet human-
ity’s energy needs, without competing with food production. For that, fibrous 
plants should be prioritized, instead of starch and oilseed plants [38]. In 2014, in 
the review “The potential of energy cane as the main biomass crop for the cellulosic 
industry”, [9] listed five characteristics of the use of fibrous plants as biomass, 
citing [38–43]:

i. C4 plants with high efficiency in assimilate the solar energy and convert it 
into biomass, with the less possible amount of water, nutrients, and other 
inputs.

ii. possibility of application of agricultural technology in large-scale 
production.

iii. perennial but growth and long-term canopy to allow harvest during most of 
the year.

iv. easily and efficiently processed into usable forms of energy.

Figure 2. 
Energy cane and sugarcane biomass, fiber, and sugar production and potential production per hectare. EC: 
energy cane and SC: sugarcane. Sources: adapted from [4, 25, 30, 32].
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v. sustainable economically and environmentally, that is, not compete with 
food production, being able to be cultivated in marginal lands, with social-
benefit consequences and having a high rate of carbon (C) balance.

The fibrous stem with low sugar content makes the energy cane more valuable 
to produce 2G ethanol and bioelectricity. However, the sugarcane price in Brazil 
is determined based on the sugar content and purity, and the sugarcane’s end use, 
either sugar or ethanol [44, 45]. Thus, this payment method still encourages the 
production of the traditional sugarcane, to produce sugar and ethanol, being an 
obstacle to the cultivation of energy cane by sugarcane suppliers. Therefore, it is 
still necessary to have policies and to develop a payment method that considers the 
fiber content and the production of bioelectricity and 2G ethanol.

3.1 Energy cane as biomass and 2G ethanol

In the last decades, due to the increasing prices of electricity sold to the grid, 
specific incentive policies, and public-private initiatives, the Brazilian sugarcane 
industry increased its focus on cogeneration [35]. From 2013, the amount of com-
mercialized surplus electricity from the plant is higher than the self-consumed, 
achieving a ratio of 60% and 40% in 2015 [46].

Cellulosic ethanol is a biofuel produced from extracted cellulose from the fibers 
of a vegetable. In the case of sugarcane, the primary input used in Brazil to produce 
2G ethanol is obtained by processing the bagasse after extracting the juice or even 
the straw. As about half of the energy from sugarcane is present in its lignocellulosic 
fibers (bagasse and straw), it would be possible to produce more ethanol and elec-
tricity with the same amount of material and planted area [47, 48]. The energy cane 
can provide more fiber for the industrial process, supplying the cogeneration and 
bioelectricity production, and increasing the amount of bagasse that can be used 
for the 2G ethanol production. In Brazil, three companies already started to use the 
second-generation ethanol technology, with a total capacity of 124 million liters of 
second-generation ethanol per year:

i. Raízen, in a plant located in Piracicaba-SP, since 2014 producing ethanol 
from bagasse and straw, being able to increase by 50% the ethanol produc-
tion without expanding the area of cultivation, producing biofuel even dur-
ing the off-season for sugarcane, from December until March, and reducing 
carbon emissions during production, creating a cleaner fuel. The plant can 
produce 42 million liters of ethanol [49];

ii. GramBio, also started the commercial plant in 2014. The plant, Bioflex 1, is 
in Sao Miguel dos Campos, in the state of Alagoas, in the Northeast region, 
and its initial production capacity is 82 million liters of ethanol per year from 
energy cane bagasse and straw [50].

iii. CTC (Sugarcane Technology Center) has a pilot plant in Sao Manoel-SP, 
producing about 3 million liters of 2G ethanol per year from sugarcane straw 
and bagasse [51].

The 2G ethanol substrate is more diluted than the 1G ethanol, generating higher 
volumes of vinasse per liter of ethanol produced with a chemical composition 
different than the traditional 1G vinasse [52–54]. However, due to the high acetic 
acid concentration and to the low content of furans, which can inhibit the anaerobic 
digestion process, biogas production from 2G ethanol vinasse can have satisfactory 
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performance, when compared to 1G ethanol vinasse [54]. The filter cake is rich in 
nutrients and can also be used integrated with the vinasse to increase the biogas 
production efficiency [55]. If ensiled, the energy cane can be stored for up to six 
months and be used to feed the biogas process in the period when the ethanol plant 
is not in operation [56]. Also, according to [56], in terms of energy generation per 
cultivated area, the production of biogas from sugarcane bagasse is more advanta-
geous than the production of 2G ethanol Thus, it is also possible to consider a biogas 
production plant integrated with a 2G ethanol plant to increase the bioenergy 
generation.

The second-generation ethanol has great potential to increase the biofuel pro-
duction in Brazil without increasing the sugarcane cultivation area [57]. However, 
this technology is not considered viable yet, needing to overcome some challenges, 
including the pretreatment and hydrolysis conditions to release the fermentable 
sugars [58]. Although these challenges need to be faced, the second-generation 
ethanol from sugarcane and energy cane can become a reality in Brazil for three 
reasons:

i. the Federal Government has incentive programs, and the commercialization 
of carbon credits is going to be one more economical and environmental 
advantage for this product [59–61];

ii. this technology is still in a learning curve period, and it is expected that 2G 
technologies are going to become more competitive in the future [62, 63];

iii. the cultivation of energy cane will boost the availability of fiber in the 
industry [64].

However, to process the energy cane in the ethanol plant is still challeng-
ing. Different conditions for milling and pretreatments may be required [9, 37]. 
Although the primary energy and sugar production per hectare is higher for energy 
cane when compared to the traditional sugarcane, the sugar concentration in the 
juice is lower and fiber content is higher. All the extraction process in the plant 
are adapted for sugarcane, thus, these differences raise concerns about processing 
energy cane, as mentioned by [65]:

i. sugar extraction: still need to be studied which process is better for it: mill or 
diffuser; the amount of water required for imbibition; the energy require-
ment for the extraction; and the extraction efficiency, which is expected to 
be reduced as the % of fiber increases;

ii. steam consumption; more imbibition water and increase in % fiber will 
require more steam for the processing of energy cane. However, it is also 
expected that a greater amount of fiber will be supplied to the cogeneration, 
having a positive balance in the steam generation:consumption;

iii. processing: needs to be reevaluated to maximize the products revenue

3.2 RenovaBio and energy cane

It is expected that the second-generation ethanol production in Brazil will 
increase and achieve about 2 billion liters in 2030, almost 20 times more than 
the current production [59] due to a new Federal Government program, the 
RenovaBio. In the RenovaBio, biofuel producers will receive one financial title 
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equivalent to carbon credits called CBIO, which corresponds to one ton of CO2 
that is no longer emitted due to the biofuel production. Fuels distributors will 
have an obligation to buy CBIOs and it will also be available to any interested 
investor [60, 61]. The energy cane juice contains 9.8% of fermentable sugars, 
less than half of the traditional sugarcane. With these incentives of the Brazilian 
government and advances on the 2G technologies, the energy cane can potentially 
triple the productivity of biomass per hectare and reduce the production costs, 
also increasing the production of biofuel in the same area. The theoretical ethanol 
yields of sugarcane is 3,609 kg per hectare, while the energy cane are 12,938 kg of 
ethanol per hectare [61, 66]. However, it is important to find ways to ensure that 
these incentives reach the sugarcane producers, and not just stop in the sugarcane 
industry.

Regarding the amount of energy per area per year, the energy cane has almost 
four times more energy content than the traditional sugarcane, more than double 
of the sweet sorghum content, and almost the same as eucalyptus. However, the 
energy cane also provides the juice with a considerable amount of fermentable sug-
ars and the eucalyptus cycle can take more than eight years (Table 3). The energy 
cane also has higher yields than the elephant grass and erianthus [73, 74].

4. Final remarks

Sugarcane breeding programs began in the 19th century when a focus on 
increasing sugar yield surfaced and have continued until recently. However, in the 
last few decades, various policies around the world have started aiming to reduce 
dependence on petroleum and other fossil energy sources. Thus, many breeders 
around the world have turned their attention to increasing productivity and fiber 
content. In this scenario, Brazil appears as the ideal country to start its commercial 
cultivation, because, in addition to being tropical, the RenovaBio program will give 
financial incentives to increase the production of second-generation ethanol. The 
energy cane is a crop with higher fiber production potential in marginal soil. In 
addition to that, the literature presented in this chapter shows that the energy cane 
can be stored and used to keep a continuous biogas production from December 
until March when the ethanol plant is not operating, and vinasse is not being 
produced.

Sugarcanea Energy canea Sweet sorghumb Eucalyptusc

Crop cycles (months) 10 to 12 10 to 15 3.5 96

Number of cycles year−1 1 1 2 0.125

Yield (t ha−1 year−1) 70 200 60 24

Brix (% juice) 13 to 15 10 to 12 11 to 13 —

Fiber (% cane) 13.5 26.7 13 —

Biomass (t ha−1 year−1) 17.5 50 15.6 24

Calorific power (Mcal t−1) 2,275 2,275 3,281 4,600

Mcal ha−1 year−1 39,813 113,750 51,184 110,400
a[3, 25, 66–68].
b[66, 69].
c[70–72].

Table 3. 
Comparison of the potential energy generation per hectare per year among biomass crops.
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performance, when compared to 1G ethanol vinasse [54]. The filter cake is rich in 
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geous than the production of 2G ethanol Thus, it is also possible to consider a biogas 
production plant integrated with a 2G ethanol plant to increase the bioenergy 
generation.

The second-generation ethanol has great potential to increase the biofuel pro-
duction in Brazil without increasing the sugarcane cultivation area [57]. However, 
this technology is not considered viable yet, needing to overcome some challenges, 
including the pretreatment and hydrolysis conditions to release the fermentable 
sugars [58]. Although these challenges need to be faced, the second-generation 
ethanol from sugarcane and energy cane can become a reality in Brazil for three 
reasons:

i. the Federal Government has incentive programs, and the commercialization 
of carbon credits is going to be one more economical and environmental 
advantage for this product [59–61];

ii. this technology is still in a learning curve period, and it is expected that 2G 
technologies are going to become more competitive in the future [62, 63];

iii. the cultivation of energy cane will boost the availability of fiber in the 
industry [64].

However, to process the energy cane in the ethanol plant is still challeng-
ing. Different conditions for milling and pretreatments may be required [9, 37]. 
Although the primary energy and sugar production per hectare is higher for energy 
cane when compared to the traditional sugarcane, the sugar concentration in the 
juice is lower and fiber content is higher. All the extraction process in the plant 
are adapted for sugarcane, thus, these differences raise concerns about processing 
energy cane, as mentioned by [65]:

i. sugar extraction: still need to be studied which process is better for it: mill or 
diffuser; the amount of water required for imbibition; the energy require-
ment for the extraction; and the extraction efficiency, which is expected to 
be reduced as the % of fiber increases;

ii. steam consumption; more imbibition water and increase in % fiber will 
require more steam for the processing of energy cane. However, it is also 
expected that a greater amount of fiber will be supplied to the cogeneration, 
having a positive balance in the steam generation:consumption;

iii. processing: needs to be reevaluated to maximize the products revenue

3.2 RenovaBio and energy cane

It is expected that the second-generation ethanol production in Brazil will 
increase and achieve about 2 billion liters in 2030, almost 20 times more than 
the current production [59] due to a new Federal Government program, the 
RenovaBio. In the RenovaBio, biofuel producers will receive one financial title 
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equivalent to carbon credits called CBIO, which corresponds to one ton of CO2 
that is no longer emitted due to the biofuel production. Fuels distributors will 
have an obligation to buy CBIOs and it will also be available to any interested 
investor [60, 61]. The energy cane juice contains 9.8% of fermentable sugars, 
less than half of the traditional sugarcane. With these incentives of the Brazilian 
government and advances on the 2G technologies, the energy cane can potentially 
triple the productivity of biomass per hectare and reduce the production costs, 
also increasing the production of biofuel in the same area. The theoretical ethanol 
yields of sugarcane is 3,609 kg per hectare, while the energy cane are 12,938 kg of 
ethanol per hectare [61, 66]. However, it is important to find ways to ensure that 
these incentives reach the sugarcane producers, and not just stop in the sugarcane 
industry.

Regarding the amount of energy per area per year, the energy cane has almost 
four times more energy content than the traditional sugarcane, more than double 
of the sweet sorghum content, and almost the same as eucalyptus. However, the 
energy cane also provides the juice with a considerable amount of fermentable sug-
ars and the eucalyptus cycle can take more than eight years (Table 3). The energy 
cane also has higher yields than the elephant grass and erianthus [73, 74].

4. Final remarks

Sugarcane breeding programs began in the 19th century when a focus on 
increasing sugar yield surfaced and have continued until recently. However, in the 
last few decades, various policies around the world have started aiming to reduce 
dependence on petroleum and other fossil energy sources. Thus, many breeders 
around the world have turned their attention to increasing productivity and fiber 
content. In this scenario, Brazil appears as the ideal country to start its commercial 
cultivation, because, in addition to being tropical, the RenovaBio program will give 
financial incentives to increase the production of second-generation ethanol. The 
energy cane is a crop with higher fiber production potential in marginal soil. In 
addition to that, the literature presented in this chapter shows that the energy cane 
can be stored and used to keep a continuous biogas production from December 
until March when the ethanol plant is not operating, and vinasse is not being 
produced.

Sugarcanea Energy canea Sweet sorghumb Eucalyptusc

Crop cycles (months) 10 to 12 10 to 15 3.5 96

Number of cycles year−1 1 1 2 0.125

Yield (t ha−1 year−1) 70 200 60 24

Brix (% juice) 13 to 15 10 to 12 11 to 13 —

Fiber (% cane) 13.5 26.7 13 —

Biomass (t ha−1 year−1) 17.5 50 15.6 24

Calorific power (Mcal t−1) 2,275 2,275 3,281 4,600

Mcal ha−1 year−1 39,813 113,750 51,184 110,400
a[3, 25, 66–68].
b[66, 69].
c[70–72].

Table 3. 
Comparison of the potential energy generation per hectare per year among biomass crops.
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However, energy cane faces several challenges to be implemented commercially. 
In the RenovaBio context, it is still necessary to find ways that the incentives do not 
end in the industry. CBIOs should also achieve producers, as a form of incentive for 
more sustainable production, closing the producer-industry-consumer cycle, and 
stimulating a more sustainable biomass production in the field and, consequently, 
the adoption of energy cane. The industrial processes and sugarcane management 
in the field have already been established for decades, and the implementation of 
energy cane would imply several changes throughout the chain—this is still a reason 
for resistance from producers and mill managers. Also, the low purity of its juice 
does not allow it to be used for sugar production and the current sugarcane method 
valorizes high sugar content and purity, to produce sugar and ethanol. In this sense 
it is also necessary to develop a new payment method, considering the fiber content 
in order to stimulate producers to adopt the energy cane. In addition, cellulosic 
ethanol is still a very new technology and needs adjustments to reach industrial 
scales and become profitable.

Energy cane is still an experimental technology and its cultivation is starting to 
be adopted on larger scales; however, it demonstrates the potential to be expanded 
to commercial scales. To do this, further steps need to be taken in breeding pro-
grams and new technologies, and changes will be necessary for its implementation 
in the field as well as its processing in the industry.

© 2021 The Author(s). Licensee IntechOpen. This chapter is distributed under the terms 
of the Creative Commons Attribution License (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/
by/3.0), which permits unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction in any medium, 
provided the original work is properly cited. 
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However, energy cane faces several challenges to be implemented commercially. 
In the RenovaBio context, it is still necessary to find ways that the incentives do not 
end in the industry. CBIOs should also achieve producers, as a form of incentive for 
more sustainable production, closing the producer-industry-consumer cycle, and 
stimulating a more sustainable biomass production in the field and, consequently, 
the adoption of energy cane. The industrial processes and sugarcane management 
in the field have already been established for decades, and the implementation of 
energy cane would imply several changes throughout the chain—this is still a reason 
for resistance from producers and mill managers. Also, the low purity of its juice 
does not allow it to be used for sugar production and the current sugarcane method 
valorizes high sugar content and purity, to produce sugar and ethanol. In this sense 
it is also necessary to develop a new payment method, considering the fiber content 
in order to stimulate producers to adopt the energy cane. In addition, cellulosic 
ethanol is still a very new technology and needs adjustments to reach industrial 
scales and become profitable.

Energy cane is still an experimental technology and its cultivation is starting to 
be adopted on larger scales; however, it demonstrates the potential to be expanded 
to commercial scales. To do this, further steps need to be taken in breeding pro-
grams and new technologies, and changes will be necessary for its implementation 
in the field as well as its processing in the industry.
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Abstract

According to the US Department of Agriculture, sugarcane global production 
for marketing year (MY) 2020/21 will forecast up 22 million tons in comparison 
with 2019/2020 MY, reaching 188 million tons (raw value), due to higher produc-
tion in Brazil, India and Thailand. These countries alternate sugarcane uses for 
obtaining sugar, ethanol and other products, generating near to 152 million tons of 
residues. In a circular economy context, the reuse of the sugarcane industry by-
products is desired. Nowadays, bagasse and, sometimes, straw are used for energy 
recovery through combustion, while filter cake and vinasse are commonly used for 
soil fertilization. However, while bagasse and straw present potential for energy 
recovery through the thermochemical route, vinasse and filter cake are better 
applied in anaerobic digestion processes to produce biogas and biofertilizer. These 
treatments, when correctly employed, can improve the performance of sugarcane 
industry by diversifying its energy sources and products. For this, the correct design 
of equipment and processes is essential, which requires the knowledge of physical 
and chemical properties of sugarcane industry’s by-products. In this context, the 
chapter goal is to present an updated literature review for these properties, consid-
ering their use in energy recovery processes.
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first-generation ethanol. The remainder of the energy potential is associated with 
the sugarcane bagasse and straw, which represent approximately two thirds of the 
crop energy potential [2–4].

In this context, Brazil is a world leader in renewable electricity generation and 
increased the focus on electricity generation from sugarcane biomass over the 
last few decades, driven especially by the increasing price of electricity sold to the 
grid, public–private initiatives and specific policies to encourage sales of surplus 
electricity [5].

Initially, electricity was generated only to meet the self-consumption supply 
of the sugarcane mills, but with a modernization of cogeneration systems and 
the growing use of bagasse and, in some cases, straw, many sugarcane mills have 
become net exporters of electricity [6]. In fact, cogeneration has become one of 
the most efficient technologies for the realistic use of primary fuel to produce 
electricity and heat [7]. Thus, since 2013, surplus electricity offered to the grid 
by the sugarcane sector has been greater than that used for self-consumption 
(i.e., in 2019, about 61% exported to the grid versus 39% for self-consumption; 
Figure 1).

However, although Brazilian mills already recover energy from bagasse trough 
cogeneration systems, there are other residues from sugar and ethanol production 
process that can also be valorized by recovering their energy: straw, vinasse, and 
filter cake. They can be used in energy conversion processes, such as the production 
of biofuels or in cogeneration processes, and also as a source of carbohydrates from 
other biomolecules of commercial interest, such as second generation ethanol, 
xylitol, enzymes, organic acids, proteins, and other bioproducts of industrial 
interest [8].

Nowadays, bagasse and, sometimes, straw are used for energy recovery through 
combustion, while filter cake and vinasse are commonly used for soil fertilization. 
The use of these residues as energy sources depends on their chemical and physical 
properties. In this context, this chapter has the main objective of presenting an 
updated literature review for these properties of the main sugar and alcohol indus-
try’s by-products, considering their use in energy recovery processes.

Figure 1. 
Bioelectricity generation from sugarcane residues (terawatt hour – TWh) in Brazil from 2010 to 2019 [6].
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2. Sugar and alcohol production process and its by-products

The main residues from sugar and alcohol production are straw, bagasse, vinasse 
and filter cake. A simplified scheme of sugar and ethanol production from sugar-
cane is shown in Figure 2, where the generation of each residue can be seen.

The straw, also called trash, is an agricultural waste composed by tops and leaves 
of the sugarcane. Sugarcane straw comes from its mechanized harvest, as shown in 
Figure 2, and its production (on a mass basis) depends on some factors such as the 
harvesting system, the height of the tips, the sugarcane variety, the age of the crop 
(cutting stage) besides soil and climate conditions, among others [9]. Some authors 
reported that straw production varies between 10 and 18 ton/ha (dry basis) and the 
ratio straw (dry basis)/stalk (wet basis) between 11 and 17% [4].

The straw used to be burned during the manual harvest, but, since the 
2010/2011 harvest, the mechanization started to be disseminated. In this process, 
the green and dry leaves and the tips of the sugarcane are cut and mixed in the 
extractor. With this, part of the straw is left at the field, for soil protection, and part 
of it is carried to the mills, together with the sugarcane with levels of impurity that 
vary according to the harvesting system used [10].

Several studies indicate that sugarcane fields contain an average of 8–30 ton·ha−1 
dry mass of straw and its production varies according to crop variety, vegetative stage, 
edaphoclimatic conditions and management practices [5]. Straw has similar properties 

Figure 2. 
Simplified scheme of sugar and ethanol production from sugarcane.
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to bagasse, which makes it a good fuel to supplement bagasse for surplus power genera-
tion at mill through the burn system. However, considering that straw is also necessary 
in field for soil protection, it is only partially available for energy recovery. The amount 
of straw left in the field in relation to the total production of sugarcane taken to the 
mill can vary from 10 to 60% in Colombia and from 20 to 35% in South Africa [9].

According to [11], an average of 140 kg of straw is generated for each ton of har-
vested cane (dry basis). This represents nearly the same amount of bagasse available 
at the end of the juice extraction process. Some authors estimated the total electric-
ity surplus when 40–50% of the straw available in the field is used as additional fuel 
to bagasse and showed results between 130 and 185 kWh per ton of cane [12, 13].

In the work of [9], it was estimated that the amount of straw left in the field per 
sugarcane hectare is 10 tons/ha in India. In other hand, the same author presents 
that 39 tons of straw/sugarcane ha are left on the soil and its productivity is of 
81.49 t/ha in the region of the Rio Grande Valley, Texas in the United States. The 
authors report some benefits of keeping sugarcane residue in the field, such as:

• Protection of the wind surface of the soil against erosion caused by rain and hair;

• Reduction of variations in soil temperature, as the soil is protected from the 
direct action of solar radiation;

• Increased biological activity in the soil;

• More water available, due to reduced water evaporation from the soil surface;

• Weed control.

After the harvesting, the sugarcane cleaning is required, which can be carried by 
dry system or by cane washing. The dry-cleaning system residue, or simply DCR, is 
produced from the dry cleaning of the sugarcane right after its mechanized harvest 
in the field, as shown in Figure 2. That is, the sugarcane goes through a cleaning 
process without the use of water (sugarcane washing) to remove soil and impurities 
(leaves and straw).

The cleaning system has the advantage of reducing water consumption by 
plants, however, as its use is not yet very diffused, the cleaning residue properties 
are still unknown and, in most cases, it ends up being discarded.

As it can be seen in Figure 2, after sugarcane cleaning, the next step is to extract 
the juice through mills or diffusers, from which the bagasse, another by-product of 
the process, comes from.

The bagasse is the fiber that results from juice extraction process in the mills. 
It is estimated that 135 kg of bagasse are generated for each ton of clean cane [11]. 
According to [10, 14], one ton of harvested sugar cane (wet basis) originates about 
250–270 kg of bagasse containing 50% moisture, 48% fibers and 2% soluble solids. 
Bagasse properties can vary according to the process for juice extraction [15].

Sugar and alcohol plants use the bagasse resulting from the ethanol production 
process in cogeneration systems, converting their chemical energy into thermal and 
electrical energy for their own plant. Sugarcane facilities currently use a cogenera-
tion system based on the Rankine cycle, in which sugarcane bagasse is burnt in a 
boiler, producing steam that is expanded in turbines coupled with electric genera-
tors; turbines exhaust steam is used as thermal energy source for the various unit 
operations of the sugar and ethanol production process. Most facilities use only 
back-pressure steam turbines, which limit the amount of fuel that can be burnt to 
supply the steam demand of the process [16].
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After sugarcane juice extraction, the next steps are to filtrate and to treat it, from 
which filter cake, or press mud, comes out as residue (Figure 2). It is a compound 
from the clarification and filtration of the juice extracted from the mills in the rotat-
ing filters, consisting in a solid fibrous residue that represents about 3–4% (w/w) of 
the crushed sugar cane [17].

Sugarcane filter cake is a semi-solid material composed of fiber, crude protein, 
sugar, wax, fat, and ash [18, 19]. It is a rich source of phosphorus and organic mat-
ter, with a moisture content, reasons why it has been used as a complete or partial 
substitute for mineral fertilizers in sugar cane or other crops cultivation. This using 
has been widespread in several countries, including Brazil, India, Australia, Cuba, 
Pakistan, Taiwan, South Africa, and Argentina [20].

Vinasse is produced from the distillation of wine during the hydrated ethanol 
production process. It is an aqueous effluent and a problem to the sector due to 
the large quantities produced and its potential effects as an environmental pol-
lutant. It is largely composed of water, organic matter, and mineral elements. The 
environmental damage caused by discarding it into the soil or running waters was 
an incentive to studies aiming to find alternative, economic applications for this 
residue. Results from such studies indicate that, when properly applied, vinasse 
contributes to improvements in soil quality and agricultural productivity [20], 
while others, show that sue to vinasse and the filter-cake residues show considerable 
K and P concentrations, they are used as fertilizer [21–24].

According to [25], the vinasse generation is directly proportional to the alcohol 
production, obtaining between 11 and 15 liters of vinasse for each liters of ethanol 
[25, 26]. The study of [27, 28] state that, for autonomous distillery, approximately 
910 liters of vinasse are obtained for each ton of processed sugarcane with 250 kg of 
bagasse and 30 kg of filter cake.

Among the residues from the alcohol production process, vinasse is considered 
to have the greatest polluting potential, since it has a solids content of around 7%, of 
which 75% is organic and biodegradable, in addition to having high COD (Chemical 
Oxygen Demand) and BOD (Biological Oxygen Demand) [29]. According to 
[30], the vinasse BOD and COD can varies, respectively, from 6,000 to 25,000 
and 15,000 to 65,000 mgO2/L, depending on whether it is derived directly from 
the juice or from the cane syrup. In addition, this residue has a corrosive character 
due to the fact that it is a buffered solution with a pH around 4.3 obtained at high 
temperature [29].

There are processes by which the polluting potential of vinasse and filter cake is 
minimized. Nowadays, both are directly applied as fertilizers, reducing the demand 
for irrigation and mining in the cultivation of sugarcane. However, according to 
[31], the anaerobic biodigestion process can be used in the treatment of these resi-
due. This process has the advantage of treating the vinasse and the filter cake, keep-
ing their fertilizing properties, while produces the biogas, composed of a mixture of 
methane gas (CH4) and carbon dioxide (CO2) in different proportions, depending 
on the substrate contained in wastewater. Biogas is an environmentally friendly 
alternative fuel that is, thus the liquid waste vinasse is utilized commercially [32].

3.  Physicochemical characterization of sugarcane industry by-products 
and their use in energy processes (straw, bagasse, filter cake, vinasse)

3.1 Heating value

There are two variations for heating value. The higher heating value (HHV) 
which refers to the heat released during combustion per unit mass of the fuel, 
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considering that the water formed in the combustion is in a liquid phase, in which 
the temperature of the gases and water produced is equal to the temperature of 
fuel before combustion. The lower heating value (LHV) is the heat released during 
combustion per unit mass of the fuel, considering that the water formed during 
combustion is in a gaseous phase, in which the temperature of the gases and water 
produced is the same as that of the fuel before combustion [33].

The HHV can be determined experimentally, using the methodology described 
in ASTM D2015–00 Standard test method for gross heating value of coal and coke 
by adiabatic bomb calorimeter by means of a calorimetric pump [34].

Normally, the heating value of solid fuels is determined in a calorimetric pump, 
that is, the higher heating value is calculated on a dry basis (zero moisture content), 
from which the lower heating value can be calculated, which is used, for example, in 
the design of boilers.

The study of [33] present an equation for calculating the lower heating value on 
a wet basis, from the higher heating value on a dry basis, both in MJ·kg−1, according 
to Eq. (1):

    = ⋅ − − ⋅ − ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ −   
   

2 2 2H O H O h H OLHV HHV 1 2.444 2.444 8.936 1
100 100 100 100

 (1)

Where:
LHV = lower heating value on a wet basis (MJ·kg−1);
HHV = higher heating value on a dry basis (MJ·kg−1);
H2O = moisture content of the fuel on a wet basis (% mass);
h = Hydrogen concentration on a dry basis (% mass).
The first term of the equation converts the HHV from dry to wet basis, the 

second term corresponds to the latent heat of water vaporization contained in 
the biomass (the latent heat of water vaporization at 25°C and constant pressure 
is 2.444 MJ·kg−1). Finally, the third term refers to the vaporization of the water 
produced when the hydrogen contained in the biomass is combusted.

The author in [33] also refer to other empirical equations for calculating higher 
heating value, as shown in Eq. (2), described by [35].

 
= ∗ + ∗ + ∗ − ∗
− ∗ − ∗

C H s N

O ash

HHV 0.3491 X 1.1783 X 0.1005 X 0.0151 X
0.1034 X 0.0211 X  (2)

Where:
Xi: dry mass fraction of Carbon (C), Hydrogen (H), Sulfur (S), Nitrogen (N), 

Oxygen (O) and Ash.
HHV = higher heating value on a dry basis (MJ·kg−1);
Through empirical Eq. (2), it is observed that the levels of carbon, hydrogen and 

sulfur will contribute to the higher heating value of the material, while the levels 
of nitrogen, ash and oxygen contribute negatively. Although it reduces the higher 
heating value of solid fuel, organic oxygen is released during thermal decomposi-
tion and thus supplies part of the oxygen needed for combustion reactions, thus 
decreasing the amount of air required in the process.

In Tables 1 and 2, data of the heating value of bagasse and sugarcane straw are 
shown, both lower and higher, respectively, reported in several studies carried out 
with samples from different countries of origin.

From the data in Table 1, it is observed that the values for the higher heating 
value of bagasse vary from 15.98 to 19.17 MJ·kg−1, while for straw is about 17 MJ·kg−1. 
It is interesting to highlight the differentiation made by [5] in relation to the ther-
mochemical properties relevant to the different constituent parts of the straw.
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In the work of [36], states to the fact that the viability of using sugarcane resi-
dues as a fuel in cogeneration processes is directly related to their moisture content, 
since the heating value is intrinsically linked to fuel’s elemental composition and 
moisture.

As a comparison criterion for this important thermochemical property for 
the biomass combustion process, the heating value of the wood can be taken as a 
reference. For this, [46] shows that this traditional biomass can present HHV very 
close to that found for bagasse and straw, being 18.49 MJ·kg−1 for sawdust from 
Eucalyptus sp.

On the other hand, [37] shows that coal has a calorific value of 29 MJ·kg−1, that 
is, a heating value about 49% higher than that found for bagasse and straw, mainly 
due to its greater constituent carbon content.

According to the Table 3, vinasse high heating value fluctuates from 12.7 MJ·kg−1 
to 15.07 MJ·kg−1, when moisture is around 4% and, takes a value of 6.4 MJ·kg−1 with 
68% of moisture [47, 51]. Hence, vinasse high heating value decreases notably with 
the increase in moisture content, which must be considered when a thermochemical 
route is used for energy recovery [52].

HHV (MJ·kg−1) LHV (MJ·kg−1) Base Author

15.98 14.67 Wet base 9.22% [36]

17.0 — — [37]

18.65 — — [38]

18.1 — Dry base [9]

16.88 — Dry base [39]

18.89 17.32 — [40]

18.90 — — [15]

18.61 — Dry base [41]

17.23 — Dry base [42]

18.59 — Dry Base [43]

18.43 — Dry Base [43]a

aBagasse resultant from a process with dry cleaning system of sugarcane.

Table 1. 
Literature review of the heating value of sugarcane bagasse.

Biomass HHV (MJ·kg−1) LHV (MJ·kg−1) Author

Green leaves 17.4 — [9]

Dry leaves 17.4 — [9]

Tips 16.4 — [9]

Straw 17.74 16.50 [44]

Dry leaves 16.0 14.8 [41]

Straw 16.347 — [45]

Strawa 16.54 — [43]

Straw 17.1 — [10]
aStraw resultant from a process with dry cleaning system of sugarcane.

Table 2. 
Literature review of the heating value on dry basis of sugarcane straw.
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considering that the water formed in the combustion is in a liquid phase, in which 
the temperature of the gases and water produced is equal to the temperature of 
fuel before combustion. The lower heating value (LHV) is the heat released during 
combustion per unit mass of the fuel, considering that the water formed during 
combustion is in a gaseous phase, in which the temperature of the gases and water 
produced is the same as that of the fuel before combustion [33].

The HHV can be determined experimentally, using the methodology described 
in ASTM D2015–00 Standard test method for gross heating value of coal and coke 
by adiabatic bomb calorimeter by means of a calorimetric pump [34].

Normally, the heating value of solid fuels is determined in a calorimetric pump, 
that is, the higher heating value is calculated on a dry basis (zero moisture content), 
from which the lower heating value can be calculated, which is used, for example, in 
the design of boilers.

The study of [33] present an equation for calculating the lower heating value on 
a wet basis, from the higher heating value on a dry basis, both in MJ·kg−1, according 
to Eq. (1):

    = ⋅ − − ⋅ − ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ −   
   

2 2 2H O H O h H OLHV HHV 1 2.444 2.444 8.936 1
100 100 100 100

 (1)

Where:
LHV = lower heating value on a wet basis (MJ·kg−1);
HHV = higher heating value on a dry basis (MJ·kg−1);
H2O = moisture content of the fuel on a wet basis (% mass);
h = Hydrogen concentration on a dry basis (% mass).
The first term of the equation converts the HHV from dry to wet basis, the 

second term corresponds to the latent heat of water vaporization contained in 
the biomass (the latent heat of water vaporization at 25°C and constant pressure 
is 2.444 MJ·kg−1). Finally, the third term refers to the vaporization of the water 
produced when the hydrogen contained in the biomass is combusted.

The author in [33] also refer to other empirical equations for calculating higher 
heating value, as shown in Eq. (2), described by [35].
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O ash

HHV 0.3491 X 1.1783 X 0.1005 X 0.0151 X
0.1034 X 0.0211 X  (2)

Where:
Xi: dry mass fraction of Carbon (C), Hydrogen (H), Sulfur (S), Nitrogen (N), 

Oxygen (O) and Ash.
HHV = higher heating value on a dry basis (MJ·kg−1);
Through empirical Eq. (2), it is observed that the levels of carbon, hydrogen and 

sulfur will contribute to the higher heating value of the material, while the levels 
of nitrogen, ash and oxygen contribute negatively. Although it reduces the higher 
heating value of solid fuel, organic oxygen is released during thermal decomposi-
tion and thus supplies part of the oxygen needed for combustion reactions, thus 
decreasing the amount of air required in the process.

In Tables 1 and 2, data of the heating value of bagasse and sugarcane straw are 
shown, both lower and higher, respectively, reported in several studies carried out 
with samples from different countries of origin.

From the data in Table 1, it is observed that the values for the higher heating 
value of bagasse vary from 15.98 to 19.17 MJ·kg−1, while for straw is about 17 MJ·kg−1. 
It is interesting to highlight the differentiation made by [5] in relation to the ther-
mochemical properties relevant to the different constituent parts of the straw.
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In the work of [36], states to the fact that the viability of using sugarcane resi-
dues as a fuel in cogeneration processes is directly related to their moisture content, 
since the heating value is intrinsically linked to fuel’s elemental composition and 
moisture.

As a comparison criterion for this important thermochemical property for 
the biomass combustion process, the heating value of the wood can be taken as a 
reference. For this, [46] shows that this traditional biomass can present HHV very 
close to that found for bagasse and straw, being 18.49 MJ·kg−1 for sawdust from 
Eucalyptus sp.

On the other hand, [37] shows that coal has a calorific value of 29 MJ·kg−1, that 
is, a heating value about 49% higher than that found for bagasse and straw, mainly 
due to its greater constituent carbon content.

According to the Table 3, vinasse high heating value fluctuates from 12.7 MJ·kg−1 
to 15.07 MJ·kg−1, when moisture is around 4% and, takes a value of 6.4 MJ·kg−1 with 
68% of moisture [47, 51]. Hence, vinasse high heating value decreases notably with 
the increase in moisture content, which must be considered when a thermochemical 
route is used for energy recovery [52].

HHV (MJ·kg−1) LHV (MJ·kg−1) Base Author

15.98 14.67 Wet base 9.22% [36]

17.0 — — [37]

18.65 — — [38]

18.1 — Dry base [9]

16.88 — Dry base [39]

18.89 17.32 — [40]

18.90 — — [15]

18.61 — Dry base [41]

17.23 — Dry base [42]

18.59 — Dry Base [43]

18.43 — Dry Base [43]a

aBagasse resultant from a process with dry cleaning system of sugarcane.

Table 1. 
Literature review of the heating value of sugarcane bagasse.

Biomass HHV (MJ·kg−1) LHV (MJ·kg−1) Author

Green leaves 17.4 — [9]

Dry leaves 17.4 — [9]

Tips 16.4 — [9]

Straw 17.74 16.50 [44]

Dry leaves 16.0 14.8 [41]

Straw 16.347 — [45]

Strawa 16.54 — [43]

Straw 17.1 — [10]
aStraw resultant from a process with dry cleaning system of sugarcane.

Table 2. 
Literature review of the heating value on dry basis of sugarcane straw.
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As showed in Table 4, sugarcane Filter-cake have around 17 MJ·kg−1 of high 
heating value, which is proximate to the results reported for straw and bagasse in 
Tables 1 and 2. This indicates a high energy potential in filter cake, which could 
be related to a high content of proteins, sugar and fibers, giving a possibility to use 
this by-product for energy as with other sugarcane and woody biomasses which is 
normally used for thermochemical processes [56, 57].

Taking into account the energy potential of the sugarcane industry residues, 
there is a possibility to use it as the coal. One favorable way to increase residues 
potential could be to use a blend of them. Residues as the vinasse and filter cake, 
which have a high availability, would present more heating value compensate by add 
straw and bagasse [51].

3.2 Ultimate analysis

An ultimate analysis of biomass offers the contents of Carbon, Nitrogen, 
Hydrogen, Oxygen and Sulfur, which together with moisture and ash, are the main 
components of biomass. With the results of this analysis, it is possible to estimate 
the amount of products that will generated in combustion or gasification, as well 
as the amount of oxidant needed. The nitrogen content is useful for assessing the 
amount of nitrogen oxide (NOx) transport in combustion or ammonium (NH4) in 
gasification. The sulfur content is necessary to calculate the possible dates of sulfur 
dioxide (SO2) or hydrogen sulphide (SH2) and with chlorine, to assess corrosion of 
the equipment [54].

The elementary analyses of sugarcane bagasse and straw found in the literature 
of recent years are summarized in Tables 3 and 4.

Regarding the properties of wood, the sawdust of Eucalyptus sp., it has a 
carbon content of 46.80%, oxygen of 46.61% and hydrogen oxygen of 6.59% [46]. 
Therefore, it can be noted that bagasse and cane straw have an ultimate composition 
similar to wood, ancient biomass used in thermochemical processes.

In addition, bagasse and sugarcane straw have a 39% lower carbon content 
compared to coal [37]. Even so, it can be said that these by-products of the sugar 
and alcohol sector have combustible characteristics, since carbon and hydrogen are 
responsible for more than 50% of their composition, which will undergo oxidation 
in the presence of air during combustion, releasing heat.

In addition, from the results showed in Table 5 and form other authors [60–63], 
bagasse and straw have a high oxygen content (from 39 to 50%), when compared 
to coal, which may have 7.4% oxygen content, according to [37], which implies low 
heating value of bagasse and straw compared to coal. However, the high content of 
constituent oxygen reduces the amount of oxygen required in the combustion pro-
cess, since organic oxygen is released during thermal decomposition and provides 
part of the oxygen needed for combustion reactions (Tables 6 and 7) [33].

HHV (MJ·kg−1) LHV (MJ·kg−1) Author

13.59 — [47]

14.40 — [48]

6.4 4.5 [49]a

13.0 14.0 [50]

12.7 12.6 [51]
aWhen moisture around 68%.

Table 3. 
Literature review of the heating value on dry basis of sugarcane vinasse.
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Considering that sugarcane vinasse is obtained in the final stages of bioethanol 
production, their composition is highly heterogeneous, which may explain why the 
nitrogen content is approximately three times higher than in straw and bagasse. The 
high Carbon and Oxygen content verify residual sugars and acids from the sugar-
cane process. On the other hand, sulfur content can be explained by the presence of 
SO2 residue from sulphitation in cane juice treatment [57].

According to Table 8, the high content of oxygen and carbon suggests the 
presence of organic groups characteristic of lignocellulosic materials, which may 
indicate their use as solid biofuel or for obtaining bio-oil [68]. In addition, as an 
important part of the filter cake is obtained in the sulfite and clarification processes, 
a high sulfur content may result when compared to other sugar cane residues. 
Although the presence of Nitrogen and Sulfur in most of the residues studied is low, 
when compared to other biomasses, they are undesirable because they can reduce 

HHV (MJ·kg−1) LHV (MJ·kg−1) Author

17.05 14.6 [53]

17.0 — [54]

17.1 — [55]

14.9 13.8 [50]a

8.57 7.79 [56]
aWet basis.

Table 4. 
Literature review of the heating value on dry basis of sugarcane filter cake.

C (%) H (%) O (%) N (%) S (%) Cl (%) Author

44.8 5.40 39.60 0.4 0.01 — [58]

44.8 5.4 38.1 0.4 0.03 0.02 [37]

50.3 6.3 43.1 0.3 0.07 — [38]

44.6 5.8 44.5 0.6 0.1 0.02 [9]

44.31 5.73 49.11 0.63 <0.1 0.13 [39]

43.6 5.52 50.63 0.25 0.07 — [59]

45.48 5.70 45.21 0.40 0.06 — [15]

Table 5. 
Ultimate composition of sugarcane bagasse reported by different authors.

Biomass C (%) H (%) O (%) N (%) S (%) Cl (%) Author

Green leaves 45.7 6.2 42.8 1.0 0.1 0.4 [9]

Dry leaves 46.2 6.2 43.0 0.5 0.1 0.1 [9]

Tips 43.9 6.1 44.0 0.8 0.1 0.7 [9]

Straw 44.7 5.8 — 0.45 0.08 — [44]

Straw 43.42 5.71 49.64 1.23 — — [10]

Straw 42.5 6.02 50.2 0.6 0.24 0.44 [10]

Table 6. 
Ultimate composition of sugarcane straw reported by different authors.
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As showed in Table 4, sugarcane Filter-cake have around 17 MJ·kg−1 of high 
heating value, which is proximate to the results reported for straw and bagasse in 
Tables 1 and 2. This indicates a high energy potential in filter cake, which could 
be related to a high content of proteins, sugar and fibers, giving a possibility to use 
this by-product for energy as with other sugarcane and woody biomasses which is 
normally used for thermochemical processes [56, 57].

Taking into account the energy potential of the sugarcane industry residues, 
there is a possibility to use it as the coal. One favorable way to increase residues 
potential could be to use a blend of them. Residues as the vinasse and filter cake, 
which have a high availability, would present more heating value compensate by add 
straw and bagasse [51].

3.2 Ultimate analysis

An ultimate analysis of biomass offers the contents of Carbon, Nitrogen, 
Hydrogen, Oxygen and Sulfur, which together with moisture and ash, are the main 
components of biomass. With the results of this analysis, it is possible to estimate 
the amount of products that will generated in combustion or gasification, as well 
as the amount of oxidant needed. The nitrogen content is useful for assessing the 
amount of nitrogen oxide (NOx) transport in combustion or ammonium (NH4) in 
gasification. The sulfur content is necessary to calculate the possible dates of sulfur 
dioxide (SO2) or hydrogen sulphide (SH2) and with chlorine, to assess corrosion of 
the equipment [54].

The elementary analyses of sugarcane bagasse and straw found in the literature 
of recent years are summarized in Tables 3 and 4.

Regarding the properties of wood, the sawdust of Eucalyptus sp., it has a 
carbon content of 46.80%, oxygen of 46.61% and hydrogen oxygen of 6.59% [46]. 
Therefore, it can be noted that bagasse and cane straw have an ultimate composition 
similar to wood, ancient biomass used in thermochemical processes.

In addition, bagasse and sugarcane straw have a 39% lower carbon content 
compared to coal [37]. Even so, it can be said that these by-products of the sugar 
and alcohol sector have combustible characteristics, since carbon and hydrogen are 
responsible for more than 50% of their composition, which will undergo oxidation 
in the presence of air during combustion, releasing heat.

In addition, from the results showed in Table 5 and form other authors [60–63], 
bagasse and straw have a high oxygen content (from 39 to 50%), when compared 
to coal, which may have 7.4% oxygen content, according to [37], which implies low 
heating value of bagasse and straw compared to coal. However, the high content of 
constituent oxygen reduces the amount of oxygen required in the combustion pro-
cess, since organic oxygen is released during thermal decomposition and provides 
part of the oxygen needed for combustion reactions (Tables 6 and 7) [33].

HHV (MJ·kg−1) LHV (MJ·kg−1) Author

13.59 — [47]

14.40 — [48]

6.4 4.5 [49]a

13.0 14.0 [50]

12.7 12.6 [51]
aWhen moisture around 68%.

Table 3. 
Literature review of the heating value on dry basis of sugarcane vinasse.
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Considering that sugarcane vinasse is obtained in the final stages of bioethanol 
production, their composition is highly heterogeneous, which may explain why the 
nitrogen content is approximately three times higher than in straw and bagasse. The 
high Carbon and Oxygen content verify residual sugars and acids from the sugar-
cane process. On the other hand, sulfur content can be explained by the presence of 
SO2 residue from sulphitation in cane juice treatment [57].

According to Table 8, the high content of oxygen and carbon suggests the 
presence of organic groups characteristic of lignocellulosic materials, which may 
indicate their use as solid biofuel or for obtaining bio-oil [68]. In addition, as an 
important part of the filter cake is obtained in the sulfite and clarification processes, 
a high sulfur content may result when compared to other sugar cane residues. 
Although the presence of Nitrogen and Sulfur in most of the residues studied is low, 
when compared to other biomasses, they are undesirable because they can reduce 

HHV (MJ·kg−1) LHV (MJ·kg−1) Author

17.05 14.6 [53]

17.0 — [54]

17.1 — [55]

14.9 13.8 [50]a

8.57 7.79 [56]
aWet basis.

Table 4. 
Literature review of the heating value on dry basis of sugarcane filter cake.

C (%) H (%) O (%) N (%) S (%) Cl (%) Author

44.8 5.40 39.60 0.4 0.01 — [58]

44.8 5.4 38.1 0.4 0.03 0.02 [37]

50.3 6.3 43.1 0.3 0.07 — [38]

44.6 5.8 44.5 0.6 0.1 0.02 [9]

44.31 5.73 49.11 0.63 <0.1 0.13 [39]

43.6 5.52 50.63 0.25 0.07 — [59]

45.48 5.70 45.21 0.40 0.06 — [15]

Table 5. 
Ultimate composition of sugarcane bagasse reported by different authors.

Biomass C (%) H (%) O (%) N (%) S (%) Cl (%) Author

Green leaves 45.7 6.2 42.8 1.0 0.1 0.4 [9]

Dry leaves 46.2 6.2 43.0 0.5 0.1 0.1 [9]

Tips 43.9 6.1 44.0 0.8 0.1 0.7 [9]

Straw 44.7 5.8 — 0.45 0.08 — [44]

Straw 43.42 5.71 49.64 1.23 — — [10]

Straw 42.5 6.02 50.2 0.6 0.24 0.44 [10]

Table 6. 
Ultimate composition of sugarcane straw reported by different authors.
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the calorific value, at the same time as they decrease combustion efficiency by 
promoting the formation of nitrogen oxides (NOx) and sulfur oxides (SOx) [51, 57].

It is also important to take into account that the chemical composition of 
sugarcane residues depends on the locality, cane variety, land conditions, nutrients 
applied to the field, milling efficiency and method of clarification [54, 57].

3.3 Proximate analysis

The proximate analysis establishes the contents of moisture, ash, volatile mate-
rial and fixed carbon of the fuels, with which it is possible to estimate the behavior 
of the biomass during the combustion process.

The moisture content can determine the most suitable energy conversion process 
for biomass, since for materials with moisture content greater than 50%, biological 
routes are generally applied, such as anaerobic decomposition, while for biomasses 
with moisture content of up to 50% (wet basis), thermochemical processes are 
more used [69–72].

The fixed carbon indicates the carbon content that still remains in the biomass 
used as fuel, after the volatilization of the volatile compounds. An indicative 
relationship can be established between these two levels, in which materials with a 
higher volatile content in relation to the fixed carbon content will be combustible 
with greater ignition ease. Finally, ash is the inert material that results from com-
bustion, so the higher the ash content, the less energy is available in the fuel [69].

The moisture content of straw depends, in general, on the time that this material 
is deposited in the field. At the time of harvest, the straw can contain up to 50% 
moisture (w.b.). This moisture content can drop to 30% (w.b.) in 2 to 3 days and to 
15% (w.b.) in two weeks, which can represent an energy gain in its burning [9]. For 
bagasse, the moisture content in the juice extraction outlet at the plants, whether by 
milling or diffusion, is in the range of 47 to 52% (w.b.) [33].

C (%) H (%) O (%) N (%) S (%) Cl (%) Author

41.2 5,0 20.8 5.0 5.0 — [49]

32.9 4.5 36.4 1.0 2.7 6.2 [50]

31.87 6.13 28.26 1.69 2.32 — [51]

39.7 8.6 — 1.65 0.12 — [64]

Table 7. 
Ultimate composition of sugarcane vinasse in dry basis reported by different authors.

C (%) H (%) O (%) N (%) S (%) Cl (%) Author

32.5 2.2 — 2.2 — — [65]a

42.9 5.3 24.99 1.8 3.1 — [53]

33.73 3.92 — 2.36 0 — [54]

37.1 — — 2.3 — — [66]

29.6 3.9 46.0 0.9 0.5 0.3 [50]

21.5 3.33 18.34 0.81 0.13 — [56]

34.4 — — 2.07 9.93 — [67]b

aWet basis.
bDry basis.

Table 8. 
Ultimate composition of sugarcane filter cake reported by different authors.
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The values of the contents of fixed carbon, volatile matter and ash for bagasse 
and straw, determined by different authors, are shown in Tables 9 and 10.

The proximate analysis data for the bagasse and straw are somewhat similar in 
terms of variation: the fixed carbon is within the range of 6.9–18% and the volatile 
material is 73–89%. These variations in values may be related to the varieties of 
sugar cane, as well as the presence of impurities.

Fixed carbon terminology refers to the fuel fraction of coal or any bituminous 
material after removal of moisture, volatile and ash content. Or it can also be 
defined as the elemental carbon content constituting coal and bituminous materials 
added to the fraction of carbonaceous residue formed under the rate of heating of 
the material [75]. In the case of the methodology described by ASTM E872–82, this 
heating is done at 950°C for 7 minutes [76].

However, according to [75], biomass does not have elemental carbon, unlike 
coal, since its carbon fixation occurs through photosynthetic fixation to form the 
main macromolecules that make up biomass, such as carbohydrates, lipids and 
proteins. Thus, the term fixed carbon is not adequately used in biomass and its 
corresponding fraction refers more to a content of pyrolytic carbon (carbon formed 
at a temperature of approximately 100°C). In addition, the pyrolytic carbon content 
will directly depend on the temperature rate used for the determination of volatile 
material in the biomass, as already described.

The content of volatile materials, in turn, refers to the amount of material that 
will detach from the fuel in gaseous form, undergoing combustion first. Thus, the 
higher the content of volatile materials in biomass, the better its combustion. In 
relation to this, it is observed that both straw and bagasse have a high content of 

Fixed carbon (%) Volatile matter (%) Ash (%) Author

11.95 85.61 2.44 [73]

14.9 73.8 11.3 [51]

18.0 79.9 2.2 [20]

13.1 86.0 0.9 [54]

9.3 88.7 2.0 [33]

— — 3.1 [74]

— — 2.4 [74]

12.4 81.8 5.8 [74]

Table 9. 
Proximate analysis for sugarcane bagasse on a dry basis reported by different studies.

Biomass Fixed carbon (%) volatile matter (%) Ash (%) Moisture (%) Author

Green leaves 15.7 80.6 3.7 67.7* [9]

Dry leaves 11.6 84.5 2.7 13.5* [9]

Tips 16.4 79.3 4.3 82.3* [9]

Straw 6.9 81.55 11.57 9.92 [44]

Straw 17.46 78.64 4.32 — [45]

Straw 10.1 82.5 7.5 — [10]

*Moisture of fresh samples.

Table 10. 
Proximate analysis for sugarcane straw reported by different studies.
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the calorific value, at the same time as they decrease combustion efficiency by 
promoting the formation of nitrogen oxides (NOx) and sulfur oxides (SOx) [51, 57].

It is also important to take into account that the chemical composition of 
sugarcane residues depends on the locality, cane variety, land conditions, nutrients 
applied to the field, milling efficiency and method of clarification [54, 57].

3.3 Proximate analysis

The proximate analysis establishes the contents of moisture, ash, volatile mate-
rial and fixed carbon of the fuels, with which it is possible to estimate the behavior 
of the biomass during the combustion process.

The moisture content can determine the most suitable energy conversion process 
for biomass, since for materials with moisture content greater than 50%, biological 
routes are generally applied, such as anaerobic decomposition, while for biomasses 
with moisture content of up to 50% (wet basis), thermochemical processes are 
more used [69–72].

The fixed carbon indicates the carbon content that still remains in the biomass 
used as fuel, after the volatilization of the volatile compounds. An indicative 
relationship can be established between these two levels, in which materials with a 
higher volatile content in relation to the fixed carbon content will be combustible 
with greater ignition ease. Finally, ash is the inert material that results from com-
bustion, so the higher the ash content, the less energy is available in the fuel [69].

The moisture content of straw depends, in general, on the time that this material 
is deposited in the field. At the time of harvest, the straw can contain up to 50% 
moisture (w.b.). This moisture content can drop to 30% (w.b.) in 2 to 3 days and to 
15% (w.b.) in two weeks, which can represent an energy gain in its burning [9]. For 
bagasse, the moisture content in the juice extraction outlet at the plants, whether by 
milling or diffusion, is in the range of 47 to 52% (w.b.) [33].

C (%) H (%) O (%) N (%) S (%) Cl (%) Author

41.2 5,0 20.8 5.0 5.0 — [49]

32.9 4.5 36.4 1.0 2.7 6.2 [50]

31.87 6.13 28.26 1.69 2.32 — [51]

39.7 8.6 — 1.65 0.12 — [64]

Table 7. 
Ultimate composition of sugarcane vinasse in dry basis reported by different authors.

C (%) H (%) O (%) N (%) S (%) Cl (%) Author

32.5 2.2 — 2.2 — — [65]a

42.9 5.3 24.99 1.8 3.1 — [53]

33.73 3.92 — 2.36 0 — [54]

37.1 — — 2.3 — — [66]

29.6 3.9 46.0 0.9 0.5 0.3 [50]

21.5 3.33 18.34 0.81 0.13 — [56]

34.4 — — 2.07 9.93 — [67]b

aWet basis.
bDry basis.

Table 8. 
Ultimate composition of sugarcane filter cake reported by different authors.
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The values of the contents of fixed carbon, volatile matter and ash for bagasse 
and straw, determined by different authors, are shown in Tables 9 and 10.

The proximate analysis data for the bagasse and straw are somewhat similar in 
terms of variation: the fixed carbon is within the range of 6.9–18% and the volatile 
material is 73–89%. These variations in values may be related to the varieties of 
sugar cane, as well as the presence of impurities.

Fixed carbon terminology refers to the fuel fraction of coal or any bituminous 
material after removal of moisture, volatile and ash content. Or it can also be 
defined as the elemental carbon content constituting coal and bituminous materials 
added to the fraction of carbonaceous residue formed under the rate of heating of 
the material [75]. In the case of the methodology described by ASTM E872–82, this 
heating is done at 950°C for 7 minutes [76].

However, according to [75], biomass does not have elemental carbon, unlike 
coal, since its carbon fixation occurs through photosynthetic fixation to form the 
main macromolecules that make up biomass, such as carbohydrates, lipids and 
proteins. Thus, the term fixed carbon is not adequately used in biomass and its 
corresponding fraction refers more to a content of pyrolytic carbon (carbon formed 
at a temperature of approximately 100°C). In addition, the pyrolytic carbon content 
will directly depend on the temperature rate used for the determination of volatile 
material in the biomass, as already described.

The content of volatile materials, in turn, refers to the amount of material that 
will detach from the fuel in gaseous form, undergoing combustion first. Thus, the 
higher the content of volatile materials in biomass, the better its combustion. In 
relation to this, it is observed that both straw and bagasse have a high content of 

Fixed carbon (%) Volatile matter (%) Ash (%) Author

11.95 85.61 2.44 [73]

14.9 73.8 11.3 [51]

18.0 79.9 2.2 [20]

13.1 86.0 0.9 [54]

9.3 88.7 2.0 [33]

— — 3.1 [74]

— — 2.4 [74]

12.4 81.8 5.8 [74]

Table 9. 
Proximate analysis for sugarcane bagasse on a dry basis reported by different studies.

Biomass Fixed carbon (%) volatile matter (%) Ash (%) Moisture (%) Author

Green leaves 15.7 80.6 3.7 67.7* [9]

Dry leaves 11.6 84.5 2.7 13.5* [9]

Tips 16.4 79.3 4.3 82.3* [9]

Straw 6.9 81.55 11.57 9.92 [44]

Straw 17.46 78.64 4.32 — [45]

Straw 10.1 82.5 7.5 — [10]

*Moisture of fresh samples.

Table 10. 
Proximate analysis for sugarcane straw reported by different studies.
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volatile materials (about 80%), when compared to coal (34%), which indicates that 
they are easily combustible fuels [36, 37].

On the other hand, wood residues present volatile material contents of 88.27% 
(sawdust from Eucalyptus sp.) And 80.73% (sawdust from Pinus sp). Therefore, it 
is noted that the residues of the sugar and alcohol sector show similar behavior to 
wood during direct combustion, considering the high content of volatiles [46].

Regarding the ash content, it is noted that the sugarcane straw has a higher ash 
content compared to the bagasse, since for the bagasse the ash content is between 
0.9 and 11.57% and for the straw this variation ranges from 2.7% to 11.3%.

The analysis of the ash content of the sugarcane residues at the sugar and alcohol 
plant is of paramount importance as regards the use of these materials in thermo-
chemical conversion processes, considering that the lower the ash content, the less 
the problems in the boilers such as scale, deposits and corrosion.

In this sense, the ash values found for bagasse and straw are close to those 
found for wood sawdust, which may vary from 0.46% for sawdust from 
Eucalyptus sp. to 7.88% for sawdust from Pinus sp. Regarding mineral coal, both 
straw and bagasse have much lower ash contents, which can reach a difference of 
13.8%, according to [37].

Tables 11 and 12 reports the proximate composition of vinasse and filter cake, 
respectively, according to different studies from literature.

Considering Tables 11 and 12, information for filter-cake and vinasse moisture 
fluctuate according to the sample utilized for the study, but normally the sample 
need to be dried. In natura conditions, these by-products have a moisture around 
90%, which may imply low yields in thermochemical transformation processes, but 
is an important design parameter for assessing the need for a previous drying step 
and estimating the energy consumption involved [72].

Analyzing the volatile material, it can be observed that the vinasse and the filter 
cake have a lower content, compared to the bagasse and straw, indicating a lower 
reactivity and the need of high temperatures to achieve its thermal degradation. 
Considering the diversity in the composition of vinasse and filter cake, the content 
of volatile materials probably corresponds to the evaporation of low molecular 
weight compounds such as lactic acid, phenolic compounds and, finally, to the par-
tial release of combustible (CxHy gas, CO and H2) and non-combustible (CO2, SOx, 
NOx H2O) products as well as straw and bagasse. Thus, the organic composition 
(Volatile Material) of vinasse and filter-cake and the predominance of inorganic 
composition (Ashes), reduces the energy that can be released [51, 52, 73, 78].

In Table 11, fixed carbon presented for vinasse may indicates longer combustion 
and a higher thermochemical conversion rate compared with filter-cake, as showed 
in Table 12. Considering the ash content, vinasse has a value in the range of feedstock 
material normally used for pyrolysis and gasification processes [50]. On the other 
hand, filter-cake present highest ash content than vinasse, which may adversely affect 

Fixed carbon (%) Volatile matter (%) Ash (%) Moisture(%) Author

18.95 69.31 11.73 — [74]

— 32,3 9,7 58 [49]

— — 34.1 — [50]

3.55 63.06 29.35 4.05 [51]

12.18 61.66 20.56 5.6 [56]

Table 11. 
Proximate analysis for sugarcane vinasse reported by different studies.
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the high heating value, important in a thermochemical process, but this high mineral 
measure and possibly sugar and protein content, according ultimate analysis, indicates 
filter cake can be used in the biogas production [79]. Likewise, these ash contents in 
sugarcane waste increase the sintering potential and the possibility of fouling and 
corrosion in combustion reactors or boilers, as well as operating costs [80].

4. Conclusions

Sugarcane industry residues presents a feasibility to be used in energy conver-
sion process, as indicated by the physicochemical properties showed in this chapter.

The high heating value is the principal parameter to analyze the energy that 
can be liberated by a biomass in a thermochemical process. Most of the uncommon 
sugarcane residues heating values were proximate, which if compared with woody 
biomass or bagasse, normally used in a combustion process, allows to demonstrate 
the potential for energy recovery in the sugarcane industry.

However, vinasse and filter cake present high moisture and ash contents, which 
indicates that these residues must present better yield in biochemical processes of 
energy conversion instead of the thermochemical ones. The high ash concentra-
tion is related to a good performance of the biofertilizer obtained after the biogas 
production, which can be used for fertilizing sugarcane crops. The high concentra-
tion of carbon, in appropriated ratio with nitrogen, indicates that good yields of 
methane gas can be obtained.

On the other hand, the production of biogas requires the construction of an 
appropriate system for anaerobic biodigestion, which requires investment by 
the plants in new facilities and processes. In this case, the joint use of residues in 
thermochemical processes can be considered, causing a compensatory effect of the 
straw and bagasse with the properties of the vinasse and filter cake, mainly when 
it is required to improve the negative effects related to the ultimate and proximate 
composition, to increase the energy potential of the waste.
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Fixed carbon (%) Volatile matter (%) Ash (%) Moisture(%) Author

25.95 56 15.55 — [53]

— 61.2 25.9 3.52 [54]

— — 23.32 73.13 [77]

— — 42.6 — [50]

— 80.8 19.2 73.3 [75]

3.45 40.67 45.83 2.06 [56]

— — 20.6 10.5 [67]

Table 12. 
Proximate analysis for sugarcane filter cake reported by different studies.
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volatile materials (about 80%), when compared to coal (34%), which indicates that 
they are easily combustible fuels [36, 37].

On the other hand, wood residues present volatile material contents of 88.27% 
(sawdust from Eucalyptus sp.) And 80.73% (sawdust from Pinus sp). Therefore, it 
is noted that the residues of the sugar and alcohol sector show similar behavior to 
wood during direct combustion, considering the high content of volatiles [46].

Regarding the ash content, it is noted that the sugarcane straw has a higher ash 
content compared to the bagasse, since for the bagasse the ash content is between 
0.9 and 11.57% and for the straw this variation ranges from 2.7% to 11.3%.

The analysis of the ash content of the sugarcane residues at the sugar and alcohol 
plant is of paramount importance as regards the use of these materials in thermo-
chemical conversion processes, considering that the lower the ash content, the less 
the problems in the boilers such as scale, deposits and corrosion.

In this sense, the ash values found for bagasse and straw are close to those 
found for wood sawdust, which may vary from 0.46% for sawdust from 
Eucalyptus sp. to 7.88% for sawdust from Pinus sp. Regarding mineral coal, both 
straw and bagasse have much lower ash contents, which can reach a difference of 
13.8%, according to [37].

Tables 11 and 12 reports the proximate composition of vinasse and filter cake, 
respectively, according to different studies from literature.

Considering Tables 11 and 12, information for filter-cake and vinasse moisture 
fluctuate according to the sample utilized for the study, but normally the sample 
need to be dried. In natura conditions, these by-products have a moisture around 
90%, which may imply low yields in thermochemical transformation processes, but 
is an important design parameter for assessing the need for a previous drying step 
and estimating the energy consumption involved [72].

Analyzing the volatile material, it can be observed that the vinasse and the filter 
cake have a lower content, compared to the bagasse and straw, indicating a lower 
reactivity and the need of high temperatures to achieve its thermal degradation. 
Considering the diversity in the composition of vinasse and filter cake, the content 
of volatile materials probably corresponds to the evaporation of low molecular 
weight compounds such as lactic acid, phenolic compounds and, finally, to the par-
tial release of combustible (CxHy gas, CO and H2) and non-combustible (CO2, SOx, 
NOx H2O) products as well as straw and bagasse. Thus, the organic composition 
(Volatile Material) of vinasse and filter-cake and the predominance of inorganic 
composition (Ashes), reduces the energy that can be released [51, 52, 73, 78].

In Table 11, fixed carbon presented for vinasse may indicates longer combustion 
and a higher thermochemical conversion rate compared with filter-cake, as showed 
in Table 12. Considering the ash content, vinasse has a value in the range of feedstock 
material normally used for pyrolysis and gasification processes [50]. On the other 
hand, filter-cake present highest ash content than vinasse, which may adversely affect 
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18.95 69.31 11.73 — [74]

— 32,3 9,7 58 [49]

— — 34.1 — [50]

3.55 63.06 29.35 4.05 [51]

12.18 61.66 20.56 5.6 [56]
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the high heating value, important in a thermochemical process, but this high mineral 
measure and possibly sugar and protein content, according ultimate analysis, indicates 
filter cake can be used in the biogas production [79]. Likewise, these ash contents in 
sugarcane waste increase the sintering potential and the possibility of fouling and 
corrosion in combustion reactors or boilers, as well as operating costs [80].

4. Conclusions

Sugarcane industry residues presents a feasibility to be used in energy conver-
sion process, as indicated by the physicochemical properties showed in this chapter.

The high heating value is the principal parameter to analyze the energy that 
can be liberated by a biomass in a thermochemical process. Most of the uncommon 
sugarcane residues heating values were proximate, which if compared with woody 
biomass or bagasse, normally used in a combustion process, allows to demonstrate 
the potential for energy recovery in the sugarcane industry.

However, vinasse and filter cake present high moisture and ash contents, which 
indicates that these residues must present better yield in biochemical processes of 
energy conversion instead of the thermochemical ones. The high ash concentra-
tion is related to a good performance of the biofertilizer obtained after the biogas 
production, which can be used for fertilizing sugarcane crops. The high concentra-
tion of carbon, in appropriated ratio with nitrogen, indicates that good yields of 
methane gas can be obtained.

On the other hand, the production of biogas requires the construction of an 
appropriate system for anaerobic biodigestion, which requires investment by 
the plants in new facilities and processes. In this case, the joint use of residues in 
thermochemical processes can be considered, causing a compensatory effect of the 
straw and bagasse with the properties of the vinasse and filter cake, mainly when 
it is required to improve the negative effects related to the ultimate and proximate 
composition, to increase the energy potential of the waste.
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Abstract

Biofuels are gaining increased scientific as well as public attention to fulfill 
future energy demands and can be the only potential candidates to safeguard and 
strengthen energy security by reducing the world’s reliance on exhausting fossil 
energy sources. Sugarcane is an important C4 crop with great potential to con-
tribute to global biofuel production as sugarcane juice can be easily fermented to 
produce ethanol. The success of bioethanol production from sugarcane in Brazil has 
widened the scope of the technology and has led to increased demand of purpose-
grown sugarcane for biofuel production. Scientific interventions have not only 
helped to improve the cane crop but industrial procedures have also been upgraded 
resulting in improved production of bioethanol. Likewise, advancements in omics 
have led to high hopes for the development of energy cane. This chapter highlights 
the advancements as well as potential and challenges in the production of sugarcane 
biofuel, focusing on genetic and genomic interventions improving the crop as 
energy-cane. Further, controversies in the production and usage of biofuel derived 
from sugarcane have also been discussed.

Keywords: Biofuel, Sugarcane, Genetic and genomic approaches, Future energy-cane

1. Introduction

Increasing energy demands for erratically increasing population, urbanization, 
industrialization and environmental concerns related to fossil fuels have inclined 
researchers to explore alternative resources of energy. Compared with the current 
global energy consumption of 400 exajoule, an increase of 200 exajoule is expected 
by 2025 [1]. Biofuels have gained much importance due to the depleting fossil fuel 
resources and the over-accumulation of CO2 and other greenhouse gases in the 
environment. Biofuels can play a part to achieve targets to replace fossil fuels to 
reduce carbon dioxide released into the atmosphere and to attain environmental 
and economic sustainability. Though bioenergy is already contributing more than 
10% of global energy supplies huge potential is there to uplift its contribution. 
Lignocelluloses are accounted for more than 20 billion metric tons of biofuels 
worldwide. Owing to the outstanding features of these biofuels i.e. enhanced 
octane number: MON (motor octane number) and RON (research octane num-
ber), they are the most desired source of biofuel. Further, they would prove an 
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environmentally friendly fuel source having the ability to generate less black smoke 
with fewer hydrocarbon emissions and NOx [2]. Hence, fuels of the renewable kind 
(bioethanol and biodiesel) are subjects of increased attention in this context [3]. 
For the development of efficient and viable alternative fuel having the ability to 
provide environmental safety and energy gain, the fundamental procedures need to 
be improved [4]. Normally, biofuels are produced either by biochemical or thermo-
chemical strategies. Production by the biochemical method includes biomass 
retreatment, biomass handling, fermentation, and hydrolysis. The thermochemical 
processes can convert non-food and food biomass to fuel through gasification and 
pyrolysis [5]. A combination of both of these processes (biochemical or thermo-
chemical) has been worked out by various research groups and has proved to be 
effective for the economic production of biofuel [6].

Sugarcane, being a C4 plant is photosynthetically more competent to produce 
higher content of dry mass. Commercial production of sugar from sugarcane was 
initiated in India and China almost 2500 years back whereas it was domesticated 
in Western Europe during the 18th century [7]. Various Saccharum species prevail 
all around the world. These include Saccharum officinarum, Saccharum edule, 
Saccharum barberi, Saccharum robustum, Saccharum spontaneum, and Saccharum 
sinense. Among these Saccharum spontaneum and Saccharum robustum are wild 
species; Saccharum officinarum, Saccharum barberi, and Saccharum sinense are 
early cultivars whereas Saccharum edule is a marginal specialty cultivar. Anyhow, 
Saccharum officinarum is the most widely cultivated species because of its higher 
sucrose content and wide-spread adaptability. All the Saccharum genotypes are 
polyploid with variable ploidy level (5× to 16×) and chromosome number ranging 
from 80 to 130. Hence, they have the most complex genome among the plants. 
Researchers have been striving to develop hybrids having the ability to produce 
more dry mass with more sugar content. Certain hybrids have been found to have 
15–25% chromosomes from Saccharum spontaneum, 60–70% from Saccharum 
officinarum, and 5–10% of recombinants hybrids of homologous chromosomes 
from both species. These hybrids are expected as better performers as compared 
with existing germplasm [8]. Since sugarcane is an outstanding source of biofuel 
production as compared with other crop plants and competitors. This manuscript 
highlights the significance of biofuel usage in the current scenario.

2. Potential candidate crops for biofuel production

Production of different versions of biofuels i.e. butanol, methanol, ethanol, 
isoprene, vegetable oil, hydrogen, biodiesel, jet fuel, and gasoline various types 
of substrates have been tested [9, 10], using renewable biomass sources including 
lignocellulosic sources. In the current scenario, ethanol has drawn the most atten-
tion owing to its suitability as biodiesel [11]. Various plant sources have been tested 
to assess their efficiency for bioethanol production and its implication as biofuel. In 
addition to sugarcane and maize, different plant species have shown the potential 
to be a valuable source for the production of biofuel (Table 1). Quinn et al. [13] 
reported the use of 49 potential plant species as feedstock for biofuel production 
and most of them can be used to produce ethanol. Johnsongrass, Erianthus, switch-
grass, napiergrass, and sorghum are also valuable candidate crops for bioethanol 
production and can produce high biomass with fewer inputs [14]. Further, corn 
fiber is also a valuable source for the production of biofuel.

Perennial grasses like Halopyrum mucronatum, Desmostachya bipinnata, 
Phragmites karka, Typha domingensis and Panicum turgidum grows in saline coastal 
areas of Pakistan are good candidate plants for bioethanol production. These 
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halophytes contain a good amount of cellulose, hemicellulose, and lignin (26–37%, 
24–38%, and < 10% respectively) and have a better growth rate [15]. Miscanthus 
a potential candidate crop for the production of bioethanol has gathered much 
attention because of its elemental composition, lignin and polysaccharide content, 
and final biomass yield. The most important property of the miscanthus is the 
production of the desired chemical component by thermochemical conversion 
because of the low ash and moisture content. These properties explored the ability 
and potential of this plant as a good feedstock for ethanol production in the future. 
Hence, the production of ethanol from edible sources faces criticism and is not 
economical which demands exploring non-edible plant species having the ability to 
grow on the marginal soils thus not interfering with the cultivation of food crops. 
This necessitates the utilization of saline soils to produce non-food lignocellulosic 
biomass which is a valuable source of bioethanol without competing for human 
food production [16, 17].

Another biofuel type is biodiesel that can be mixed with fossil fuels or is used 
directly in the engines with certain modifications [18]. The maximum oil content 
was determined in canola crops. Similarly, flax and camelina also appeared to be 
a promising source of biofuel (biodiesel) in terms of alternate energy crops. In 
terms of land use and competition with food crops, Camelina sativa proved to be 
more promising. This crop has fewer problems in comparison with Glycine max 
and canola and has high land-use efficiency. Further, it can be successfully grown 
in rotation with wheat or other winter cereals. LCA (life cycle analysis) of C. sativa 
proved that it can reduce CO2 emission and can provide biofuel resulting in reduced 
consumption of fossil fuel [19]. Another valuable aspect of bioethanol is that it is 
an environmentally friendly fuel source compared with fossil fuels. Hence, the emis 
sion of greenhouse gases could be minimized by using it as a fuel source in various 
daily life necessities including cooking, heating, water pumping, and generation of 
electricity [20]. Biodiesel mixed with fossil fuel can be used in diesel engines and it 
does not require any kind of change in chemistry. The biodiesel produced from B. 
carinata showed prominent results and proved to be the potential crop for the pro-
duction of biofuels especially in the areas where other crops are unable to provide 
good yield due to the adverse and variable climatic conditions [21]. Jatropha curcas 
L. also can be grown on marginal lands and can yield an oil that has been proposed 
to be good in performance as a biofuel. Biodiesel produced from this crop proved 
to be eco-friendly, biodegradable, and less toxic properties as compared with fossil 
fuels. The literature review highlights its contribution to therapeutic and medicinal 
properties as well, also, to be the source of biofuel [22]. Two wild species of peren-
nial trees grown in the amazon were analyzed and their seed oil was examined 
i.e. Carapa guianensis and Terminalia catappa. Oils of the above-mentioned species 
were used to convert into biofuels, the resultant produced biodiesel proved to be 
good and comparable with the fossil fuels in terms of chemical properties and the 

Feedstock Conditions Biofuel production (l/ha) References

Corn Hydrolysis/fermentation 3,800 [12]

Sugarcane Fermentation 7,200

Sugar beet Hydrolysis/fermentation 7,900

Wheat Hydrolysis/fermentation 1700

Cassava Hydrolysis/fermentation 137

Table 1. 
Conditions and comparative efficiency of different feedstocks for biofuel production.
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biodiesels were acceptable for use. This showed that these species have the potential 
to provide oil for biodiesel production [23]. Calophyllum inophyllum can be the best 
alternative crop for the provision of oil feedstock for the production of biodiesel. 
Another advantage of this plant was that it can be grown in coastal regions so does 
not demand any sort of sacrifice in the form of food crops. The physical and chemi-
cal properties concluded that this tree has the potential to be a sustainable source 
of feedstock for biodiesel production. Hence, Calophyllum oil can replace palm oil 
to produce biodiesel. Moreover, owing to the status of a non-conventional crop it 
requires further research to maximize benefits from it [24]. Switchgrass is another 
potential crop for the production of biofuel and has gathered much interest due to 
its better adaptability and good performance in the field. Anyhow it needs proper 
attention for the economic production of biofuel from this grass [25].

3.  Different generations of biofuel production (biofuels: from ethanol to 
biodiesel)

Biofuels are classified into different generations or groups based on their method 
of production and raw material used (Figure 1). In first-generation biofuels, culti-
vated crops providing polysaccharides and starch are the main raw material used in 
the production [26] but this generation is not much appreciated due to various rea-
sons such as the increased amount of inputs use, cultivated crops used for biofuels 
are decreasing the availability of the food and cultivable land for food production. 
The first-generation biofuel is produced from sugars or starch. Globally, sugarcane 
contributes 21 million m3 of ethanol whereas 60 million m3 comes from corn and 
grains. The important step is liquefication of sugar residues followed by hydrolysis 
that release sugar-monomers which are converted into CO2 and ethanol by yeast 
fermentation. Ethanol yield can be increased by augmenting the sugar contents of 
sugarcane. It is very difficult to enhance sugar production as sugarcane owns one of 

Figure 1. 
Comparison among different generations of biofuel production based on their method of production and raw 
material used.
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the most complex genomes with extremely complicated genetic networks and path-
ways. Moreover, modification in one process can decline the expression profiles of 
the other desired traits resulting in an unsolicited tradeoff. First-generation biofuels 
are criticized for food security as there are increasing concerns that the diversion of 
sugarcane towards ethanol production will reduce sugar availability, which could 
cause a consequent rise in prices. So, second-generation biofuels are now being 
used to generate energy so that co-generation would help to minimize competition 
with sucrose supplies. Second-generation biofuels are produced from different 
lignocellulose (substrate). Sugarcane bagasse and leaves are used as a by-product 
to produce ethanol. Various studies showed that assimilating either biochemical or 
thermochemical routes significantly enhances ethanol production, as compared 
with first-generation ethanol production. A Norwegian company (Borregaard) is 
the largest producer of second-generation bioethanol all over the World, with an 
annual production of 20,000 m3. Milling, pretreatment (thermophysical), fermen-
tation, distillation, and processing are the fundamental steps to produce bioethanol 
from lignocelluloses hence, needs due consideration to improve its production [27]. 
In comparison to the first generation, second-generation biofuels are cost-effective 
as they utilize mostly those parts of the plants that are not used as food or are con-
sidered waste. Such as crop waste or municipal wastes [28] but still there is a need 
to produce these biofuels at a consumer’s acceptable price. Many researchers are 
aiming to increase the production efficiency of this type of biofuels produced but 
chemical or enzymatic methods are found to be more efficient. In third-generation 
biofuels algae is the main substrate while in fourth-generation biofuels microorgan-
isms and genetically engineered crops and algae are used as raw material. Biofuels 
produced from algae are less stable and less cost-efficient. While fourth-generation 
biofuels are under development [29].

4. Sugarcane a bioenergy source: an overview

Energy cane, unlike conventional sugarcane, contains more fiber content than 
sucrose. Alexander [30] coined the term “Energy Cane Management” and proposed 
that sugarcane being a high biomass producer is a potential candidate for the pro-
duction of bioethanol. The high biomass production is a valuable biological factor 
of sugarcane that contributes to the high positive LCEB (life cycle energy balance) 
of bioethanol produced from it with a positive balance of GHGE (greenhouse gas 
emission). Sugarcane biofuel generates low net greenhouse gases (GHG) and hence 
reduced adverse environmental impact in terms of pollution indicators. In Brazil, 
net greenhouse gases emission was estimated to be reduced by 25.8 million tons 
CO2 equivalent in 2007. This was only because of the replacement of non-renewable 
energy sources with renewable energy sources [31].

Sugarcane is the most economical source of bioethanol with 9.8% fermentable 
sugars in its juice whereas sweet sorghum has 11.8% fermentable sugars. Sugarcane 
bagasse contains 22% lignin, 24% hemicellulose, and 43% cellulose whereas sweet 
sorghum has 21% lignin, 27% hemicellulose, and 45% cellulose with theoretical 
ethanol production of 12,938 and 5,804 kg per ha respectively. Though sugarcane 
has higher productivity as compared with its counterparts (sweet sorghum, sugar 
beet) yet further improvement in its fiber and sugar contents is desired to transform 
it into energy cane [32].

The sucrose contents present in sugarcane is about 50% of the culm dry mass 
whereas fiber contents are about 14%. Besides, the following features make sugar-
cane an ideal choice as an energy crop: drought tolerance, cold tolerance, pest and 
disease resistance, less flower production, erect growth habit, ratooning ability, 
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biodiesels were acceptable for use. This showed that these species have the potential 
to provide oil for biodiesel production [23]. Calophyllum inophyllum can be the best 
alternative crop for the provision of oil feedstock for the production of biodiesel. 
Another advantage of this plant was that it can be grown in coastal regions so does 
not demand any sort of sacrifice in the form of food crops. The physical and chemi-
cal properties concluded that this tree has the potential to be a sustainable source 
of feedstock for biodiesel production. Hence, Calophyllum oil can replace palm oil 
to produce biodiesel. Moreover, owing to the status of a non-conventional crop it 
requires further research to maximize benefits from it [24]. Switchgrass is another 
potential crop for the production of biofuel and has gathered much interest due to 
its better adaptability and good performance in the field. Anyhow it needs proper 
attention for the economic production of biofuel from this grass [25].

3.  Different generations of biofuel production (biofuels: from ethanol to 
biodiesel)

Biofuels are classified into different generations or groups based on their method 
of production and raw material used (Figure 1). In first-generation biofuels, culti-
vated crops providing polysaccharides and starch are the main raw material used in 
the production [26] but this generation is not much appreciated due to various rea-
sons such as the increased amount of inputs use, cultivated crops used for biofuels 
are decreasing the availability of the food and cultivable land for food production. 
The first-generation biofuel is produced from sugars or starch. Globally, sugarcane 
contributes 21 million m3 of ethanol whereas 60 million m3 comes from corn and 
grains. The important step is liquefication of sugar residues followed by hydrolysis 
that release sugar-monomers which are converted into CO2 and ethanol by yeast 
fermentation. Ethanol yield can be increased by augmenting the sugar contents of 
sugarcane. It is very difficult to enhance sugar production as sugarcane owns one of 

Figure 1. 
Comparison among different generations of biofuel production based on their method of production and raw 
material used.
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the most complex genomes with extremely complicated genetic networks and path-
ways. Moreover, modification in one process can decline the expression profiles of 
the other desired traits resulting in an unsolicited tradeoff. First-generation biofuels 
are criticized for food security as there are increasing concerns that the diversion of 
sugarcane towards ethanol production will reduce sugar availability, which could 
cause a consequent rise in prices. So, second-generation biofuels are now being 
used to generate energy so that co-generation would help to minimize competition 
with sucrose supplies. Second-generation biofuels are produced from different 
lignocellulose (substrate). Sugarcane bagasse and leaves are used as a by-product 
to produce ethanol. Various studies showed that assimilating either biochemical or 
thermochemical routes significantly enhances ethanol production, as compared 
with first-generation ethanol production. A Norwegian company (Borregaard) is 
the largest producer of second-generation bioethanol all over the World, with an 
annual production of 20,000 m3. Milling, pretreatment (thermophysical), fermen-
tation, distillation, and processing are the fundamental steps to produce bioethanol 
from lignocelluloses hence, needs due consideration to improve its production [27]. 
In comparison to the first generation, second-generation biofuels are cost-effective 
as they utilize mostly those parts of the plants that are not used as food or are con-
sidered waste. Such as crop waste or municipal wastes [28] but still there is a need 
to produce these biofuels at a consumer’s acceptable price. Many researchers are 
aiming to increase the production efficiency of this type of biofuels produced but 
chemical or enzymatic methods are found to be more efficient. In third-generation 
biofuels algae is the main substrate while in fourth-generation biofuels microorgan-
isms and genetically engineered crops and algae are used as raw material. Biofuels 
produced from algae are less stable and less cost-efficient. While fourth-generation 
biofuels are under development [29].

4. Sugarcane a bioenergy source: an overview

Energy cane, unlike conventional sugarcane, contains more fiber content than 
sucrose. Alexander [30] coined the term “Energy Cane Management” and proposed 
that sugarcane being a high biomass producer is a potential candidate for the pro-
duction of bioethanol. The high biomass production is a valuable biological factor 
of sugarcane that contributes to the high positive LCEB (life cycle energy balance) 
of bioethanol produced from it with a positive balance of GHGE (greenhouse gas 
emission). Sugarcane biofuel generates low net greenhouse gases (GHG) and hence 
reduced adverse environmental impact in terms of pollution indicators. In Brazil, 
net greenhouse gases emission was estimated to be reduced by 25.8 million tons 
CO2 equivalent in 2007. This was only because of the replacement of non-renewable 
energy sources with renewable energy sources [31].

Sugarcane is the most economical source of bioethanol with 9.8% fermentable 
sugars in its juice whereas sweet sorghum has 11.8% fermentable sugars. Sugarcane 
bagasse contains 22% lignin, 24% hemicellulose, and 43% cellulose whereas sweet 
sorghum has 21% lignin, 27% hemicellulose, and 45% cellulose with theoretical 
ethanol production of 12,938 and 5,804 kg per ha respectively. Though sugarcane 
has higher productivity as compared with its counterparts (sweet sorghum, sugar 
beet) yet further improvement in its fiber and sugar contents is desired to transform 
it into energy cane [32].

The sucrose contents present in sugarcane is about 50% of the culm dry mass 
whereas fiber contents are about 14%. Besides, the following features make sugar-
cane an ideal choice as an energy crop: drought tolerance, cold tolerance, pest and 
disease resistance, less flower production, erect growth habit, ratooning ability, 
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and fast early growth [33]. Brazil is a pioneer country in launching sugarcane as 
an energy crop and produced about 23.4 billion liters of bioethanol in 2014 and 
fulfilled 15% of the country’s electricity needs from sugarcane. Brazil is expecting 
to meet 30% (equivalent to hydropower) of energy needs from sugarcane during 
the current year. Thus biofuels are outcompeting the fuel market owing to their 
potential to fulfill future energy needs with the ability to contribute towards a safer 
climate. It is mandatory now in European Union and the United States to use biofuel 
as a fuel source. It was obligatory in the EU, to use at least 10% of the transport 
fuel from renewable sources by 2020. They have planned to produce 36 billion 
gallons of biofuel by 2022 compared with 4.7 billion gallons in 2007. Though the 
dominant source of production will be non-corn starch feedstock [34]. Considering 
this scenario, bioenergy, and energy cane seem to be the most desirable source of 
bioethanol all over the world.

5. Challenges in sugarcane biofuel production

Since the last two decades, biofuels have proved their worth by reducing 
greenhouse gases and contributing to energy self-sufficiency along with increased 
agricultural yield. Developed countries have enthusiastically introduced subsidies 
for rapid adoption of this technology but the net gains have been unsatisfactory 
because of rising prices of fossil fuels, high agricultural inputs, processing, trans-
port, etc., and food crisis lead to controversy about biofuels. Researchers are of the 
view that competition for the production of biofuel will not only result in competi-
tion with food crops but will also lead to additional pressure for land, water, fertil-
izer, and other natural resources to produce feedstock. This demands reclamation 
of the salt-affected/waterlogged soils for the cultivation of energy crops. This will 
make possible the cultivation of uncultivable land resulting in enhanced production 
of feedstock. Further, the cultivation of neglected non-food plant species will result 
in their conservation thus securing biodiversity, etc. This also demands the develop-
ment of developing new accession of different plant species, suitable for energy 
production having wide-spread adaptability to produce more biomass with least 
nutrients [35].

Fermentation is the most established technology for the production of biofuel 
from sugarcane and other feed/food crops, all over the world. In our country too, 
ethanol is produced from sugarcane molasses, etc. The average ethanol production 
is one-liter ethanol from 12 to 14 kg of sugarcane [36]. Also, bagasse is a prominent 
source of heat and energy. Sugarcane production requires significant investment 
in the form of energy and inputs including farm machinery, labor, fertilizers, and 
pesticides. The development of input efficient varieties with better ability to pro-
duce energy and sucrose are core challenges for the transformation of conventional 
sugarcane into energy cane.

6.  Genome engineering in sugarcane for improvement in biofuel 
production

Since the advent of molecular biology, researchers are striving hard to help 
mankind by fulfilling their needs and uplifting living standards. Engineering plant 
genome for tailoring targeted cellular mechanisms and to express desired recom-
binant protein has proved its worth and more than 190 million hectares of agri-
cultural land is occupied by transgenic crops. The concept of producing industrial 
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Sr. # Name of the gene Putative role of the gene Possible outcome/
role

References

1. Sucrose isomerase Production of sucrose isomer 
isomaltulose

Increased sugar 
accumulation

[32]

2. CslF catalyze MLG biosynthesis Cell wall 
biosynthesis

[49]

3. COMT Lignin reduction Biofuel production [50]

4. Phenoloxidase 
laccase

Laccase enzyme activation Detoxification of 
sugarcane bagasse 
increased second-
generation biofuel

[51]

5. PvCCR1 Lignin biosynthesis Increases 
lignocellulosic 
material

[52]

6. COMT Methylation of 
5- hydroxconiferyldehyde

Increases 
lignocellulosic 
material

[52]

7. OMT Pathway fluxes indicate the 
manipulation of the expression 
of a gene

Lignin modification [53]

8. CAD, COMT LIGNIN S/G ratio Increased biofuel 
production

[53]

9. C4H encode monolignol biosynthesis 
enzymes

Lignin biosynthesis [54]

10. PAL Encode phenylalanine 
ammonia-lyase

Lignin biosynthesis [55]

11. HCT Encodes shikimate 
hydroxycinnamoyl transferase

Lignin biosynthesis [56]

12. Sh4CL1 lignin biosynthesis Lignin reduction 
upto 16.5%

[57]

13. CesA, CSL Lignin biosynthetic pathways Second-generation 
biofuel production

[57]

14. CCoAOMT Synthesis of G and S monomer 
of lignin

Lignin biosynthesis [58]

15. F5H production of the lignin S 
monomer

Lignin biosynthesis [59]

16. CAD monolignol biosynthetic 
pathway control

Lignin biosynthesis [59]

17. nptII Control transcriptional control 
of ubiquitin promoter

Increases Biomass 
production

[60]

18. CesA cellulose biosynthesis Increases cellulose 
synthesis

[61]

19. Csl Biomass synthesis Increase biomass 
synthesis

[61]

20. SuSy Cellulose synthesis Increased cellulosic 
contents by 2–6%

[61]

21. CslH catalyze MLG biosynthesis Cell wall 
biosynthesis

[62]

22. Sh4CL1 Lignin production Increases lignin 
biosynthesis

[63]
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and fast early growth [33]. Brazil is a pioneer country in launching sugarcane as 
an energy crop and produced about 23.4 billion liters of bioethanol in 2014 and 
fulfilled 15% of the country’s electricity needs from sugarcane. Brazil is expecting 
to meet 30% (equivalent to hydropower) of energy needs from sugarcane during 
the current year. Thus biofuels are outcompeting the fuel market owing to their 
potential to fulfill future energy needs with the ability to contribute towards a safer 
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as a fuel source. It was obligatory in the EU, to use at least 10% of the transport 
fuel from renewable sources by 2020. They have planned to produce 36 billion 
gallons of biofuel by 2022 compared with 4.7 billion gallons in 2007. Though the 
dominant source of production will be non-corn starch feedstock [34]. Considering 
this scenario, bioenergy, and energy cane seem to be the most desirable source of 
bioethanol all over the world.

5. Challenges in sugarcane biofuel production

Since the last two decades, biofuels have proved their worth by reducing 
greenhouse gases and contributing to energy self-sufficiency along with increased 
agricultural yield. Developed countries have enthusiastically introduced subsidies 
for rapid adoption of this technology but the net gains have been unsatisfactory 
because of rising prices of fossil fuels, high agricultural inputs, processing, trans-
port, etc., and food crisis lead to controversy about biofuels. Researchers are of the 
view that competition for the production of biofuel will not only result in competi-
tion with food crops but will also lead to additional pressure for land, water, fertil-
izer, and other natural resources to produce feedstock. This demands reclamation 
of the salt-affected/waterlogged soils for the cultivation of energy crops. This will 
make possible the cultivation of uncultivable land resulting in enhanced production 
of feedstock. Further, the cultivation of neglected non-food plant species will result 
in their conservation thus securing biodiversity, etc. This also demands the develop-
ment of developing new accession of different plant species, suitable for energy 
production having wide-spread adaptability to produce more biomass with least 
nutrients [35].

Fermentation is the most established technology for the production of biofuel 
from sugarcane and other feed/food crops, all over the world. In our country too, 
ethanol is produced from sugarcane molasses, etc. The average ethanol production 
is one-liter ethanol from 12 to 14 kg of sugarcane [36]. Also, bagasse is a prominent 
source of heat and energy. Sugarcane production requires significant investment 
in the form of energy and inputs including farm machinery, labor, fertilizers, and 
pesticides. The development of input efficient varieties with better ability to pro-
duce energy and sucrose are core challenges for the transformation of conventional 
sugarcane into energy cane.

6.  Genome engineering in sugarcane for improvement in biofuel 
production

Since the advent of molecular biology, researchers are striving hard to help 
mankind by fulfilling their needs and uplifting living standards. Engineering plant 
genome for tailoring targeted cellular mechanisms and to express desired recom-
binant protein has proved its worth and more than 190 million hectares of agri-
cultural land is occupied by transgenic crops. The concept of producing industrial 
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enzymes, therapeutics, and nutraceuticals in plants further validated the worth of 
plants being transformed into bio-factories. Likewise, sugarcane is an ideal candi-
date for the expression of desired recombinant proteins and to engineer endogenous 
cellular mechanisms for enhanced production of sucrose and bioethanol [8].

After addressing recalcitrance in this complex grass [37–39], efforts have been 
made to engineer its nuclear [40] as well as plastid genome [41] for the expression 
of valuable proteins in this C4 plant. The first transgenic sugarcane was developed 
by Bower and Birch in 1992 [42]. Thereafter, efforts were made for herbicide toler-
ance [43] flowering inhibition [44], disease or pest resistance [45], drought toler-
ance [46], and for the expression of cellulosic enzymes in its leaves [47]. Some new 
genes for cold and drought tolerance are being identified in other genus and species 
like S. spontaneum, Miscanthus, and sorghum. Integration of these genes in sugar-
cane will help to generate more biomass in temperate areas or under dry conditions 
[48, 49]. These engineered sugarcane genotypes will provide better germplasm for 
the development of future energy cane for biofuel production.

Manipulating growth hormones and biomass synthesis pathways (Table 2) 
may play a vital role in plant cellulose content and total biomass leading to the 
development of energy cane [67]. Initial hydrolysis of cell wall polysaccharides 
may be increased up to 46% by reducing the cross-links of the cell wall in maize 
[68]. Lignin contents are the main hurdle in saccharification during conversion to 
ethanol and it accounts for 25% of sugarcane total lignocellulosic biomass [69]. 
For the saccharification process, lignin contents are needed to be removed as they 
prevent cellulase from accessing the cellulose molecules [67]. Almost 10 different 
enzymes are involved in the lignin biosynthesis pathway in sugarcane making it 
more complicated to engineer [70]. Some genes targeting enzymes (involved in the 
lignin biosynthesis pathway) like COMT (caffeic acid O-methyltransferase) and 
CAD (cinnamyl alcohol dehydrogenase) can be downregulated to alter its composi-
tion for biofuel production [71]. Biomass recalcitrance can be increased not only by 
lignin contents but also by lignin S/G ratio [72]. RNAi (RNA interference) suppres-
sion was used to downregulate the COMT gene by 67–97% to reduce lignin content 
and lignin S/G ratio by 3.9–13.7% and 1.47 to 1.27–0.79, respectively [50]. These 
findings suggested that RNAi-mediated gene suppression is a promising tool for the 
suppression of target genes not only involved in the lignin pathway but also the cell 
wall biosynthesis [73].

Biofuel production cost can be decreased by in planta enzyme production, as it 
reduces the expense of enzymes and enzyme treatment. Cellulase has been success-
fully produced in plants (i.e. Arabidopsis, rice, and maize) without affecting their 
growth and other developmental pathways [67]. However, in sugarcane in planta 
expression of enzymes is at infancy owing to its complex genome and recalcitrance. 
Compartmentalization of the recombinant enzymes (expression in the vacuole, 
chloroplast, and endoplasmic reticulum may further promote this concept, as 

Sr. # Name of the gene Putative role of the gene Possible outcome/
role

References

23. COMT Lignin biosynthesis Second generation 
biofuel production

[64]

24. CYSOLE1, WRI1 Supresses spd1 Increased biofuel [64]

25. JU A10 T Lc biomass Cellulase production [65]

26. E2 ADHE, EUTE Liginin biosynthetic pathways Ethanol production [66]

Table 2. 
Potential candidate genes that can be engineered to enhance biofuel production.
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endogenous cellular mechanisms will be least affected [47]. Agrobacterium and 
biolistic meditated transformations are well-established in sugarcane so the expres-
sion of above said enzymes in leaves and other tissues is doable [74]. Three cellulo-
lytic enzymes (cellobiohydrolase I, cellobiohydrolase II and bacterial endoglucanase 
were expressed in the leaves under maize PepC promoter and with various subcel-
lular targeting signals to assess the feasibility of accumulation of these enzymes in 
the vacuole, endoplasmic reticulum, and chloroplast. Expression of cellobiohydro-
lase (CBHs) was maximum in the vacuoles whereas expression of endoglucanase 
was maximum in the chloroplasts. Hence, these studies proved that the sugarcane 
genome may be targeted for the expression of cellulolytic enzymes leading to the 
economical production of bioethanol [47].

7. Role of omics in the development of future energy cane

Omics is genuinely an innovative area of research in the field of genomics, tran-
scriptomics, proteomics, metabolomics, and their applications for the improvement 
of sugarcane to energy cane. Understanding the genetic regulation and mechanisms 
involved in photosynthesis, nutrient assimilation, disease resistance, sucrose 
transportation. Advancement in genome mapping, DNA microarray, expression 
profiling, RNAi (RNA interference), and data mining tools can play a central role in 
the development of future energy cane. Interventions in next-generation sequenc-
ing (NGS) has not only reduced the cost of whole-genome sequencing but have 
made it possible to sequence complex genomes like sugarcane [75]. It is of particular 
importance for the aneuploid, polyploid genome of sugarcane for the identification 
of various alleles of the same gene. This has also helped to devise molecular markers 
paving the way to tackle bottlenecks in sugarcane breeding. Numerous transcript 
sequence clusters of sugarcane do not contain information of full-length coding 
sequences, NGS is expected to resolve the issue by making it possible to get infor-
mation of complete gene sequences [76].

With the advent of recent techniques, conventional breeding can now be 
integrated with genomic tools to harvest maximum advantage of these innova-
tions. The earlier genomic research led to the development of molecular markers, 
elucidated genome structure of modern genotypes, and phylogenetic relationship 
among the complex Saccharum species. EST-SSRs have been successfully utilized to 
understand genetic relationships and genetic diversity. Genome mapping research 
has helped to determine marker-trait associations and to validate chromosomal 
localization of valuable genes [77]. The development of new markers and their 
incorporation in genetic maps will accelerate breeding programs leading to the 
development of an approved version of sugarcane. Understanding complex con-
nections among genetics, genes, proteome, and metabolome requires integrated 
research on omics, bioinformatics, and computational biology. A great many 
sugarcane genes involved in molecular mechanisms of stress (cold, drought, and 
salinity stress), plant growth, and development have been explored [78]. During 
the recent decade, transcriptomic research has led to the identification of more than 
33000 genes, involved in critical biological functions in this energy crop [79].

Plant genomic databases are valuable resources to mine candidate genes for the 
improvement of crop plants through molecular breeding. Many databases have been 
developed for various plant species. These include Gramene [80] TropGENE [81], 
Plant GDB [82], GRASSIUS [83], Phytozome [84], MOROKOSHI [85], Plant TF 
database [86], PLAZA [87] and KBase [88]. SUCESTFUN is a specific platform for 
sugarcane/energy cane breeders (http://sucest-fun.org/) [89] and was developed 
keeping in view the five major objectives: gene annotation, expression profiling, 
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enzymes, therapeutics, and nutraceuticals in plants further validated the worth of 
plants being transformed into bio-factories. Likewise, sugarcane is an ideal candi-
date for the expression of desired recombinant proteins and to engineer endogenous 
cellular mechanisms for enhanced production of sucrose and bioethanol [8].

After addressing recalcitrance in this complex grass [37–39], efforts have been 
made to engineer its nuclear [40] as well as plastid genome [41] for the expression 
of valuable proteins in this C4 plant. The first transgenic sugarcane was developed 
by Bower and Birch in 1992 [42]. Thereafter, efforts were made for herbicide toler-
ance [43] flowering inhibition [44], disease or pest resistance [45], drought toler-
ance [46], and for the expression of cellulosic enzymes in its leaves [47]. Some new 
genes for cold and drought tolerance are being identified in other genus and species 
like S. spontaneum, Miscanthus, and sorghum. Integration of these genes in sugar-
cane will help to generate more biomass in temperate areas or under dry conditions 
[48, 49]. These engineered sugarcane genotypes will provide better germplasm for 
the development of future energy cane for biofuel production.

Manipulating growth hormones and biomass synthesis pathways (Table 2) 
may play a vital role in plant cellulose content and total biomass leading to the 
development of energy cane [67]. Initial hydrolysis of cell wall polysaccharides 
may be increased up to 46% by reducing the cross-links of the cell wall in maize 
[68]. Lignin contents are the main hurdle in saccharification during conversion to 
ethanol and it accounts for 25% of sugarcane total lignocellulosic biomass [69]. 
For the saccharification process, lignin contents are needed to be removed as they 
prevent cellulase from accessing the cellulose molecules [67]. Almost 10 different 
enzymes are involved in the lignin biosynthesis pathway in sugarcane making it 
more complicated to engineer [70]. Some genes targeting enzymes (involved in the 
lignin biosynthesis pathway) like COMT (caffeic acid O-methyltransferase) and 
CAD (cinnamyl alcohol dehydrogenase) can be downregulated to alter its composi-
tion for biofuel production [71]. Biomass recalcitrance can be increased not only by 
lignin contents but also by lignin S/G ratio [72]. RNAi (RNA interference) suppres-
sion was used to downregulate the COMT gene by 67–97% to reduce lignin content 
and lignin S/G ratio by 3.9–13.7% and 1.47 to 1.27–0.79, respectively [50]. These 
findings suggested that RNAi-mediated gene suppression is a promising tool for the 
suppression of target genes not only involved in the lignin pathway but also the cell 
wall biosynthesis [73].

Biofuel production cost can be decreased by in planta enzyme production, as it 
reduces the expense of enzymes and enzyme treatment. Cellulase has been success-
fully produced in plants (i.e. Arabidopsis, rice, and maize) without affecting their 
growth and other developmental pathways [67]. However, in sugarcane in planta 
expression of enzymes is at infancy owing to its complex genome and recalcitrance. 
Compartmentalization of the recombinant enzymes (expression in the vacuole, 
chloroplast, and endoplasmic reticulum may further promote this concept, as 

Sr. # Name of the gene Putative role of the gene Possible outcome/
role

References

23. COMT Lignin biosynthesis Second generation 
biofuel production

[64]

24. CYSOLE1, WRI1 Supresses spd1 Increased biofuel [64]

25. JU A10 T Lc biomass Cellulase production [65]

26. E2 ADHE, EUTE Liginin biosynthetic pathways Ethanol production [66]

Table 2. 
Potential candidate genes that can be engineered to enhance biofuel production.
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endogenous cellular mechanisms will be least affected [47]. Agrobacterium and 
biolistic meditated transformations are well-established in sugarcane so the expres-
sion of above said enzymes in leaves and other tissues is doable [74]. Three cellulo-
lytic enzymes (cellobiohydrolase I, cellobiohydrolase II and bacterial endoglucanase 
were expressed in the leaves under maize PepC promoter and with various subcel-
lular targeting signals to assess the feasibility of accumulation of these enzymes in 
the vacuole, endoplasmic reticulum, and chloroplast. Expression of cellobiohydro-
lase (CBHs) was maximum in the vacuoles whereas expression of endoglucanase 
was maximum in the chloroplasts. Hence, these studies proved that the sugarcane 
genome may be targeted for the expression of cellulolytic enzymes leading to the 
economical production of bioethanol [47].

7. Role of omics in the development of future energy cane

Omics is genuinely an innovative area of research in the field of genomics, tran-
scriptomics, proteomics, metabolomics, and their applications for the improvement 
of sugarcane to energy cane. Understanding the genetic regulation and mechanisms 
involved in photosynthesis, nutrient assimilation, disease resistance, sucrose 
transportation. Advancement in genome mapping, DNA microarray, expression 
profiling, RNAi (RNA interference), and data mining tools can play a central role in 
the development of future energy cane. Interventions in next-generation sequenc-
ing (NGS) has not only reduced the cost of whole-genome sequencing but have 
made it possible to sequence complex genomes like sugarcane [75]. It is of particular 
importance for the aneuploid, polyploid genome of sugarcane for the identification 
of various alleles of the same gene. This has also helped to devise molecular markers 
paving the way to tackle bottlenecks in sugarcane breeding. Numerous transcript 
sequence clusters of sugarcane do not contain information of full-length coding 
sequences, NGS is expected to resolve the issue by making it possible to get infor-
mation of complete gene sequences [76].

With the advent of recent techniques, conventional breeding can now be 
integrated with genomic tools to harvest maximum advantage of these innova-
tions. The earlier genomic research led to the development of molecular markers, 
elucidated genome structure of modern genotypes, and phylogenetic relationship 
among the complex Saccharum species. EST-SSRs have been successfully utilized to 
understand genetic relationships and genetic diversity. Genome mapping research 
has helped to determine marker-trait associations and to validate chromosomal 
localization of valuable genes [77]. The development of new markers and their 
incorporation in genetic maps will accelerate breeding programs leading to the 
development of an approved version of sugarcane. Understanding complex con-
nections among genetics, genes, proteome, and metabolome requires integrated 
research on omics, bioinformatics, and computational biology. A great many 
sugarcane genes involved in molecular mechanisms of stress (cold, drought, and 
salinity stress), plant growth, and development have been explored [78]. During 
the recent decade, transcriptomic research has led to the identification of more than 
33000 genes, involved in critical biological functions in this energy crop [79].

Plant genomic databases are valuable resources to mine candidate genes for the 
improvement of crop plants through molecular breeding. Many databases have been 
developed for various plant species. These include Gramene [80] TropGENE [81], 
Plant GDB [82], GRASSIUS [83], Phytozome [84], MOROKOSHI [85], Plant TF 
database [86], PLAZA [87] and KBase [88]. SUCESTFUN is a specific platform for 
sugarcane/energy cane breeders (http://sucest-fun.org/) [89] and was developed 
keeping in view the five major objectives: gene annotation, expression profiling, 
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genome sequencing, functional genomics, and integration of public resources. 
The database was initially based on 43,141 Sugarcane Assembled Sequences (SAS) 
from the SUCEST Project [90] followed by the generation of 17,500 ORFeome 
genes using RNA-seq from the hybrid and ancestral varieties of sugarcane [91]. The 
retrieved data was of great value for single nucleotide polymorphism analysis, pro-
tein characterization, identification of splicing variants, and evolutionary studies.

The first transcriptomic analysis was performed to investigate differences 
between immature and mature leaves and internodes, [92] followed by the genes 
involved in sucrose transportation, source-sink interactions, tissue profiling of 
transcriptionally active transposable elements, transcription elements, stress-
responsive factors, and resistance gene analogs [93]. Numerous differentially 
expressed transcripts involved in photosynthesis, assimilate partitioning, cell 
wall synthesis, phosphate metabolism, and stress were identified through an 
oligonucleotide array [94]. The advent of micro-arrays appeared a great milestone 
in expression profiling where GeneChipR Sugar Cane Genome Array produced by 
Affymetrix assaying up to 4715 non-redundant random ESTs.

The available sugarcane genomic resources can be employed to identify genes 
involved in sugarcane cell wall (SCW) biosynthesis. NAC and MYB transcription 
factors and gene regulatory network (GRN) involved in SCW biosynthesis. The 
genes identified through genomic and transcriptomic approaches could either 
be used as DNA markers or develop value-added transgenic sugarcane [95]. 
Proteomics approaches have explored the role of DEPs (differentially expressed 
proteins) in signal transduction pathways for stress tolerance by proteomic 
approaches i.e. 2D-DIGE (two-dimensional difference gel electrophoresis) [96] 
and iTRAQ (isobaric tags for relative and absolute quantitation) [97]. More 
recently, metabolite analysis provides a deeper understanding of the complex 
regulatory processes of potential metabolites including saccharides and other 
derivatives helping out to predict resistance mechanisms through the use of 
high-throughput technologies that can determine metabolic phenotypes [98, 36]. 
Hence, these advancements can play a crucial role in the development of future 
energy cane (Figure 2).

Figure 2. 
Schematic sketch showing different research strategies to uplift biofuel production from sugarcane.
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Abstract

Anionic surfactants are generally used in surfactant injections because they are 
good, resistant in storage and stable. Furthermore, Commercially, anions are pro-
duced in the form of carboxylates, sulfates, sulfonates, phosphates, or phosphonates. 
The surfactants used in the process of implementing Enhanced Oil Recovery (EOR) 
are generally petroleum-based, such as Petroleum Sulfonate. Therefore, an increase 
in oil price, leads to an increase in the price of surfactant and the operational costs 
becomes relatively expensive. Lignosulfonate is a type of anionic surfactant which is 
made with lignin as raw material. This lignin is found in many plants, including wood 
stalks, plant leaves, peanut shells, corn cobs, bagasse, empty bunches of oil palm 
and wheat straw. Based on the results of previous studies, 25% of lignin component 
was discovered in bagasse. This may be a consideration that there is enough lignin 
in bagasse to be used as raw material in the production of lignosulfonate vegetable 
surfactants. Furthermore, lignin from bagasse is used because bagasse is easy to 
obtain, cheap and an environmental friendly vegetable waste. Currently, bagasse 
is only used as fuel in steam boilers and papermaking, cement and brick reinforce-
ment, a source of animal feed, bioethanol, activated charcoal as adsorbent and 
compost fertilizer. This is a consideration to optimize the use of bagasse to become 
lignosulfonate as an alternative for surfactants in the petroleum sector. The purpose 
of this study is to show that lignin from bagasse has the potential of becoming a 
lignosulfonate surfactant. There are several studies that have processed bagasse into 
sodium lignosulfonate. The component test on the results showed that the surfactant 
component of sodium lignosulfonate from bagasse was almost the same as the com-
mercial standard lignosulfonate component. Furthermore, the results of the HLB 
(Hydrophilic–Lipophilic Balance) value test show that the sodium lignosulfonate sur-
factant from bagasse can function as an emulsion form which is a required parameter 
for the surfactant injection mechanism. Based on the discussion of the study results, 
bagasse has the potential as a raw material to be processed into lignosulfonates.

Keywords: bagasse, lignin, lignosulfonate, surfactant

1. Introduction

Indonesia is an agricultural country centered on the equatorial landscape where 
the longest, longest and most photosynthetic process occurs throughout the year. The 
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Figure 1. 
Sugarcane from plants to consumers.

initial product of photosynthesis is glucose which is synthesized from carbon dioxide 
(CO2) and water with the help of sunlight in chlorophyll. High rainfall guarantees 
water availability and the progress of the oxidation process. The process of decom-
position in tropical climates occurs at a fast rate so that there is enough CO2 in the 
air. With radiation for about 10 hours a day, Indonesia is one of the most productive 
regions in the world. As a large archipelago, Indonesia also has vast fertile land for the 
cultivation of sugar-producing crops. Sugar-producing plants that grow and develop 
well in the tropics include sugar cane, palms (palm, coconut), and beet plants [1].

Sugarcane is a plant used as a raw material in the production of sugar. It has high 
sweet content on the stem and holds many benefits behind its distinctive sweet 
taste which are not only in terms of health but from various terms, such as industry, 
household consumption, agriculture and livestock. This plant consists of a grass 
that has many types and varieties, ranging from yellow, red, e.t.c. [2]. Sugarcane 
harvest is not influenced by the season where the harvest is still satisfactory, which 
is during the transition season [3]. The stalks of sugarcane harvested from planta-
tions are trucked to the factory to be processed into sugar [4].

Sugarcane is a type of plant grown only in areas with tropical climates. In 
Indonesia, sugarcane plantations have an area around 400 to 500 hectares thousand 
hectares spread across Medan, Lampung, Solo, Tegal and Mojokerto [5]. Sugarcane 
as a raw material for the sugar industry is one of the plantation commodities that 
has a strategic role in the economy in Indonesia. With an area of approximately 
415.66 thousand hectares in 2018, the sugar cane industry is a source of income for 
thousands of sugarcane farmers and workers in the sugar industry [6]. Figure 1 
below shows the conditions of the sugarcane plantation until the sugarcane is ready 
for harvest. Sugarcane harvesting is carried out by cutting the sugarcane stalks by 
workers and then preparing the clean sugarcane stalks to be processed into sugar or 
sugarcane juice with a sweet taste [7].
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The main product of sugarcane is its extract which is used as the main ingredient 
in producing sugar. On a large scale, majority of sugar cane is used in the produc-
tion of white and brown sugar. Sugarcane that enters the factory must be sugarcane 
that is ripe or has high brix and pol and is clean from all types of impurities (roots, 
shoots, dry leaves) [8–10]. Manual fellers, the results are better than sugarcane har-
vesting machines. Logging covers all parts of the sugarcane. The shoots and leaves 
are discarded and only the sugarcane stalks are used because what contains sucrose is 
sugarcane stalks. The cleanliness of sugarcane from manure depends on the skills of 
felling personnel and the application of felling SOPs in the field. In addition, milled 
sugarcane must be fresh, fresh sugarcane is sugarcane that is milled for no more than 
48 hours [11, 12]. The distribution starts from sugarcane harvested from plantations 
[13, 14]. Sugarcane loaded onto trucks by humans and machines [15, 16]. And then 
transported to the sugar factory as shown in the following Figures 2 and 3 below.

In Figure 2, you can see the process of transporting sugarcane, starting from 
cutting down sugarcane stalks by workers, collecting sugarcane stalks by workers 
or using grab folders, to transporting them to trucks either by workers or using grab 
folders. After the sugarcane is loaded into the truck, it is taken to the sugar factory 
to be processed. The sugarcane that has arrived at the sugar factory will be poured 
into the mill as shown in Figure 3 below. The loading of sugarcane into the mill has 
used a system in such a way that the truck has been facilitated so that it can directly 
load the sugarcane mill [17, 18].

In Figure 3, there are no human workers who move sugarcane stalks to the 
sugar mill. Inside the factory, the sugarcane stalks harvested from plantations are 
processed into sugar by undergoing a five-time grinding process, after which it is 

Figure 2. 
Sugarcane transport to trucks.
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expelled as bagasse waste [19]. Sugarcane harvesting age from planting to ready 
harvest is 12 months. Sugarcane is harvested by cutting sugarcane stalks at the bot-
tom and top. Sugarcane of good quality for making sugar must be maintained during 
harvesting. The following figure shows the process that occurs in a sugar factory to 
produce sugar and remove the rest of the sugarcane process as bagasse [20–22].

After arriving at the factory, sugar cane is processed into white sugar or brown 
sugar with factory equipment as shown in Figure 4 below. The end result of this 
sugarcane process is the result of sugarcane waste/bagasse [23, 24].

In its production process, sugarcane produces 90% bagasse, 5% molasses and 
5% water [25]. The waste obtained from sugarcane during the process of producing 
sugar is known as bagasse which is used as fuel, material for paper pulp, organic 
fertilizer and animal feed. Not many industries have developed products made from 
bagasse. The panel board manufacturing industry and the bagasse fiber-reinforced 
asbestos-producing industry are the small industries that have started developing 
bagasse. Sugarcane is a plant used as a raw material in the production of sugar and 
Monosodium glutamate (MSG) [26–28].

A total of 32% bagasse is produced from the weight of milled sugarcane. It 
contains cellulose, lignin and hemicellulose compounds which are by-products of 
the sugarcane extraction process [29, 30]. As seen in the following Figure 5, from 
the observation of plant cell wall macrofibrils, there are three main components, 
namely lignin, cellulose and hemicellulose. In hemicellulose itself there are pentose 
and hexose [31–33].

Lignin, which mainly accumulates in plant stems, fills the space in the cell wall 
between cellulose, hemicellulose and pectin [34, 35]. This substance is present in all 
vascular plants but not in Bryophytes, which supports the idea that lignin’s original 
function is limited to water transport. Furthermore, as one of the main components 
in bagasse, lignin is a complex polymer with high molecular weight composed of 
phenylpropane units which are the main component of wood building blocks. 
Lignin content is more in softwood compared to hardwood [36–38].

With a ligno-cellulose content, a fiber length of 1.7 to 2 mm and a diameter 
of about 20 micros, bagasse may actually be used as a raw material in chemical, 
petroleum, paper, brake canvas and mushroom industries. Therefore, it is economi-
cally utilized not only as a source of fuel energy in steam boilers, but also as a raw 
material for papermaking or a source of animal feed. In general, in Indonesia, sugar 
factories use bagasse as fuel after it undergoes a drying process. Another consider-
ation used in selecting bagasse is because the sugarcane land is quite large, which 
is spread from Western to Eastern Indonesia, from North Sumatra, Palembang, 
Lampung, Java and Sulawesi, hence natural resources are readily available. This is 

Figure 3. 
Trucks deliver sugarcane to factories.
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also complemented by a plan of the local government to develop a sugar factory 
and sugarcane plantation. The development of sugarcane plantations supports the 
needs of the sugar industry, which in the making process will consequently produce 
a lot of waste. Each year, the amount of bagasse produced is quite abundant, easy 

Figure 4. 
The production process in a sugar factory.

Figure 5. 
Structure component of plant biomass [31].
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Figure 4. 
The production process in a sugar factory.

Figure 5. 
Structure component of plant biomass [31].
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to obtain, and cheap. Based on data from the Indonesian Sugar Plantation Research 
Center (P3GI), bagasse is obtained by 32% of milled sugarcane weight or around 
10.2 million tons/year or per milled season throughout Indonesia [39, 40]. About 
50% of the bagasse produced in each sugar factory is used as boiler fuel and the rest 
is dumped as waste which has low economic value [41, 42].

2. Methodology

The study method starts from a review of the potentials contained in various 
sources in general. The lignin content was used to determine the use of bagasse as a 
surfactant raw material. Several other wastes that also contain lignin, cellulose and 
hemicellulose are seen in Table 1 below.

Sources of lignin in Table 1 are broad petioles, needle stalks, leaves, corn cobs, 
peanut shells, wheat straw, bagasse, oil palm empty bunches. From the source of 
lignin, the focus of research is bagasse, because bagasse is sugarcane waste. The 
focus of this research is only on the bagasse. In Table 1, it can be seen that bagasse 
is a type of waste containing 25% lignin, 25% hemicellulose and 50% cellulose. 
By processing the bagasse, it can be used as a solution for sugarcane solid waste. 
Another consideration for the decision to use bagasse is the chemical composition 
of bagasse. The chemical composition of bagasse consists of ash, lignin, cellulose, 
extract, pentose and SiO2. Its chemical composition is shown in Table 2 below.

Bagasse is a vegetable source that contains large amounts of lignin which is a 
byproduct of the sugarcane liquid extraction process. This extraction produces 
bagasse about 32% of milled sugarcane weight Based on chemical analysis, the 

Content Level (%)

Ash 3.82

Lignin 22.09

Cellulose 37.65

Extract 1.81

Pentosan 27.97

SiO2 3.01

Table 2. 
Chemical composition of bagasse [43].

No. Waste Cellulose (%) Hemicellulose (%) Lignin (%)

1. Broad leaf trunk41 40–55 24–40 18–25

2. Needle leaf trunk41 45–50 25–35 25–35

3. Leaf42 15–20 80–85 0

4. Corn cobs42 45 35 15

5. Peanut shell42 23–30 25–30 30–40

6. Wheat straw43 30 50 15

7. Bagasse43 50 25 25

8. Palm empty bunches43 41,30 – 46,50 25,30 – 33,80 27,50–32

Table 1. 
Components of lignin in various vegetable wastes.
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average bagasse has a chemical composition of 3.28% ash, 22.09% lignin, 37.65% 
cellulose, 1.81% extract, 27.97% pentosan and 3.01% SiO2. The lignin content of 
22.09% is a good potential for bagasse to be processed into lignosulfonates. Most 
of the content in bagasse is ligno-cellulose which is a natural polymer with high 
molecular weight that is rich in energy. Therefore, a large amount has the potential 
of been used as an energy source [43, 44].

One of the determining factors for the success of a livestock business is feed, 
where more than half of the production costs are used to fulfill feed needs. 
Therefore, efforts need to be made to ensure that provision of feed is cheap, easy 
to obtain and not competitive with human needs. Forage is one of the main foods 
for livestock, but its continuous supply has encountered several obstacles due to the 
narrow land available for forage cultivation which reduces the availability of feed. 
One alternative to overcome the problem of feed availability is to utilize agricultural 
byproducts [45]. According to Sajjad Karimi [46], the by-product of sugarcane mill-
ing may be used as animal feed because it is tolerant of summer, resistant to pests 
and diseases and easily available in the dry season when forage is less available [47]. 
The utilization of sugarcane as a feed ingredient requires technology because it has 
high crude fiber and low crude protein content. As a feed, several ingredients need 
to be added to bagasse in order to complement the mineral requirements needed in 
the feed material [48–51].

Bagasse waste has the opportunity to be optimally utilized as alternative energy 
which is beneficial to community needs and is friendly to the environment [52]. 
Biomass is a material obtained from plants directly or indirectly and is used as 
energy or materials in large quantities. Furthermore, it is known as “Fitomass” 
and is often translated as bioresource or resources obtained from living organisms. 
Biomass may actually be used directly without going through charcoal production 
first [53]. Sugarcane bagasse is generally used as boiler fuel to produce the energy 
needed in the sugar-making process which simultaneously produces a large amount 
of waste. Bagasse fiber is made up of cellulose which contains active carboxyl groups 
and lignin which contains phenolic groups. Several studies have utilized bagasse as 
an adsorbent for the removal of Congo Red dye [54] and reduction of iron content 
in well water [55]. Carbonized bagasse charcoal at 250°C for 2.5 hours [56] is used in 
the removal of heavy metals such as Pb, Cu, Cr and Cd. Furthermore, the effective-
ness of this charcoal absorption has been tested [57] for the remediation of mag-
nesium, manganese, zinc and nitrates in leachate. Based on the analysis result, the 
effectiveness of this charcoal is higher compared to the use of bagasse fiber. The use 
of this charcoal to change the characteristics of peat water and improve its quality 
into clean water has not been reported [58–60]. The adsorption process is one of 
the efforts made to improve the quality of pray water using bagasse charcoal as an 
adsorbent. The ability of bagasse biomass is increased by means of carbonization 
activation [61]. Furthermore, as an energy substitute, bagasse has been studied as 
bioethanol. From lignocellulosic biomass, ethanol can be produced [62–65].  
For example, from bagasse hemicellulocicidrolysis, from the study of Canilha 
et al. reported the following results of 7.5 g / L, 0.30 g /g and 0.16 g/L [66]. The 
subject of discussion focuses on the characteristics and potential of lignocel-
lulosic biomass, biomass conversion technology to ethanol and its potential 
development.

Study and development of science and technology in the field of making vari-
ous composite materials to fulfill various purposes/needs have been widely car-
ried out by educational and industrial circles. This study is reasonable due to the 
abundant availability of reinforcing fiber raw materials from organic composite 
reinforcing fibers such as bamboo, pineapple, sugarcane, banana and palm fibers 
[67] or inorganic reinforcing fibers and the quite high need/demand for processed 
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composite materials on the market. Baggase fiber is one of the many natural fibers 
found in Indonesia. Post-harvest activities and processing of agricultural/plantation 
products, including the use of by-products and their processing residues, are still 
not optimal. In the sugarcane processing industry, the amount of bagasse produced 
may be up to 32% of each processed sugarcane. Till date, its use as raw material 
for the manufacture of particle boards, boiler fuel, organic fertilizers and animal 
feed is limited and has low economic value. Furthermore, the use of bagasse fiber 
as a reinforcing fiber for composite materials have very important meaning in 
terms of the utilization of industrial waste, especially the sugar-making industry 
in Indonesia which has not been optimized from an economic perspective and the 
utilization of its processed products. The results of this study are expected to bring 
new innovations in the development of non synthetic fiber-reinforced composite 
material technology. Therefore, bagasse fiber may be used as an alternative raw 
material, because it is easily obtained, almost available in all regions of Indonesia, a 
plantation crop widely cultivated by many farmers in Indonesia, more environmen-
tal friendly, a natural fiber and easier to process.

Bagasse is organic waste which is produced in many sugarcane processing 
factories in Indonesia. Bagasse is easy to obtain, does not endanger health and can be 
decomposed naturally (biodegradability). Therefore, the use of composite reinforc-
ing fibers will be able to overcome environmental problems [68].

Several studies have also demonstrated the feasibility of using pre-treated 
bagasse at high consistency conditions to produce ethanol with a theoretical yield 
approaching 65% [69]. The production of bioethanol from bagasse can be obtained 
by engineering the evolution of the super active fermentation yeast Saccharomyces 
cerevisiae through the suppression gene deletion process. This may have detrimental 
effects on fermentation and the overexpression of all metabolic pathways for the 
fermentation of glucose, xylose, arabinose sugars and processes for higher tolerance 
to inhibitors [70]. There are many benefits that may be obtained from bagasse waste 
as shown in the following table (Table 3).

More study efforts are needed in relation to the use of bagasse as another 
product with more value, as shown in the following figure. In this Figure 6, it can 
be seen that the use of bagasse is applied to four major parts, namely for energy, 
biochemicals, food and materials. As an energy use, bagasse is used as charcoal, 
pellets, biogas, bioethanol, heat and electricity. As a biochemical, bagasse can be 
made for biopylomers, vanillin, enzymes, xylitol and furfural. Meanwhile, for food 
needs, bagasse can be made as protein, animal feed, fertilizer, soil conditioner. 
And finally, for material needs, bagasse can be used as an adsorbent, construction, 
textile fiber, boards and paper.

No. Application Reference

1. Bagasse charcoal [57, 61]

2. Adsorbent [55, 56]

3. Organic composite reinforcement [68, 71]

4. Biomass [53, 67]

5. Animal feed [46–52]

6. Bioethanol [69, 70]

7. SLS surfactant [72, 73]

Table 3. 
Results of the study carried out on the benefits of this waste.
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Several previous studies also stated that bagasse is a fiber containing cellulose 
with an active carboxyl group and lignin with a phenolic group. This research was 
conducted by Collepardi [72] and Setiati [73], processing bagasse into surfactant 
sodium lignosulfonate. This research is the manufacture of biopolymers which 
is part of biochemistry due to the large amount of lignin contained in bagasse. 
According to previous studies, the lignin content in bagasse was 25% as shown 
in Table 1 above [75]. This type of surfactant is used as a raw material for fluid 
injection in oil fields to increase petroleum production. Figure 6 above shows the 
position of the SLS surfactant bagasse synthesis which is part of the biopolymer.

The hoarding of bagasse as waste for a certain time cause problems, because this 
material is flammable, pollutes the surrounding environment and takes up a large 
area for storage [76]. So that this waste must be handled properly, by using it into 
other products.

The four main categories of bagasse application are currently being studied 
and utilized by the community. Various exploitation efforts continue to be made to 
minimize bagasse because sugarcane plantations and sugar factories are still devel-
oping [77]. Therefore, technological developments are still needed in processing 
and utilizing bagasse.

3. Results and discussion

One of the uses of bagasse is as a biopolymer, which is processed into Sodium 
LignoSulfonate (SLS) surfactant. SLS surfactant is an anionic surfactant, a type of 
surfactant that is widely used in the surfactant injection process in oil reservoirs. 
The function of this surfactant is to form a middle phase emulsion so that there is 
a decrease in interfacial tension (IFT) between the oil in the reservoir and the oil 
that sticks to the rock because it is difficult to move [78, 79]. With the availability 
of surfactants, the interfacial tension is low so that oil can be easily produced. The 
remaining oil in the reservoir can be removed and produced to increase oil recovery.

Figure 6. 
Bagasse utilization diagram [74].
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Processing of bagasse into SLS surfactant is carried out through two processes, 
namely hydrolysis and sulfonation [80–82]. Hydrolysis is the separation of lignin 
from bagasse by using a sieve analysis to obtain a size of 80 mesh. The lignin 
obtained is reacted with a sulfonation process using sodium bisulfite reagent to 
obtain sodium lignosulfonate surfactant [83]. The following figure shows the 
complete process from bagasse synthesis to SLS surfactant.

The synthesis process shown in Figure 7 begins with the process of isolating 
lignin from bagasse. This process uses NaOH as a reagent, by heating for 5 hours at 
a temperature of 100°C. Then titrated using H2SO4 until a precipitate appears then 
filtered and dried, to become lignin. The lignin formed is then processed into lig-
nosulfonate surfactants by a sulfonation process using NaHSO3 as a reagent, reflux 
for 5 hours at a temperature of 150°C. As a result, it is dried to become lignosulfo-
nate powder.

Lignosulfonates are lignin derivatives containing sulfonates that have hydro-
philic groups which include sulfonate groups, phenyl hydroxyl and hydroxyl alcohol 
and hydrophobic groups (carbon chains) [84]. Therefore they are included in the 
anionic surfactant group.

The SLS surfactant produced from the synthesis of bagasse was tested for the 
components which it contains, using the FTIR (Fourier Transform Infra-Red) test. 
Tabulation of FTIR test results is seen in the following Table 4. Graph of FTIR test 
results can be seen in Figure 8.

From the Figure 8 below, it is observed that the four clearest peaks show the 
absorption peak at wave number 1635.34 cm-1 as the stretching vibration region 
of alkene functional group -C=C- aromatic, wave number 1384.64 cm-1 as the 
stretching vibration region of sulfonate functional group S=O, wave number 
1114.65 cm-1 as the bending vibration region of carboxylate functional group C=O 
and wave number 462,832 cm-1 as the bending vibration region of ester functional 
group S-OR.

The results of FTIR test showed that the lignosulfonate formed has components 
of alkenes, sulfates, carboxylic acids and esters. The synthesized SLS surfactant 

Figure 7. 
Synthesis process of SLS surfactant from bagasse [73].
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was compared to a commercial lignosulfonate surfactant, namely Patricia ligno-
sulfonate. This surfactant consists of an alkene component with a wave number 
of 1630–1680 cm−1, a sulfonate group with wave number of 1350 cm−1, Carboxylic 
acids with wave number of 1000–1300 cm-1 and an ester with wave number of 
500–540 cm−1 [85]. Compared to commercial lignosulfonate, SLS surfactant 
bagasse has a constituent component which is exactly the same as the compara-
tor commercial lignosulfonate. There is only a slight difference in the absorption 
peak wave number detected, for example the alkene on SLS surfactant bagasse is 
1635.34 cm−1, which is still in the range of comparator lignosulfonate wave numbers 
of namely 1630–1680 cm−1. Meanwhile, the sulfonate element in SLS surfactant 
bagasse is at a wave number of 1384.64 cm−1, shifted slightly to the left compared to 
commercial lignosulfonate which has a sulfonate wave number of 1350 cm−1, which 
indicates that this deviation only occurs by 2.56%. Furthermore, the carboxylic 
acids component with a wave number of 1114.65 cm−1 is still in the comparator 
lignosulfonate range, namely 1000–1300 cm−1, while the last element (ester) pro-
vides a measurement result that deviates slightly to the right. Based on the results 
from the measurement of SLS surfactant bagasse, the ester is at a wave number of 
462,832cm1, while the comparator lignosulfonate has a wave number between 500 
and 540 cm−1. The deviation that occurs in this element is 7.4%.

No. Component Wave number(cm−1)

1. Alkene C=C 1635.34

2. Sulfonate S=O 1384.64

3. Carboxylic Acids C=O 1114.65

4. Ester S-OR 462.832

Table 4. 
Spectrum of FTIR results of lignosulfonate from bagasse.

Figure 8. 
FTIR test curve of SLS surfactant bagasse.
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sulfonate. This surfactant consists of an alkene component with a wave number 
of 1630–1680 cm−1, a sulfonate group with wave number of 1350 cm−1, Carboxylic 
acids with wave number of 1000–1300 cm-1 and an ester with wave number of 
500–540 cm−1 [85]. Compared to commercial lignosulfonate, SLS surfactant 
bagasse has a constituent component which is exactly the same as the compara-
tor commercial lignosulfonate. There is only a slight difference in the absorption 
peak wave number detected, for example the alkene on SLS surfactant bagasse is 
1635.34 cm−1, which is still in the range of comparator lignosulfonate wave numbers 
of namely 1630–1680 cm−1. Meanwhile, the sulfonate element in SLS surfactant 
bagasse is at a wave number of 1384.64 cm−1, shifted slightly to the left compared to 
commercial lignosulfonate which has a sulfonate wave number of 1350 cm−1, which 
indicates that this deviation only occurs by 2.56%. Furthermore, the carboxylic 
acids component with a wave number of 1114.65 cm−1 is still in the comparator 
lignosulfonate range, namely 1000–1300 cm−1, while the last element (ester) pro-
vides a measurement result that deviates slightly to the right. Based on the results 
from the measurement of SLS surfactant bagasse, the ester is at a wave number of 
462,832cm1, while the comparator lignosulfonate has a wave number between 500 
and 540 cm−1. The deviation that occurs in this element is 7.4%.

No. Component Wave number(cm−1)

1. Alkene C=C 1635.34

2. Sulfonate S=O 1384.64

3. Carboxylic Acids C=O 1114.65

4. Ester S-OR 462.832

Table 4. 
Spectrum of FTIR results of lignosulfonate from bagasse.

Figure 8. 
FTIR test curve of SLS surfactant bagasse.
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The other indicator for the success of SLS surfactant bagasse as a raw mate-
rial for surfactant injection in the EOR process may be seen from the HLB 
(Hydrophilic–Lipophilic Balance) value. HLB determination was used to determine 
the classification of the surfactant. The Myers table was the standard HBL value 
used in which the emulsion-forming fluid has an HLB value of 8–11 [86]. The 
components that needed to be known were the lipophilic and hydrophilic groups. 
This component is known from the atomic element which is measured based on the 
NMR (Nuclear Magnetic Resonance) test.

Based on the NMR spectrum analysis of the SLS surfactant bagasse sample, it 
turns out that the atomic number of C = 11, O = 8, H = 16 and S = 1. The molecular 
mass of the lignosulfonate monomer may be determined by looking at the presence 
of C, O, H and S atoms in their structure. Therefore, the empirical formula of the 
lignosulfonate monomer is (C11H16O8S)n, with a relative molecular mass of 308.06.

Furthermore, based on the NMR analysis, it is easy to identify which groups 
are classified as hydrophilic or lipophilic. The Lipophilic group consists of the 
elements (= CH -, - CH2 -, - CH3), while the hydrophilic group consists of the ele-
ments(= - SO3Na) and (-OH) elements. The grouping is seen in the Table 5 below.

Based on the number of lipophilic and hydrophilic element atoms, this HLB 
value may be calculated using the equation as follows:

 ( ) ( )= ∗ +h l hHLB 20 M / M M  (1)

Where: Mh = the molecular weight of hydrophilic group.
Ml = the molecular weight of the lipophilic group

 ( ) ( ) ( )= + = + + + =h 3M SO Na OH x3 32 48 23 51 154  (2)

 ( ) ( ) ( )= + + =lM CH x3 CH2 x3 CH3 x2 111  (3)

 ( ) ( ) ( )= ∗ + = ∗ + =h l hHLB 20 M / M M 20 154 / 111 154 ) 11.62  (4)

The result calculation, SLS surfactant bagasse has an HLB value of 11.62. 
Therefore, based on Table 6, it is suitable for use in the O/W (oil in water) emul-
sion type system, which means that the surfactant is soluble in water [86].

Furthermore, the HLB value was determined empirically with a scale of 0–20, 
as shown in Table 6 below. The higher the HLB value, the more hydrophilic the 
surfactant and the more soluble it is in water, or known as an O/W (Oil in Water) 
emulsion. Meanwhile, lower HLB value indicates that the surfactant is a W/O 

Classification Group Number

Lipophilic Groups =CH- 3

-CH2- 3

-CH3 2

Hydrophilic Groups -SO3Na 1

-OH 3

Table 5. 
Grouping of bagasse NaLS surfactant functional groups.
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(Water in Oil) emulsion, which will be more soluble in oil [86, 87]. Surfactants are 
usually amphiphilic organic compounds, which contain hydrophobic (tail) and 
hydrophilic (head). In addition, they spread in water and absorb at the interface 
between air and water or at the interface between oil and water.

Therefore, this SLS surfactant bagasse may be used as an injection fluid because 
it forms an O/W emulsion and is dissolved in water. In accordance with the injec-
tion mechanism, the surfactant is dissolved in the formation water and is injected 
into the reservoir to push the oil trapped in the rock pores. So, SLS surfactant 
bagasse has the potential of been used as a surfactant injection in the enhanced oil 
recovery process.

4. Conclusions

Based on studies conducted on bagasse and its application as a new, more useful 
product, it appears that the lignin content in bagasse has the potential to be pro-
cessed into sodium lignosulfonate (SLS) surfactant. This SLS surfactant functions 
as an injection liquid to increase oil recovery. The laboratory test results corroborate 
these claims, which show that bagasse SLS surfactant as lignosulfonate has four 
main components, namely alkenes, sulfonic acids, carboxylic acids and esters. 
Furthermore, it has an HLB ((Hydrophilic–Lipophilic Balance) value of 11.62 which 
indicates that it functions as an emulsifier that dissolves in water and forms a sur-
factant solution. SLS surfactant bagasse forms an emulsion and reduces interfacial 
tension (IFT), so that oil granules are easier to produce. So it can be concluded that 
bagasse has good potential to be used as raw material for lignosulfonate surfactants.

HLB Value Range Application

2–6 W/O emulsion

7–9 Wetting agent

8–18 O/W emulsion

3–15 Detergent

15–18 Solubilization

Table 6. 
HLB value and its application [86].
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(Water in Oil) emulsion, which will be more soluble in oil [86, 87]. Surfactants are 
usually amphiphilic organic compounds, which contain hydrophobic (tail) and 
hydrophilic (head). In addition, they spread in water and absorb at the interface 
between air and water or at the interface between oil and water.

Therefore, this SLS surfactant bagasse may be used as an injection fluid because 
it forms an O/W emulsion and is dissolved in water. In accordance with the injec-
tion mechanism, the surfactant is dissolved in the formation water and is injected 
into the reservoir to push the oil trapped in the rock pores. So, SLS surfactant 
bagasse has the potential of been used as a surfactant injection in the enhanced oil 
recovery process.

4. Conclusions

Based on studies conducted on bagasse and its application as a new, more useful 
product, it appears that the lignin content in bagasse has the potential to be pro-
cessed into sodium lignosulfonate (SLS) surfactant. This SLS surfactant functions 
as an injection liquid to increase oil recovery. The laboratory test results corroborate 
these claims, which show that bagasse SLS surfactant as lignosulfonate has four 
main components, namely alkenes, sulfonic acids, carboxylic acids and esters. 
Furthermore, it has an HLB ((Hydrophilic–Lipophilic Balance) value of 11.62 which 
indicates that it functions as an emulsifier that dissolves in water and forms a sur-
factant solution. SLS surfactant bagasse forms an emulsion and reduces interfacial 
tension (IFT), so that oil granules are easier to produce. So it can be concluded that 
bagasse has good potential to be used as raw material for lignosulfonate surfactants.

HLB Value Range Application
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7–9 Wetting agent
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Table 6. 
HLB value and its application [86].
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